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Summary
The MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) framework is used in many networks to
provide efficient load balancing which distributes the traffic for efficient Quality of Service
(QoS) provisioning in the network. If the MPLS framework is combined with Differen-
tiated Services (DiffServ) architecture, together they can provide aggregate-based service
differentiation and QoS. The combined use of DiffServ and MPLS in a network is called
DiffServ-aware Traffic Engineering (DS-TE). Such DiffServ-based MPLS networks de-
mand development of efficient methods for QoS provisioning. In this thesis, an automated
manager for management of these DiffServ-based MPLS networks is proposed. This man-
ager, called Traffic Engineering Automated Manager (TEAM), is a centralized authority
for adaptively managing a DiffServ/MPLS domain and it is responsible for dynamic band-
width and route management. TEAM is designed to provide a novel and unique archi-
tecture capable of managing large scale MPLS/DiffServ domains without any human in-
terference. TEAM constantly monitors the network state and reconfigures the network for
efficient handling of network events. Under the umbrella of TEAM, new schemes for Label
Switched Path (LSP) setup/tear-down, traffic routing, and network measurement are pro-
posed and evaluated through simulations. Also, extensions to include Generalized MPLS
(GMPLS) networks and inter-domain management are proposed.
As a part of TEAM, an optimal threshold-based policy for LSP and setup/tear-down is
proposed. It provides an on-line design for the MPLS network depending on the traffic load.
The proposed policy is a traffic-driven approach and balances the bandwidth, switching and
signaling costs for the network. Whenever a new connection request arrives, a decision is
made whether to setup a new LSP, re-dimension a pre-existing LSP or route the traffic on a
simple hop-by-hop IP route. A sub-optimal method is proposed that is easier to implement
xvi
in actual networks. For the traffic request routing in DiffServ/MPLS networks, a new QoS
routing algorithm is proposed. No stochastic model is assumed for the incoming traffic.
Many QoS metrics such as distance, available bandwidth and delay constraints are consid-
ered before the path selection. Only partial knowledge about the network state is assumed
at each network node. The algorithm finds a feasible path that minimizes the cost incurred.
The cost is attributed to bandwidth carriage, switching and signaling efforts in the network.
For the network measurement, various methods for measurement of available bandwidth in
the network are proposed. Measurements are necessary to determine the network condition
and performance of the various algorithms implemented by TEAM. Algorithms for mea-
surement of the available bandwidth on a link and end-to-end path are presented. The link
available bandwidth measurement algorithm predicts the duration for which the measure
is valid with a high degree of confidence. The algorithm dynamically changes the number
of past samples that are used for prediction and also the duration for which the prediction
holds. Also, an algorithm for measurement of end-to-end available bandwidth is presented.
The algorithm combines the advantages of both active and passive measurement method-
ologies to obtain accurate, reliable measurements of the available bandwidth along a path.
It is based on probing the devices on the path to get information about the path statistics.
Then, an algorithm is proposed for traffic estimation and resource allocation forecast on
inter-domain links in an attempt to extend the manager for inter-domain operations. The
algorithm is based on measurement of the current usage of the link. The algorithm allows
efficient resource utilization while keeping the number of reservation modifications to low
values. Finally, TEAM implementation details are provided with experimental results to
demonstrate the performance of TEAM as an efficient network manager. As an attempt to
extend TEAM functionality to the underlying optical network, an optimal policy has been
proposed for the combined setup decision of LSPs and  SPs. This policy decides whether




The Internet has evolved over time from a small set of interconnected computers in one
room to a worldwide infrastructure. However, this growth has largely been uncoordinated.
Networks and domains have been developed and deployed individually without end-to-end
performance considerations. With this decentralized architecture, providing end-to-end ser-
vice guarantees to applications is difficult. Nevertheless, the Internet users are developing
new applications and expect better service from the Internet. Thus, the Internet architecture
needs to be modified for delivering satisfactory service to the users.
1.1 Background
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is a large open international community of
network designers, operators, vendors and researchers concerned with the evolution of the
Internet architecture and the smooth operation of the Internet. Over the years, the IETF has
proposed and developed several novel architectures for Quality of Service (QoS) provision-
ing in the Internet. Prominent among these are Integrated Services (IntServ), Differentiated
Services (DiffServ) and MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS).
The IntServ architecture [1] has been designed to provide several classes of service in
the network. The level of QoS provided by these enhanced QoS classes is programmable
on a per-flow basis according to requests from the end applications. The requests dictate
the level of resources (e.g. bandwidth, buffer space), called as “flowspec” [2], that must
be reserved along with the transmission scheduling behavior that must be installed in the
routers to provide the desired end-to-end QoS commitment for the data flow. These re-




























Figure 1: The IntServ Architecture.
an appropriate reservation has been installed in each router along the path, the data flow can
expect to receive an end-to-end QoS commitment provided no path changes or router fail-
ures occur during the lifetime of the flow, and provided the data flow conforms to the traffic
envelope supplied in the request. Service-specific policing and traffic reshaping actions
are employed in the network to ensure that non-conforming data flows do not affect the
QoS commitments for well-behaving data flows. The IETF has formally specified Guar-
anteed Service [4] and Controlled-Load Service [5] for use with RSVP [6]. The IntServ
functionality in the host and network routers is shown in Figure 1. A survey of the IntServ
architecture can be found in [7, 8].
However, the IntServ architecture is not appropriate for the Internet because of the
inherent drawbacks in its design. The architecture is not scalable for large networks since
it requires per-flow state to be maintained at each network node. Also every packet has to
be classified into the different service classes. The on-demand reservations in the network
for each flow introduce a high degree of complexity in the network nodes. For this reason,
this architecture is hard to deploy in a real network.
In order to solve the scalability and flexibility related drawbacks of the IntServ archi-
tecture, the IETF proposed the DiffServ [9] model. The goal of the DiffServ framework
is to provide a means of offering a spectrum of services in the Internet without the need
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for per-flow state and signaling in every router. By carefully aggregating a multitude of
QoS-enabled flows into a small number of aggregates that are given a small number of
differentiated treatments within the network, DiffServ eliminates the need to recognize and
store information about each individual flow in core routers. Each DiffServ flow is policed
and marked at the first trusted downstream router according to a contracted service profile,
after which the flow is mingled with similar DiffServ traffic into an aggregate. All subse-
quent forwarding and policing is performed on the aggregates. The packets are marked by
designating the ”Per-hop Behavior” (PHB) that packets are to receive by setting a few bits
in the Internet Protocol (IP) v4 header Type Of Service (TOS) octet [10]. In this mapping,
the first 6 bits, called the Differentiated Services Codepoint (DSCP), define the PHB. The
PHBs are expected to be simple and they define forwarding behaviors that may suggest, but
do not require, a particular implementation or queuing discipline. In addition to DiffServ-
enabled packet forwarders, the network also requires classifiers, policers, markers and a
new kind of network component known as a bandwidth broker [11]. Per-flow policing and
marking is performed by the first trusted leaf router downstream from the sending host.
When a local admissions control decision has been made by the sender’s cloud, the leaf
router is configured with the contracted per-flow service profile. Downstream from the
first leaf router, all traffic is handled as aggregates. Network domains may need to shape
on egress to prevent otherwise conforming traffic from being unfairly policed at the next
downstream domain. On domain ingress, incoming traffic is classified by the PHB bits into
aggregates, which are policed according to the aggregate profiles in place. Depending on
the particular DiffServ service model in question, out-of-profile packets are either dropped
at the edge or are remarked with a different PHB. Finally, to make appropriate internal
and external admissions control decisions and to configure leaf and edge device policers
correctly, each domain is outfitted with a bandwidth broker (BB). Currently, two PHBs
have been proposed by the IETF, namely Assured Forwarding (AF) [12], and Expedited
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Figure 2: The DiffServ Architecture.
shown in Figure 2. A survey of the DiffServ architecture can be found in [14].
Although DiffServ solves the scalability problem of IntServ, it suffers from the so-
called resource stealing drawback. Flows sharing a common class will compete inside the
class for the resources available to all members and in some occasions might reduce the
performance of their competitors in terms of QoS measures by stealing the resources that
were initially used by their rivals. Unfortunately, the DiffServ standard does not propose a
technique to alleviate the problem.
In an effort to combine the virtues of both IntServ and DiffServ, [15] proposes the
operation of IntServ over DiffServ networks with the addition of flow admission control
capabilities to the edge nodes of a statically provisioned DiffServ network region. This
approach provides scalability to a large number of flows and strict service guarantees si-
multaneously. RSVP messages are exchanged end-to-end across the network. At the edge
of the network, these messages are interpreted on a hop by hop basis as in standard IntServ.
However, pure DiffServ regions can also be used within the path. Here, the RSVP messages
are only interpreted at the edge of the DiffServ region. These nodes map RSVP reservation
requests to DiffServ forwarding classes, keeping a record of the session identifier and the
required DiffServ class. Once data begins to flow using the reservation, these edge nodes
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will map the packet headers to session identifiers in the packets and confirm that the correct
DSCP is being used. Once within the network, all packets are forwarded according to stan-
dard DiffServ operation. This architecture still does not solve the DiffServ related issues
of sub-optimal network resource usage and the cross interaction between traffic flows with
different ingress/egress node pairs.
In an effort to alleviate the drawbacks of DiffServ, IETF proposed to use the MPLS
technology in conjunction with DiffServ. The objective of MPLS is to increase the effi-
ciency of data throughput by optimizing packet processing overhead in the IP networks.
The MPLS architecture is detailed in [16]. The MPLS technology uses a short fixed-length
label to route packets in the network. The edge routers in the network, called the Label
Edge Routers (LERs), attach this label to the packet. The core routers in the network,
called the Label Switching Routers (LSRs), then route the packet based on the assigned
label rather than the original packet header. The label assignments are based on the For-
warding Equivalence Class (FEC) of the packet, where packets belonging to the same FEC
are assigned the same label and generally traverse through the same path across the MPLS
network. An FEC may consist of packets that have common ingress and egress nodes, or
same service class and same ingress/egress nodes, etc. A path traversed by packets in the
same FEC is called a Label Switched Path (LSP). The Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)
and an extension to the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) are used to establish, main-
tain (refresh), and tear-down LSPs [17]. MPLS performs a much faster forwarding than
IP since the packet headers do not need to be analyzed at every hop in the path. MPLS
also provides Traffic Engineering (TE) [18] by allowing traffic to be explicitly routed in the
network to achieve efficient load balancing [19]. The requirements for Traffic Engineer-
ing over MPLS are given in [20]. The MPLS architecture in a network node is shown in
Figure 3. Details about the MPLS architecture can be found in [21].
Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) is an extension to MPLS as a control plane solution for




























Figure 3: The MPLS Architecture.
such as lightpaths [22], to be automatically setup and torn down by means of a signaling
protocol [23]. GMPLS differs from traditional MPLS because of its added switching capa-
bilities for lambda, fiber etc. It is the first step towards the integration of data and optical
network architectures. It reduces network operational costs with easier network manage-
ment and operation. The traditional MPLS is defined for packet switching networks only.
MPLS mainly focuses on the data plane as opposed to GMPLS’ focus on control plane.
GMPLS extends the concept of LSP setup beyond the Label Switched Routers (LSRs) to
wavelength/fiber switching capable systems. Thus, GMPLS allows LSP hierarchy (one
LSP inside another) at different layers in the network architecture.
To achieve fine-grained optimization of transmission resources and further enhanced
network performance and efficiency, traffic engineering must be performed at a per-class
level [24] in the MPLS network. Thus, DiffServ mechanisms [25] may be used to comple-
ment the MPLS TE mechanisms [20, 26, 27] because they operate on an aggregate basis
across all DiffServ classes of service. In this case, DiffServ and MPLS TE both provide
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Figure 4: Virtual MPLS Networks.
their respective benefits. By mapping the traffic from different DiffServ classes of service
onto separate MPLS LSPs, DiffServ-aware MPLS networks can meet engineering con-
straints which are specific to the given class on both shortest and non-shortest path. This
TE strategy is called DiffServ-aware Traffic Engineering (DS-TE) [24] and currently, three
class types are defined for different DiffServ PHBs. Traffic belonging to each class type
is carried on a virtual MPLS network by itself. These MPLS networks are layered on top
of the physical network as shown in Figure 4. Each physical link capacity is partitioned
among different MPLS networks and a maximum capacity is assigned to each partition ac-
cording to a bandwidth constraint model. Many constraint models are under development
at the IETF at the time of writing of this dissertation, such as russian doll, maximum allo-
cation, maximum allocation with reservation etc. The unused reserved bandwidth is then
used for Best Effort (BE) traffic. The design and management of these over-layered MPLS
networks is a fundamental key to the success of the DiffServ-MPLS mapping. These net-
works should be managed independently to consider the QoS requirements of each traffic
class. Many open research issues need to be solved for efficient management of these net-
works, such as LSP dimensioning, setup/tear-down, routing, preemption, initial definition
of the network topology, etc.
1.2 Research Objectives and Related Work
In this thesis, new techniques for the design and management of these virtual MPLS net-
works are proposed and developed. In particular, the following areas are investigated:
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1. Automated network manager
2. LSP and setup and tear-down
3. Traffic routing
4. Link/LSP available bandwidth estimation
5. End-to-end available bandwidth measurement
6. Inter-domain management
7. Optical network topology design
Automated network manager
Few comprehensive traffic engineering managers have been proposed in literature. The
Routing and Traffic Engineering Server (RATES) [28] is a software system developed at
Bell Laboratories for MPLS traffic engineering, but TE is only performed for the rout-
ing of bandwidth guaranteed LSPs. MPLS Adaptive Traffic Engineering (MATE) [29] is
another state dependent traffic engineering mechanism for distributing network load adap-
tively. MATE assumes that several explicit LSPs have been established between ingress
and egress nodes in an MPLS domain using a standard protocol like RSVP-TE. MATE
is suitable when only a few ingress-egress pairs are considered and it is not designed for
bandwidth guaranteed services. Traffic Engineering for QUality of service in the Internet,
at LArge scale (TEQUILA) [30, 31] is a European collaborative research project looking
at an integrated architecture and associated techniques for providing end-to-end QoS in a
DiffServ-based Internet. Although the TEQUILA architecture is very interesting, the al-
gorithms and techniques to be implemented in TEQUILA are not defined in detail at the
moment, and their quantitative evaluation has not been carried out. GlobalCrossing de-
cided to use MPLS for TE, QoS and Virtual Private Network (VPN) provisioning [32]. In
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[33], the authors have demonstrated that the MPLS traffic engineering has been effective in
meeting the delay and jitter bounds required by applications.
In this thesis, an automated manager for DiffServ/MPLS networks is introduced. The
Traffic Engineering Automated Manager (TEAM) is comprised of a central server, the
Traffic Engineering Tool (TET), that is supported by two additional tools: the Measure-
ment/Performance Evaluation Tool (MPET) and the Simulation Tool (ST). The TET and
the MPET interact with the routers and switches in the domain. The MPET provides a
measure of the various parameters of the network and routers. This information is input
to the TET. Based on this measured state, the TET performs the resource and route man-
agement in the network. The TET also automatically implements the action, configuring
accordingly the routers and switches in the domain. Whenever required, the TET can con-
solidate the decision using the ST. The ST simulates a network with the current state of the
managed network and applies the decision of the TET to verify the achieved performance.
The TET management tasks include Bandwidth Management (LSP setup/dimensioning,
LSP preemption, LSP capacity allocation) and Route Management (LSP routing, traffic
routing). Details of the architecture and implementation are described.
LSP setup and tear-down
Much of the research effort in the MPLS networks is based on the assumption that the
request for the setup of an LSP is received by the ingress LSR from a Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA) for the traffic, the LSP is manually setup and the traffic then utilizes the LSP.
Very few research proposals have addressed the traffic-driven LSP setup and tear-down de-
cision problem. One such traffic-driven LSP setup policy has been proposed in [34], in
which an LSP is established whenever the number of bytes forwarded within one minute
exceeds a certain amount. The proposed policy reduces the number of LSPs in the net-
work; however, it has very high signaling costs and needs high control efforts for variable
and bursty traffic in the case of a fully connected network. Another traffic driven LSP setup
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method for multicast in an MPLS network is described in [35].
In this thesis, a new optimal traffic-driven decision policy is introduced to determine
and adapt the MPLS network topology based on the current traffic load. The objective of
the proposed policy is to minimize the costs involving bandwidth, switching and signaling.
The policy is derived by utilizing the Markov Decision Process theory. The policy decides
when to setup a direct LSP, when to re-dimension an existing one, how to route traffic and
also when to tear-down the LSP. In addition to the optimal policy, a sub-optimal policy is
also proposed which is less computationally intensive but has comparable performance to
the optimal policy. Since the traffic load may change depending on time, the new policy
performs filtering in order to avoid oscillations which may occur in case of variable traffic.
Traffic routing
Routing is an extensively studied subject [36]. It has come a long way from the simple
Dijkstra routing [37]. Much of the work in the field of QoS routing has concentrated on the
delay constrained least cost problem [38, 39, 40]. Since the problem is NP-complete, the
proposed solutions are heuristic in nature [41]. Some effort has also concentrated towards
heuristic algorithms based on Lagrangian relaxation [42, 43]. This approach does not have
the capability to consider non-additive metrics for the route computation. In MPLS net-
works, the routing research has concentrated on LSP routing i.e. how to route the LSPs
in the network. Many schemes such as Minimum Interference Routing Algorithm (MIRA)
[44], Profile Based Routing (PBR) [45] have been proposed for LSP routing. However, a
scheme for routing of traffic flows in an MPLS network is not considered.
In this thesis, a QoS traffic routing algorithm that considers multiple metrics, is scalable
and operates in the presence of inaccurate information, is presented. This routing algorithm
is unique because of the dynamic nature of the MPLS network topology. Numerous path
choices are compared in terms of their operational costs. The cost considers all the metrics
important for the path selection. The factors pertaining to the different metrics are weighed
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by their corresponding importance factor which can be varied from network to network. In
essence, the novelty of the proposed algorithm lies in the cost structure for the LSPs and the
ability to deal with the partial network state information. The proposed routing algorithm
also uses a prediction procedure at the network nodes to deal with the partial information
available at nodes for scalability concerns.
Available bandwidth estimation
The available bandwidth on a link is indicative of the amount of load that can be routed
on the link. Obtaining an accurate measurement of the available bandwidth is crucial to
effective deployment of QoS services in a network. In [46], the authors have described a
few bottleneck bandwidth algorithms. They can be split into two families: those based on
pathchar [47] algorithm and those based on Packet Pair [48] algorithm. In [49], the authors
have proposed another tool to measure bottleneck link bandwidth based on packet pair tech-
nique. Some other tools based on the same technique for measuring bottleneck bandwidth
of a route have been proposed in [50, 51]. None of them measures the available bandwidth
or utilization of a desired link of a network. In [52], the authors have proposed a tool to
measure the available bandwidth of a route which is the minimum available bandwidth
along all links of the path. It is an active approach based on transmission of self-loading
periodic measurement streams. Another active approach to measure a path’s available ca-
pacity is given in [53]. Iperf [54] from National Laboratory for Applied Network Research
(NLANR) is another active approach that sends streams of TCP/UDP flows. Cisco has
introduced the NetFlow [55] technology that provides IP flow information for a network.
However, a network manager such as TEAM requires a tool for measuring the available
bandwidth on a certain link of the network in a passive manner whenever desired.
In this thesis, an algorithm is presented to estimate the available bandwidth of a network
link. The algorithm estimates the available bandwidth and tells the duration for which the
estimate is valid with a high degree of confidence. The algorithm dynamically changes
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the number of past samples that are used for prediction and also the duration for which
the prediction holds. The approach is based on the use of Multi Router Traffic Grapher
(MRTG) where TEAM enquires each router in the domain through SNMP and obtains the
information about the available bandwidth on each of its interfaces.
End-to-end available bandwidth measurement
The first tool that attempted to measure available bandwidth was cprobe [56]. This tool
estimated the available bandwidth based on the dispersion of long packet trains at the re-
ceiver. A similar approach was given in pipechar [57]. The underlying assumption for
these tools is that the dispersion of long packet trains is inversely proportional to the avail-
able bandwidth. However, this is not true [58]. Another measurement technique, Delphi
[59], assumes that the path can be well modeled by a single queue and so it is not appli-
cable when there are significant queuing delays in several links of the path. In [60], a tool
to measure the available bandwidth of a path is presented. It is an active approach based
on transmission of self-loading periodic measurement streams. This scheme sends traffic at
increasing rates from the source to the destination until the rate finally reaches the available
bandwidth of the tight link after which the packets start experiencing increasing delay.
In this thesis, a tool is proposed for measuring end-to-end available bandwidth over a
path that can possibly span across multiple domains. The tool is efficient, easy to imple-
ment, and a combination of active and passive approaches. This way, it derives the benefits
of both the measurement approaches. The tool is designed such that the measurement pack-
ets are processed with about the same computation level as IP forwarding. It utilizes the
interface information from the Management Information Base (MIB) in the routers along
the path. The functionality of the tool is distributed between both the source and destina-
tion of the path whose measurement is desired. The source sends measurement packets that




Neighboring TEAMs communicate with each other to establish resource reservation agree-
ments. Conventional approaches for resource allocation on links rely on pre-determined
traffic characteristics. Current resource allocation methods can be either off-line or on-line.
Off-line, or static, methods determine the allocation amount before the transmission be-
gins. These approaches (e.g. [61]) are simple and predictable but lead to resource wastage.
On-line, or dynamic, methods (e.g. [62, 63, 64]) periodically renegotiate resource allo-
cation based on predicted traffic behavior. These methods undergo a large number of re-
negotiations to satisfy the QoS. An on-line scheme for resource provisioning is to have a
bandwidth “cushion”, wherein extra bandwidth is reserved over the current usage. As pro-
posed in [65], if the traffic volume on a link exceeds a certain percentage of the agreement
level, it leads to a multiplicative increase in the agreement. A similar strategy is proposed
in case the traffic load falls below a considerable fraction of the reservation. This scheme
satisfies the scalability requirement but leads to inefficient resource usage which becomes
increasingly significant once the bandwidth requirements of the users are considerable.
In this thesis, an on-line scheme to forecast the bandwidth utilization of inter-domain
links is presented. The scheme is designed to be simple, yet effective, when compared to
more advanced prediction algorithms. The first step of the scheme is to perform an optimal
estimate of the amount of traffic, belonging to a given traffic class, utilizing an inter-domain
link based on a periodic measurement of the instantaneous traffic load. This estimate is then
used to forecast the traffic bandwidth requests so that resources can be provisioned between
the two domains to satisfy the QoS of the requests. The estimation is performed by the use
of Kalman Filter [66] theory while the forecast procedure is based on deriving the transient
probabilities of the possible system states. This scheme outperforms the current resource
reservation mechanism (“cushion-based” allocation [65, 67]) employed by domain man-
agers and also some other prediction schemes based on Gaussian [68, 69] as well as local
maximum [70] predictor.
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Optical network topology design
For the optical network underlying the MPLS network, most of the research efforts have
concentrated on off-line topology design [71, 72, 73, 74], based on traffic matrix assump-
tions. The few on-line approaches to optical network topology design [75] do not consider
the simultaneous design of the optical and MPLS networks.
In this thesis, an optimal LSP and  SP setup policy is provided which is obtained by
extending the prior LSP setup policy for the underlying optical network. The Integrated
Traffic Engineering (ITE) paradigm provides mechanisms for dynamic addition of physical
capacity to optical networks. In the absence of such mechanisms, the rejection of incoming
requests will be higher. The objective of the proposed policy is to minimize the costs
involving bandwidth, switching and signaling. The policy decides when to setup a direct SP, re-dimension an existing one or to route a LSP over multi-  SP path. In addition to
the optimal policy, a sub-optimal policy and a threshold policy are also proposed which are
less computationally intensive but have comparable performance to the optimal policy.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents the framework of the Traffic Engineering Automated Manager for the
MPLS/DiffServ network management. The architecture of TEAM is described. The in-
dividual policies and algorithms for the network management decisions are described in
the following chapters. Chapter 3 presents an optimal policy for LSP setup and tear-down
in MPLS networks. The policy takes into account the bandwidth, switching and signaling
costs at the MPLS network level. Whenever a new connection request arrives, a decision
is made whether to setup a new LSP, to re-dimension the pre-existing LSP or to route the
traffic request on a simple hop-by-hop IP route. Chapter 4 introduces a QoS traffic routing
algorithm that considers multiple metrics, is scalable and operates in the presence of inac-
curate information. Three algorithms are described in increasing order of complexity, in
their centralized and distributed versions. The paths are chosen based on their cost which
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considers various metrics important for the path selection such as link available bandwidth,
delay etc. Chapter 5 presents an algorithm to estimate the available bandwidth on a net-
work link. The algorithm estimates the available bandwidth and tells the duration for which
the estimate is valid with a high degree of confidence. Chapter 6 proposes a tool for mea-
suring end-to-end available bandwidth over a path that can possibly span across multiple
domains. The tool is efficient, easy to implement, and a combination of active and passive
approaches. The tool utilizes the interface information from the Management Information
Base (MIB) in the routers along the path. Chapter 7 presents an on-line scheme to fore-
cast the bandwidth utilization of inter-domain links, in an effort to extend the operation of
TEAM for inter-domain management. The scheme is split into two steps. The first step
performs an optimal estimate of the amount of traffic, belonging to a given traffic class,
utilizing an inter-domain link based on a periodic measurement of the instantaneous traffic
load. This estimate is then used to forecast the traffic bandwidth requests so that resources
can be provisioned between the two domains to satisfy the QoS of the requests. After in-
troducing these individual components of TEAM, Chapter 8 presents the implementation
details of TEAM. The software code is described and experimental results are presented
for the synergistic operation of the TEAM components. Finally, Chapter 9 completes the
thesis with concluding remarks and a discussion of future work. As an extension to the LSP
setup policy in Chapter 3, Appendix A presents the optimal decision policy for  SP setup
in the optical networks. This policy decides how to route the LSP and whether a direct  SP
is needed at the optical network level.
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Chapter 2
Traffic Engineering Automated Manager
(TEAM)
DiffServ/MPLS networks need to be managed efficiently for QoS provisioning. In this
chapter, the Traffic Engineering Automated Manager (TEAM) for such DiffServ/MPLS
networks is introduced. TEAM is composed of a Traffic Engineering Tool (TET), which
deals with resource and route management issues, a Measurement and Performance Evalu-
ation Tool (MPET), which measures important parameters in the network and inputs them
to TET, and a Simulation Tool (ST), which may be used by TET to consolidate its decisions.
The TEAM architecture was first introduced in [76], and was later revised in [77].
This chapter is organized as follows: An introduction to network management is pro-
vided in Section 2.1. The motivation for the development of the network manager is
given in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, other attempts at development of a comprehensive
network manager are described. Then, in Section 2.4, the architecture of the TEAM frame-
work is presented with descriptions of the Traffic Engineering Tool in Section 2.4.1, the
Measurement/Performance Evaluation Tool in Section 2.4.2, and the Simulation Tool in
Section 2.4.3.
2.1 Network Management
Efficient network management involves a distributed database, auto-polling of network de-
vices, high-end workstations generating real-time graphical views of network topology and
traffic. In general, network management is a service that employs a variety of tools, ap-
plications, and devices to assist human network managers in monitoring and maintaining
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networks. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) network management
model consists of five conceptual areas: performance, configuration, accounting, fault,
and security management. The goal of performance management is to measure and make
available various aspects of network performance so that inter-network performance can
be maintained at an acceptable level. Examples of performance variables that might be
provided include network throughput, user response times, and line utilization. The goal
of configuration management is to monitor network and system configuration information
so that the effects on network operation of various versions of hardware and software el-
ements can be tracked and managed. The goal of accounting management is to measure
network utilization parameters so that individual or group uses on the network can be regu-
lated appropriately. The goal of fault management is to detect, log, notify users of, and (to
the extent possible) automatically fix network problems to keep the network running effec-
tively. Finally, the goal of security management is to control access to network resources
according to local guidelines so that the network cannot be sabotaged (intentionally or
unintentionally) and sensitive information cannot be accessed without authorization.
An essential component of network management is the Network Management Proto-
col which is used by the management agent to exchange management information. The
two most common network management protocols are Simple Network Management Pro-
tocol (SNMP) [78] and Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP) [79]. SNMP
is by far the most widely used network management protocol and its use is widespread in
Local Area Network (LAN) environments. CMIP is used extensively in telecommunica-
tion environments, where networks tend to be large and complex. It uses an ISO reliable
connection-oriented transport mechanism and has built in security that supports access con-
trol, authorization and security logs. CMIP’s significant disadvantage is that the protocol
takes more system resources than SNMP by a factor of ten. The largest advantage to using
SNMP is that its design is simple, hence it is easy to implement on a large network, for
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it neither takes a long time to set up nor poses a lot of stress on the network. SNMP ac-
cesses the Management Information Base (MIB) [80] of the managed devices. A MIB is a
collection of hierarchically organized information which is identified by object identifiers.
2.2 Motivation
The combined use of the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) and the MultiProtocol Label
Switching (MPLS) technologies is envisioned to provide guaranteed Quality of Service
(QoS) for multimedia traffic in IP networks, while effectively using network resources
[18]. By mapping the traffic from different DiffServ classes of service on separate LSPs,
DiffServ-aware MPLS networks can meet engineering constraints specific to the given class
on both shortest and non-shortest path. This TE strategy is called DiffServ-aware Traffic
Engineering (DS-TE). In [25], the authors suggest how DiffServ behavior aggregates can
be mapped onto LSPs. Such DiffServ-based MPLS networks should not be managed manu-
ally, since the network needs to respond promptly to changing traffic conditions. Therefore,
automated managers are needed to simplify network management and to engineer traffic
efficiently [81].
With the objective to study and research the issues mentioned above, an IP QoS testbed
composed of Cisco routers was assembled in the Broadband and Wireless Networking Lab-
oratory (BWN-Lab). This testbed is a high-speed top-of-the-line mix of highly-capable
routers and switches for testing DiffServ and MPLS functionalities. During experiments
with the testbed (results of the experiments were presented in [82]), the need for an im-
proved set of algorithms for network management and also an integrated architecture for
an automated network manager was clear. This led to the design and implementation of
TEAM, a Traffic Engineering Automated Manager. Individual problems addressed by
TEAM have already been considered, but an integrated solution does not exist in the re-
search field. TEAM is developed as a centralized authority for managing a DiffServ/MPLS
domain and is responsible for dynamic bandwidth and route management. Based on the
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network states, TEAM takes the appropriate decisions and reconfigures the network accord-
ingly. TEAM is designed to provide a novel and unique architecture capable of managing
large scale MPLS/DiffServ domains.
TEAM addresses the following network management issues:
 Resource Management: new schemes were developed to dynamically setup and di-
mension LSPs, allocate their capacity based on traffic estimation, and to preempt low
priority LSPs to accommodate new high priority LSPs depending on the actual load
on the network.
 Route Management: new schemes were developed to route LSPs and forward packets
on a state-dependent basis to meet the QoS requirements.
The integration of the above mentioned tools results in a valuable resource for a network
manager, in order to provide QoS and better network resource utilization.
2.3 Related Work
Much effort has been concentrated in the literature on individual research topics which
are parts of TEAM. For example, an approach for continuous tuning of the network based
upon on-line modeling, parameter search, and simulation capabilities of a simulation sys-
tem is given in [83]. Another approach for automated and software-intensive configuration
management of network inventory is given in [84]. Architecture for the design and imple-
mentation of active nodes to support different types of execution environment, policy-based
driven network management, and a platform-independent approach to service specification
and deployment has been proposed in [85].
Few comprehensive traffic engineering managers have been proposed in literature, and
furthermore they address only a subset of the issues covered by TEAM. The Routing and
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Traffic Engineering Server (RATES) [28] is a software system developed at Bell Labora-
tories for MPLS traffic engineering and is built using centralized paradigm. RATES com-
municates only with the source of the route and spawns off signaling from the source to
the destination for route setup. RATES views this communication as a policy decision and
therefore uses Common Open Policy Service (COPS) protocol. RATES uses a relational
database as its information store. RATES implements Minimum Interference Routing Al-
gorithm (MIRA) [44] to route LSPs. It consists of the following major modules: explicit
route computation, COPS server, network topology and state discovery, dispatcher, Graph-
ical User Interface, an open Application Programming Interface, data repository, and a
message bus connecting these modules. Summarizing, RATES is a well designed TE tool,
but TE is only performed for the routing of bandwidth guaranteed LSPs.
Another state dependent traffic engineering mechanism for distribute network load
adaptively is suggested in [29]. MPLS Adaptive Traffic Engineering (MATE) assumes
that several explicit LSPs have been established between an ingress and egress node in an
MPLS domain using a standard protocol like RSVP-TE. The goal of the ingress node is
to distribute the traffic across the LSPs. It is important to note that MATE is intended for
traffic that does not require bandwidth reservation with best-effort traffic being the most
dominant type. Since the efficacy of any state-dependent traffic engineering scheme de-
pends crucially on the traffic measurement process, MATE requires only the ingress and
the egress nodes to participate in the measurement process. Based on the authors’ expe-
rience, available bandwidth was considered difficult to be measured, so packet delay and
loss have been selected for measurement purposes. The network scenario for which MATE
is suitable is when only a few ingress-egress pairs are considered. In fact, for a network
with  nodes and  LSPs between each pair of nodes, the total number of LSP is in the
order of  !" which can be a large number. Furthermore, it is not designed for bandwidth
guaranteed services.
Traffic Engineering for QUality of service in the Internet, at LArge scale (TEQUILA)
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[31] is a European collaborative research project looking at an integrated architecture
and associated techniques for providing end-to-end QoS in a DiffServ-based Internet. In
TEQUILA, a framework for Service Level Specification has been produced, an integrated
management and control architecture has been designed and currently MPLS and IP-based
techniques are under investigation for TE. The TEQUILA architecture includes control,
data and management planes. The management plane aspects are related to the concept
of Bandwidth Broker (BB) and each Autonomous System should deploy its own BB. The
BB includes components for monitoring, traffic engineering, SLS management and policy
management. The TE subsystem is further decomposed into modules of traffic forecast,
network dimensioning, dynamic route management, and dynamic resource management.
The MPLS network dimensioning is based on the hose model which is associated with one
ingress and more than one egress node. The dynamic route management module considers:
a) setting up the forwarding parameters at the ingress node so that the incoming traffic is
routed to LSPs according to the bandwidth determined by network dimensioning, b) mod-
ifying the routing according to feedback received from network monitoring and c) issuing
alarm to network dimensioning in case available capacity can not be found to accommodate
new connection requests. The dynamic resource module aims at ensuring that link capacity
is appropriately distributed among the PHBs sharing a link, by appropriately setting buffer
and scheduling parameters. TEQUILA architecture is very interesting and shows a similar
approach for MPLS networks design and management compared to TEAM. However, the
algorithms and techniques to be implemented in TEQUILA are not defined in detail at the
moment, and their quantitative evaluation has not been carried out.
The use of MPLS for traffic engineering, quality of service provisioning and virtual
private networks has been decided at GlobalCrossing [32]. Approximately 200 routers par-
ticipate in the MPLS system. Since a full meshed network would result in an MPLS system
of about 40,000 LSPs, it is decided to deploy a hierarchical MPLS system of two layers of
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LSPs. To deploy an MPLS system for traffic engineering, the following procedure is pro-
posed based on the network operator experience: a) Statistics collected for traffic utilizing
LSPs, b) Deploy LSPs with bandwidth constraints, c) Periodic update of LSP bandwidth
d) Off-line Constraint based routing. To provide Quality of Service, MPLS is used in com-
bination with the DiffServ architecture. It is desirable to use different LSPs for different
classes. The effect is that the physical network is divided into multiple virtual networks,
one per class. These networks can have different topology and resources. The end effect
is that premium traffic can use more resources. Many tools are needed for designing and
managing these virtual networks. The use of MPLS for TE and QoS decided by an im-
portant Internet Service Provider (ISP) is the confirmation that MPLS is a very promising
technique even from a business point of view. The solution provided by TEAM is in line
with the QoS architecture defined by GlobalCrossing. In [33], the authors have demon-
strated that the MPLS traffic engineering has been effective in meeting the delay and jitter
bounds required by applications.
2.4 TEAM Architecture Description
The proposed architecture of the TEAM is shown in Figure 5. TEAM has a central server,
the Traffic Engineering Tool (TET), which is supported by two additional tools: Simula-
tion Tool (ST) and Measurement/Performance Evaluation Tool (MPET). The TET and the
MPET interact with the routers and switches in the domain. The MPET provides a measure
of the various parameters of the network and routers like the available bandwidth, overall
delay, jitter, queue lengths, number of packets dropped in the routers, etc. This information
is input to the TET. Based on this measured state, the TET performs the resource and route
management in the network. The TET management tasks include Bandwidth Management
(LSP setup/dimensioning, LSP preemption) and Route Management (LSP routing, traffic
routing), as shown in Figure 5. The TET decides the course of action, such as to create a













































Figure 5: TEAM: Traffic Engineering Automated Manager.
to accommodate a new one, or to establish the path for an LSP requiring a specified QoS.
The TET also automatically implements the action, configuring accordingly the routers and
switches in the domain. Whenever required, the TET can consolidate the decision using the
ST. The ST simulates a network with the current state of the managed network and applies
the decision of the TET to verify the achieved performance.
Currently, TEAM is designed for the complete automated management of a single
MPLS Autonomous System (AS). Research efforts are under-way to extend the operation
of TEAM for multi-domain management and also manage the underlying optical network
in conjunction with the MPLS network.
2.4.1 Traffic Engineering Tool (TET)
The Traffic Engineering Tool is the most important component of TEAM. This tool is
responsible for the resource and route management in the network, taking the decisions
related to such management tasks and implementing them in the network. The TET makes
use of the two other TEAM components, MPET and ST, in order to optimize the manage-
ment of the network domain.
To illustrate the inter-relations of the listed problems for MPLS network management,
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consider the scenario where the MPLS network has been designed initially and needs to be
managed efficiently to handle the various network events. Possible network events could
be arrival of a request for LSP setup based on the Service Level Specification (SLS) agree-
ments or arrival of a bandwidth request. The first event can be handled by the combined
use of the LSP routing and LSP preemption. The LSP routing aims to find the route on
the physical network over which the LSP will be routed. LSP preemption decides if any
existing LSPs need to be preempted on the route to make way for the new LSP if there is
not enough available bandwidth. The second event of arrival of a bandwidth request trig-
gers the traffic routing and the LSP setup and dimensioning which may in turn trigger the
LSP creation steps of routing and preemption. Traffic routing decides the route to be taken
by the bandwidth request in the MPLS network. The LSP setup and dimensioning proce-
dure decides if a new direct LSP should be established or the existing direct LSP should be
re-dimensioned and the capacity to be allocated in either case.
2.4.2 Measurement/Performance Evaluation Tool (MPET)
The Measurement and Performance Evaluation Tool (MPET) is used to measure the net-
work state to be reported to the TET and also to check if the TET decisions that have been
implemented have the intended effect on the network. Currently, the available bandwidth
is considered as the most important state variable in the network that provides a sufficient
glimpse of the network. Thus, the MPET implementation measures the available bandwidth
of the network links reliably.
The available bandwidth on a link is indicative of the amount of load that can be routed
on the link. Obtaining an accurate measurement of the available bandwidth can be crucial
to effective deployment of QoS services in a network. Based on the available bandwidth
in the network, the network manager can obtain information about the congestion in the
network, decide the admission control, perform routing etc. For MPLS networks, the avail-
able bandwidth information can be used to decide about the LSP setup, LSP routing, LSP
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preemption etc. Each of these processes needs available bandwidth information at a suit-
able time-scale. It is desirable to obtain the available bandwidth information by measure-
ments from the actual links and LSPs because they give more realistic information about
the available bandwidth. The nominal available bandwidth information can be obtained by
subtracting the nominal reservation for the LSPs from the link capacity which gives a lower
bound. More often than not, the traffic requests do not utilize the full reservation, in which
case it is beneficial to obtain accurate measurements of the network available bandwidth.
The available bandwidth can be measured both for a link and for an end-to-end path.
2.4.3 Simulation Tool (ST)
The Simulation Tool (ST) is a comprehensive code which implements each of the poli-
cies in use by the TET. In order to help TEAM to take optimal decisions, the TET may
use the ST to consolidate the decisions taken. The ST simulates a network with the
current state of the managed network and applies the decision of the TET to verify the
achieved performance. The TET management tasks that can be simulated by ST include
LSP setup/dimensioning, LSP preemption, LSP re-dimensioning and LSP routing.
The goal of the Simulation Tool is to respond in real-time to the network events. The
real-time responsiveness is essential for the TEAM software since the network events have
to be handled when they occur. Since the execution of simulations is the most time-
consuming task in an on-line simulation system, the methods suggested in [83] are used
to speed up the on-line simulation. The first method is to parallelize the execution of the
simulations, encapsulating each simulation in a thread and distributing the thread across
machines. The second method of topology decomposition is used for speeding up the
execution of a single simulation method. The simulation language C++ was chosen to
implement the ST in an object-oriented manner.
ST will help TET, and therefore TEAM, to take accurate decisions in order to provide
the requested QoS for each end-to-end connection.
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In the following chapters of this thesis, individual algorithms and policies for TEAM
components are described and their performance evaluated when they are implemented
on an individual basis. The algorithms for LSP setup/dimensioning and QoS estimation
based path selection for traffic routing are given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively.
These algorithms are used by the TET component of TEAM. The available bandwidth mea-
surement algorithms for a link and end-to-end path are given in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
respectively. These algorithms are used by the MPET component of TEAM. The exten-
sion of TEAM for inter-domain management is given in Chapter 7. The algorithms and
performance evaluations for the other components of TEAM can be found in [86]. After
these individual algorithms, Chapter 8 describes the implementation of TEAM on a phys-
ical testbed. The software structure of TEAM is described along with the performance
evaluation for the comprehensive implementation of TEAM as a whole.
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Chapter 3
Optimal Policy for LSP Setup
The bandwidth resources of a DiffServ/MPLS network need to be efficiently managed.
In this chapter, a novel optimal decision policy is presented for online design of Diff-
Serv/MPLS networks. The policy decides when to setup a new LSP, re-dimension an ex-
isting one or route the traffic on a simple hop-by-hop IP route optimally. The policy is
based on a traffic-driven approach and balances bandwidth, signaling and switching costs.
Furthermore, since a given traffic load may change depending on time, the policy also per-
forms filtering in order to avoid oscillations which may occur in case of variable traffic. A
greedy version of the policy was first introduced in [87], which was later optimized in [88].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of the optimal
policy is given in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, related work for the LSP setup policy is
presented. Then, in Section 3.3, the LSP setup problem is formulated, various definitions
are explained, and an illustrative example is given. Next, in Section 3.4, the new optimal
LSP setup policy is formulated and obtained. A sub-optimal policy for LSP setup is then
presented in Section 3.5 because the optimal policy is computationally expensive for large
networks. Numerical results are analyzed in Section 3.6.
3.1 Motivation
An important aspect in designing a DiffServ/MPLS network is to determine an initial topol-
ogy and to adapt it to the traffic load. A topology change in an MPLS network occurs when
a new LSP is created between two nodes. The LSP creation involves determining the route
of the LSP and the according resource allocation to the path. A fully connected MPLS net-
work can be used to minimize the signaling. The objective of this chapter is to determine
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when an LSP should be created and how often it should be re-dimensioned.
It is necessary to define a mapping between the DiffServ classes and the LSPs in the
DiffServ/MPLS network to achieve efficient resource utilization. This mapping is still
an open research problem. Towards this end, Class-Types (CTs) have been defined in [24]
which are then mapped to virtual MPLS networks. Each virtual MPLS network will have its
own topology which will be independent of other virtual networks. This will provide better
resource utilization by performing traffic engineering at DiffServ level. Also the LSPs
can be mapped over a pure-MPLS (non-DiffServ) network extending DiffServ mapping to
heterogeneous networks. Three class types have been defined, with each being carried on
a virtual MPLS network by itself, i.e. ,
 MPLS net1 as Class type 0, i.e., Best Effort (BE)
 MPLS net2 as Class type 1, i.e., Expedited Forwarding (EF) (for real time traffic)
 MPLS net3 as Class type 2, i.e., Assured Forwarding 1 and 2 (AF) (for low loss
classes)
These virtual networks are layered on top of the physical network, as illustrated in Figure 4
in Chapter 1. The capacity of each physical link is partitioned among different MPLS net-
works, and a maximum capacity (fixed percentage of the total link capacity) is assigned to
each partition. The unused reserved bandwidth can then be used for Best Effort (BE) traffic.
The design and management of these MPLS networks is a fundamental key to the success
of the DiffServ-MPLS mapping. However, many problems such as the definition of the
network topology, LSP dimensioning, LSP set-up/tear-down procedures, LSP routing, and
LSP adaptation for incoming resource requests, need to be solved. The classical network
design methods, which are performed off-line by using a-priori known traffic demand, are
not suitable for MPLS networks due to the high unpredictability of the Internet traffic.
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3.2 Related Work
A fully connected MPLS network, where every pair of LSRs is connected by a direct LSP,
is very inefficient due to the high signaling cost and the management of a large number of
LSPs [34]. The signaling cost is in the order of  " , where  is the total number of routers.
Two different approaches, traffic-driven and topology-driven, can be used for MPLS
network design. In the traffic-driven approach, the LSP is established on demand according
to a request for a flow, traffic trunk or bandwidth reservation. The LSP is released when
the request becomes inactive. In the topology-driven approach, the LSP is established
in advance according to the routing protocol information, e.g., when a routing entry is
generated by the routing protocol. The LSP is maintained as long as the corresponding
routing entry exists, and it is released when the routing entry is deleted. The advantage of
the traffic-driven approach is that only the required LSPs are set-up; while in the topology-
driven approach, the LSPs are established in advance even if no data flow occurs.
Much of the research effort in the MPLS networks is based on the assumption that the
request for the setup of an LSP is received by an ingress LSR from a Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA) for the traffic, the LSP is manually setup and the traffic then utilizes the LSP.
Very few research proposals have addressed the traffic-driven LSP setup and tear-down de-
cision problem. One such traffic-driven LSP setup policy has been proposed in [34], in
which an LSP is established whenever the number of bytes forwarded within one minute
exceeds a threshold. This policy reduces the number of LSPs in the network; however, it
has very high signaling costs and needs high control efforts for variable and bursty traffic
as in the case of a fully connected network. Another traffic driven LSP setup method for
multicast in an MPLS network is described in [35].
In [89], the authors bring up the issue that the number of LSPs for a fully connected
point-to-point (p-t-p) network is #$%&"' , where ( is the number of edge nodes. As a solu-
tion to this issue, they propose a Traffic Engineering strategy using multiple multipoint-to-
point (m-t-p) LSPs, which brings the number of required LSPs to #)*+ . In terms of graph
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theory, the shape of the LSP is an inverted tree rooted at an egress node. The set of m-t-p
LSPs created satisfies the requirement that they provide a diversity of routes including at
least two routes which do not share any single node to each individual ingress/egress node
pair for effective load balance and reliability. The authors also proposed an effective global
flow assignment that included fault considerations. Although the approach was shown to
reduce the number of overall LSPs when compared to p-t-p approaches, and also fault re-
covery was introduced in the method, the effect of selecting longer paths due to the routing
restrictions and the consideration of LSP preemption is difficult in an m-t-p approach.
In [90], an end-to-end setup mechanism of a Constraint-based Routed LSP (CR-LSP)
initiated by the ingress LSR is proposed. The authors also specify mechanisms to provide
means for reservation of resources using Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). This mecha-
nism can be used together with the proposed LSP setup policy.
In an earlier version [87] of the proposed policy, a threshold-based policy for LSP
set-up is presented. The policy is a traffic-driven approach and balances the bandwidth,
signaling and switching costs. However, the policy is greedy since it minimizes only the
instantaneous costs. In this thesis, the optimal version of the policy is proposed. It is shown
that the optimal policy is a threshold-based policy, using the Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [91] theory.
3.3 Setup Problem Formulation
Consider a physical network  ph %,.-/ with a set of  routers and a set of physical links- . The following notation for  ph *.-/ is defined:10 *2345768- : There exists a physical link between routers 2 and  ,
19
ph *2345 for 2:;<68 : The total link capacity of 0 =2:45 , *2345 for 234<6> : number of hops between the nodes 2 and  .
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Also consider a virtual “induced” MPLS network <%,?@ , overlaying the physical net-
work  ph %,.-/ . This virtual MPLS network consists of the same set of routers  as the
physical network  ph %,.-/ , and a set of LSPs, denoted by ? . It is assumed that each link0 *2345 of the physical network corresponds to a default LSP in ? which is non-removable.
The other elements of ? are the LSPs (virtual links) built between non-adjacent nodes
of  ph *.-/ and routed over multiple physical links. Note that  ph and  are directed
graphs and ?BAB- . In other words, the different MPLS networks (for different class-types)
are built by adding virtual LSPs to the physical topology when needed. The following
notations are defined for <%,?@ :
 LSP *23456C? : LSP between routers 2 and  (when they are not physically con-
nected),
 LSP DE*2345>6F? : default LSP between routers 2 and  (when they are physically
connected),
19 *2345 for 2:;G6H : total capacity of LSP *2345 ( 9 *23458I JLK LSP *2345 not
established),
NM *2:; for 234)6O : available capacity on LSP *2345 ( M *2345PIQJRK LSP =2:45 fully
occupied),
1S =2:45 for 234$6> : total bandwidth reserved between routers 2 and  . It represents
the total traffic between router 2 as the source and router  as the destination.
The default and non-default LSPs can be explained with the help of Figure 6. The dotted
lines between nodes 1-4, 4-6, and 6-8 represent the default-LSPs and the thick line between
nodes 1-8 represents the non-default direct LSP which is routed over the default-LSPs.
All the default LSPs in  ph %,.-/ are assumed to have large capacity which is available
to be borrowed by the other multi-hop LSPs that will be routed over the corresponding
physical links 0 *2:; . Each non-default LSP must be routed on a shortest path in  ph %,.-/ .
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Figure 6: Default and Non-default LSPs.
The shortest path T ph *2:; between a source node 2 and destination node  is the minimum
hop path in  ph %-U and is denoted by:
T ph *2345VIXW 0 *23'YZ\[\[][] 0 _^!45'`
In the MPLS network, the bandwidth requests between 2 and  are routed either on a
direct LSP *2345 or on T$=2:45 , which is a multiple-LSP path overlaying T ph *2345 :
T$=2:45aIXW LSP *23'YZ\[][\[b LSP %^c45'`
The physical links are assumed to have sufficiently large 9 ph *2345 so that whenever any
LSP is re-dimensioned, it can borrow bandwidth from the physical links that it passes
through. The following two quantities can be defined:
1Sed *2345 for 234$68 : part of S *2345 that is routed over LSP =2:45 ,
1Sef *2:; for 2:;$68 : part of S *2:; that is routed over T<*2:; .
Note that S =2:45gI Shd *2345ai Sef *2:; is the total bandwidth requests between 2 and  ,9 *2:;aI M *2345ji Sed =2:45 is the total capacity of LSP *2345 and Skf *2:;aIlJ for default-
LSPs since T<*2345 coincides with the LSP Dm*2345 .
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Let 	n=2:45 be the set of all LSP =op:q such that the corresponding shortest path T ph =op:q
contains the link 0 *2345 . The following condition must be satisfied:r
LSP sutEv w3xzy|{}s  v ~:x 9 *oqPB 9 ph =2:45 (1)
where  is a maximum fraction of 9 ph =2:45 that can be assigned to LSPs. This means
that the sum of capacity of all LSPs using a particular physical link on their path must not
exceed a portion  of the capacity of that physical link.
3.3.1 Definitions
The following definitions will be used in the LSP setup problem formulation:
 Definition 1: Decision instants and bandwidth requests
Let  be the arrival instant of a new bandwidth request between routers 2 and  for the
amount 
=2:45 . The instant  is called a decision instant because a decision has to be made
to accommodate the arrival of the new bandwidth request. When a new bandwidth requestm*2345 arrives in the MPLS network at instant  , the existence of a direct LSP between 2
and  is checked initially. For direct LSP between 2 and  , the available capacity M =2:45 is
then compared with the request m=2:45 . If M *2345Pm*2:; , then the requested bandwidth is
allocated on that LSP and the available capacity is reduced accordingly. Otherwise, 9 *2:;
can be increased subject to condition 1 in order to satisfy the bandwidth request. If no
direct LSP exists between 2 and  , then a decision needs to be made whether to setup a
new LSP and its according 9 *2345 . Every time a new LSP is setup or re-dimensioned, the
previously granted bandwidth allocation requests between 2 and  routed on T<*2:; are re-
routed on the new direct LSP =2:45 . However, this rerouting operation is only virtual, since
both LSP *2345 and T<*2345 are routed on the physical network over the same T ph *2345 .
Let 4 be the departure instant of a request for bandwidth allocation m*2345 routed on
LSP *2345 . At this instant, a decision needs to be made whether or not to re-dimension
LSP *2345 , i.e. , reduce its capacity 9 *2345 .
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It is assumed that the events and costs associated with any given node pair 2 and  are
independent of any other node pair. This assumption is based on the fact that the new band-
width requests are routed either on the direct LSP between the source and destination or onT<*2:; , i.e. , the other LSPs are not utilized for routing the new request. This assumption
allows the analysis to be carried for any node pair and be guaranteed that it will be true
for all other pairs. Under this assumption, the explicit dependence of the notations on 2
and  can be dropped. Also, it is assumed that nodes 2 and  are not physically connected.
For the default LSPs, there is a large amount of available bandwidth and they too borrow
bandwidth, in large amounts, from the physical links, if needed.
 Definition 2: Set of events
For each router pair 2 and  in the MPLS network, | is the event observed at  .
 ]IG if there is an arrival of a bandwidth request for amount  ,
 ]IlJ if there is a departure of a request of amount  from Skf *2345 ,
 ]I if there is a departure of a request  from Skd =2:45 .
 Definition 3: Set of states
For each router pair 2 and  in the MPLS network, the state vector m at a given time-
instant 4 , IJ\}\[[[ is defined as:
\e=2:45VIC M  Sd  Sef! (2)
where M is the available capacity on LSP =2:45 , Shd is the part of S that is routed over
LSP *2345 and Sef is the part of S routed on T$=2:45 . Note that the state space  , the set of
all system states, is finite since M is limited by 9 which is in turn limited by the minimum
of the link bandwidths on T ph. Sed is limited by 9 and Shf by the minimum of default LSP
bandwidths on T ph. Also note that states with non-zero M *2:; and Skf =2:45 are possible
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because just before the instant of observation, some user request might have departed leav-
ing available bandwidth in LSP =2:45 . The state information for each LSP is stored in the
first router of the LSP.
 Definition 4: Set of extended states
The state space  of the system can be extended by the coupling of the current state and
the event.
	cIC;].]P[ (3)
The set 	 of extended states 	j is the basis for determining the decisions to be taken to
handle the events.
 Definition 5: Set of actions
The decision of setting up or re-dimensioning LSP *2345 when the event m occurs, is
captured by the binary action variable $6 M IXWmJ\` . I means that LSP =2:45 will be setup or re-dimensioned and the new value of its
capacity is set as 9 I Sed i Sef i1 , where  is considered negative if the event is a
departure, either over LSP *2345 or T$=2:45 , IJ means that no action will be taken on the capacity of LSP *2:; .
 Definition 6: Decision rules and policies
A decision rule  provides an action selection in each state at a given decision instant4 and a policy  specifies the decision rules to be used in each decision instant, i.e. LIWmDE 	V'. Z 	V'. "  	VZ][\[\[¡` . If } 	V¢IH ~  	a;£c2 and  , then the policy is stationary as the
decision is independent of the time instant. For most of the possible system states, the
decision rule chooses an action from the set WmJ\` but there are a few states where only
one action is possible. Those states and corresponding actions are:
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 	cIC: M  Sed  Sef! \| where M ¥¤ IJ (the new request routed on LSP *2345 )
 	cIC: M  Sed  Sef! .J}/¤ IJ (the request ending on T<*2345 )
 	cIC: M  Sed .J  '} where Sed Il¥¤ ¦I§ (LSP =2:45 is torn down)
 Definition 7: Cost function
The incremental cost ¨F_	 for the system in state  , occurrence of the event  , and
the taken action  is
¨F_	aI¨ sign _	.5i1¨ b _	iN¨ sw _	 (4)
where ¨ sign %	.5 is the cost for signaling the set-up or re-dimensioning of the LSP to the
involved routers, ¨ b _	.5 is the cost for the carried bandwidth and ¨ sw _	.5 is the cost
for switching of the traffic. The cost components depend on the system state and the action
taken for an event.
The signaling cost ¨ sign %	.5 is incurred instantaneously only when action 8I© is
chosen for state 	 . It accounts for the signaling involved in the process of setup or re-
dimensioning of the LSP. This cost depends linearly on the number of hops  in T ph *2345
over which the LSP is routed, plus a constant component to take into account the notifica-
tion of the new capacity of the LSP to the network. Thus
¨ sign _	aIlc«ª s RiNª a  (5)
where ª s is the coefficient for signaling cost per hop and ª a is the fixed notification cost
coefficient. This cost is not incurred if IJ .
The other two components of Eq. 4 relate to the bandwidth ( ¬ b) and switching ( ¬ sw)
cost rates, respectively.
¨ b _	­I ®¦¯D ¬ b %	.5°¨ sw _	­I ® ¯D ¬ sw %	.5°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where ± is the time till the next event, i.e., until the system stays in state 	 .
The bandwidth cost rate ¬ b _	.5 to reserve  Shd i Sef  capacity units depends linearly
on  Sed i Sef  and on the number of hops p=2:45 in the physical shortest path over which
the request is routed. ¬ b %	.5aIª b  Sd i Sef Z (6)
where ª b is the bandwidth cost coefficient per capacity unit (c.u.) per time. Note that, from
the routing assumption, the physical path is the same for LSP =2:45 and for T<*2345 and thus
the bandwidth cost rate depends only on the total carried bandwidth, irrespective of the
fractions carried over different paths.
The switching cost rate ¬ sw %	.5 depends linearly on the number of switching oper-
ations in IP or MPLS mode and the switched bandwidth. The total number of switching
operations is always  since the physical path is fixed. Whether these switching operations
are IP or MPLS depends on the path chosen in the MPLS network. For S¢d c.u. routed on
LSP *2345 , 1 router performs IP switching and %,²E routers perform MPLS switching.
For Sef c.u. routed on T<*2345 ,  routers perform IP switching.
¬ sw %	.5aI«ª ip iNª mpls _²LE ³Sed iNYª ip Sef  (7)
where ª ip and ª mpls are the switching cost coefficients per c.u. per time in IP and MPLS
mode respectively. Summarizing, the signaling cost is incurred only at decision instants
when ´Iµ , while the bandwidth and switching costs are accumulated continuously until
a new event occurs.
3.3.2 Example
This example illustrates how the state vectors defined in Eq. 2 are varied by bandwidth
request arrival and LSP setup. Consider a simple three node network where node 1 is
connected to node 2 and node 2 to node 3. Suppose, at the initial instant D , the state
vectors for the three nodes are given as follows (capacity is expressed in capacity units):
\DE}'}aI§|JJ}J\\¶.JZ·.|D]_5.¸aI|J}J}J]E¹.J'·'\Db}.¸}aI%JJ'¹}'[
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Suppose that two alternative events occur at instant :D and time till the next event is ± :
EVENT A: A bandwidth request for 2 c.u. arrives between nodes 1 and 2. Then Sgd }'}
increases to 16 and M }'} reduces by 2. So the new state vectors become:
\º»}'}»IC%¼}¼}½\|¾.J}Z·'\ºp_5.¸»I|J}J}J\E¹.J}Z·'\º}.¸aI*J.J.¹}Z[
EVENT B: A bandwidth request for 10 c.u. arrives between nodes 1 and 3.
If the decision process results in IlJ , the request is routed on the 2-LSP path T$}.¸
and the new state vectors are
|¿5ÀE}.}aI%¼½¹'¼.JZ·.E¿5Àb_.¸}aIC%¼½¹.¸}J.JZ·.E¿5À\}.¸aI§%JJ\E¹}'[
The incremental cost from initial state EDE}.¸ is calculated from Eq. 4 as:
¨Á ]_	.5ÂI ¨ b %	.5Ãi1¨ sw %	.5Ãi1¨ sign %	.5I Wmª b Ä  Ä E¹@i*ª ip Ä  Ä E¹5`|±ÅiNJ[
If the decision process determines ¦IG , a direct LSP between nodes 1 and 3 is created
and the new state vectors are
|¿Æb}.}aI%¼½¹\\¶.JZ·.E¿Æ_.¸}aIC%¼½¹\E¹5.JZ·.E¿Æ'}.¸aI§%J]E¹.J'[
The incremental cost from initial state EDE}.¸ is calculated from Eq. 4 as:
¨Á b%	.5­I ¨ b _	ÃiN¨ sw _	ÃiN¨ sign _	.5I Wmª b Ä  Ä |¹¥i%ª ip iNª mpls  Ä E¹5`|±Åi1ª s iª a [
The set of all possible system states (Definition 4), events (Definition 2), actions (Defi-
nition 5) and associated costs (Definition 7) is given in Table 1. In the table, the node pair*2345 is implicit and ± is the time interval between current event and the next event. In
all the cost formulations, the first component refers to the cost incurred for the bandwidth
carried, second component refers to the cost for switching of the traffic over LSP *2:; orT<*2:; , and third, if it exists, to the signaling cost.
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Table 1: Set of possible states.
Old state Action New state CostÇ%È ÉVÊ_ËÌ°Ê_ËÍRÎÏ_Ð³Ê_Ñ.Ò Ó&ÔuÕmÖ
b × ËÌ@ØËÍRÎ¦ÏÙÚÇ*È ÉVÊ_ËÌ°Ê_ËÍÐzÊ%Û]Ò
0 where
ÑaÜ × ÛmÊÝZÊ;Þ\Ù ØÓ+ß=à}Ö ip Ø,áÕ7Î)Ý:â\Ö mpls ã ËÌØ,Õ
Ö
ip
á³ËÍgÎÏâzäÇ*È ÉVÊ_ËÌ°Ê_ËÍÐzÊÝÒ Ç%È É´ÎÏÊ_ËÌ¥ØÏ.Ê%ËÍ5ÐzÊ%Ñ.Ò Ó Ô ÕmÖ




ÑVÜ × ÛEÊ3ÝZÊ_Þ|Ù ØÓ ß*à Ö ip Øæá³Õ¥Î$Ý:â\Ö mpls ã áËÌ¥Ø<ÏâØ&ÕmÖ
ip





ÑVÜ × ÛEÊ3ÝZÊ_Þ|Ù ØÓ+ß=à}Ö ip Ø,áÕ7Î)Ý:â\Ö mpls ã Ë ÌØ,Õ
Ö
ip










âÇ%È É<Ø<ÏÊ_Ë Ì Î¦Ï.Ê%Ë Í ÐzÊ%Ñ.Ò Ó&ÔuÕmÖ
b × Ë Ì ØË Í Î¦ÏÙÚÇ*È ÉVÊ_Ë Ì Ê_Ë Í ÐzÊ_ÞbÒ
0 where
ÑaÜ × ÛmÊÝZÊ;Þ\Ù ØÓ+ß*àÖ ip Øæá³Õ¥Î$Ý:â\Ö mpls ã áË Ì ÎÏâØ&ÕmÖ
ip









3.4 Optimal Setup Policy
A stochastic model is used to determine the optimal decision policy for LSP setup. The
optimization problem is formulated as a Continuous-Time Markov Decision Process (CT-
MDP) [91].
3.4.1 Optimization Problem Formulation
The cost functions for the MDP theory have been defined in Definition 7. Following the
theory of MDPs, the expected infinite-horizon discounted total cost, qê_	DZ , with discount-
ing rate ë , given that the process occupies state 	D at the first decision instant and the
decision policy is  is given by:
q êì %	DZaIí ê{ À»îïr»ð°D 
ñ ì\òôóLõ ¨ sign _	c.5\i® ò ó°ö Æòôó 
ñ ì s ò ñ òôó x «¬ b %	ce.5\i¬ sw _	cn.5  };÷øù[
(8)
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where D|3 '\[[[ represent the times of successive events and ¨ sign _	c.5 represents the
fixed part of the cost incurred whereas ú¬ b _	c.5i&¬ sw _	cn.5  represents the continuous
part of the cost between times  and ûc  .
The optimization objective is to find a policy  such that:
q êEüì _EVIýþÿê y  q êì %EZ[
The optimal decision policy can be found by solving the optimality equations [91] for
each initial state 	 . The bandwidth requests are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson
process with rate  and the request durations are exponentially distributed with rate  . With
the assumptions of a discounted infinite-horizon CTMDP, the optimality equations can be
written as: qc_	VaIý³þ y º   %	.5Ãi ¦i¦i <iNë r~.y { °¢ú	.5qc5
	   (9)
where
 %	.5 is the expected discounted cost between two decision instants and °¢ú	.5
is the probability that the system occupies state  at the subsequent decision instant, given
that the system is in state 	 at the earlier decision instant and action  is chosen. From
Eq. 4,
 _	 can be written as _	.5VI¨ sign %	.5ÃiNí { ® ÆD 
ñ ì\ò «¬ b %	.5i¬ sw _	.5  }¢ (10)
where í { represents the expectation with respect to the request duration distribution and   represents the time before the next event occurs.
With the markovian assumption on request arrival and duration, the time between any
two successive events (arrival of requests or departure of a request) is exponentially dis-
tributed with rate _iBÃ . Recalling that between two successive events, the state of the
system does not change, Eq. 10 can be rewritten as follows: %	.5­I ¨ sign _	.5Ãiú¬ b _	.5Ãi ¬ sw %	.5  í { ® ÆD 
ñ ì\ò }I ¨ sign _	.5Ãiú¬ b _	.5Ãi ¬ sw %	.5  %ëæiN¦iÃZ[
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Table 2: Transition probabilities ,
	 .
Probability S a j_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef .J 0  M  Sed  Sef ² |\ET D  M  Sed  Sef .J 0  M  Sed  Sef ² |.J*  _¦i :p² T D  M  Sed  Sef .J 0  M  Sed  Sef ² |'}_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M ² | Sed iE Sef \E  M ZT D  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M ² | Sed iE Sef .J  M Z*  _¦i :p² T D  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M ² | Sed iE Sef '}  M Z_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M  Sed  Sef iN|\|Å M ZT D  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M  Sed  Sef iN|.J}Å M Z*  _¦i :p² T D  M  Sed  Sef \E 0  M  Sed  Sef iN|'Å M Z_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef \E 1 _J Sed i Sef iN|.J\EÁ M LZ*  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef \E 1 _J Sed i Sef iN|.J\EÁ M LZ_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef '} 0  M iN| Sed ² | Sef \ET D  M  Sed  Sef '} 0  M iN| Sed ² | Sef .J*  _¦i :p² T D  M  Sed  Sef '} 0  M iN| Sed ² | Sef '}_  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef '} 1 _J Sed i Sef ² |.J]E*  _Ri3  M  Sed  Sef '} 1 _J Sed i Sef ² |.J.}
Since the set of possible actions M is finite and  %	.5 is bounded, it can be proved that the
optimal policy  is stationary and deterministic [91].
3.4.2 Transition Probability Function
The transition probabilities ¢ú}.5 in Eq. 9 for the model are related to the transition
probabilities in a M/M/1 queue and are given by Table 2. In the table, T D is the probability
that a connection that is departing was routed over T<*2:; . The probability is 0 for the
states not mentioned in the table.
3.4.3 Optimality Equations
The optimality equation (Eq. 9) can be explicitly written for all possible states by obtaining _	.5 from Eq. 11 and 
	.5 from Table 2 as follows:
qh: M  Sed  Sef .J:VIª b  Sd i Sef ² ZÃi1nª ip  Sef ² Zpi SedëæiN¦i i ¦i ëæi1¦i    (11)
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qh: M  Sed  Sef \E:VIª b  Sd i Sef ibiNYª ip Sef i  Sd iNZëæi1¦i  i ¦i ëæiN¦i  ÿ"!$#&%  | (12)qh: M  Sed  Sef \E:VIý³þ î ª b  Sed i Sef iNZi1ª ip  Sef ibi Sedëæi1ùi i ¦i ëæiN¦i -@ª s ùiª a i nª b  Sed i Sef ibÃiÂW Sd i Sef i|`ëæi1¦i  i ¦i ë´iNi(' ø (13)ÿ"!$#&%X|qh: M  Sed  Sef '}:VIý³þ î ª b  Sed i Sef ² ZÃi1nª ip Sef i  Sed ² ZëæiN¦i i ¦iëæi1ùi*) ª s ùiª a i nª b  Sed i Sef ² Zi  Sd i Sef ² Zëæi1¦i  i ¦i ëæiN¦i(+ ø  (14)
where I à ª ip i_²E3ª mpls ã  I , ¦i qe: M  Sed  Sef ² |\|ÃiNT D qh3 M  Sed  Sef ² |.Ji î ¦i  ² T D øhqh: M  Sed  Sef ² |'}3.- I , ¦i qe: M ² E Sed iN| Sf \EÃiT D qe: M ² E Sed iN| Sf .J3i î ¦i  ² T D ø qh: M ²ÅE Sed iN| Sef '}: - - I , ¦i qe: M  Sed  Sef iE]E:ÃiT D qh: M  Sed  Sef iN|.J}i î ¦i  ² T D øhqh: M  Sed  Sef iE.}.-' I , ¦i qe:%J Sed i Sef iN|.J]E:Ãi ¦i qe:%J Sed i Sef iN|.J.}: - ) I , ¦i q j: M i| Sed ² | Sef \E:iT D qe: M i| Sed ² | Sef .J:i î ¦i  ² T D ø qh: M i| Sed ² | Sef '}:+ I , ¦i q " :_J Sed i Sef ² |.J\E3Ãi i  qk_J Sed i Sf ² |.J'}:/-[
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By substituting Eq. 11 into Eq. 12, Eq. 13 and Eq. 14, the optimality equations are simpli-
fied as given below.
Optimality equations:
qe: M  Sed  Sef .JaInª b  Sed i Sef ² Zi1nª ip  Sef ² Zi SedëæiN¦i i ùië´i1¦i    (15)qe: M  Sed  Sef \EaInª b  Sed i Sef ibÃiNª ip Sef i  Sed iNZëæi1ùi i ¦iëæi1ùi  ÿ"!0# M | (16)qe: M  Sed  Sef \EaIý³þeWEqe: M  Sed  Sef i<|.J}:c.ª s iª a iqe:%J Sed i Sf i|.|.J}:'`ÿ"!$# M LE (17)qe: M  Sed  Sef '}aIý³þeWEqe: M iN| Sed ² | Sf iEJ:.ª s 1 iª a iqe:_J Sed i Sf ²ÅEEJ'`/ (18)
3.4.4 The Optimal Policy
The solutions of the optimality equations give the optimal values q\ M  Sed  Sef .E of ex-
pected infinite-horizon discounted total costs. From the optimality equation (Eq. 17), it can
be derived that for the state 	ÅIC M  Shd  Sef \| where M L , the action would be
   M  Sed  Sef \EVI
222222 222222  ª s RiNª a 1q5p:
M  Sed  Sef iN|.J:²nqp3_J Sed i Sef iN|.|.J}cJ !0354&6#87@ý:9;6} (19)
and for state 	ÅI§ M  Shd  Sef .} the optimal action from optimality equation (Eq. 18),
   M  Sed  Sef '/I
222222 222222  ª s ùiª a 1q5p:
M iE Sed ² | Sef iN|.J3²nq53_J Sd i Sef ² |.|.J}J !0354&6#87@ý:956[ (20)
This policy will be optimal if thresholds q3 M  Sed  Sef i|.J:z²q5p:_J Sed i Sef i|.|.J3
and q  : M iE Sed ²ù| Sef iEJ:]²hq  :_J Sed i Sef ²¦|.|.J are monotone non-increasing
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Algorithm:
1. Set <>=@?BADCEGF for each state AIHJ?LKAC . Specify MONGF and set PQEGF .
2. For each AIHJ?LKADC , compute <SRUTWV0?BADC by substituting <>RX?BADC on the right hand side
of Eqs. (15), (16), (17) and (18).
3. If YZ<>RUT[VD\J<SRYU]^M , go to step 4. Otherwise, increment P by 1 and go to step 2.
4. For each AIHJ? KADC , set <`_a?BADCE^<SRb?BAC and calculate the actions by substituting< _ ?BADC into Eqs. (19) and (20). Stop.
Figure 7: The Value Iteration Algorithm.
which is true and can be proved through induction [91] by utilizing the linearity character-
istics of the cost functions. These decisions have a control-limit structure. The values ofq   M  Sed  Sef E can be found by using either value iteration or policy iteration algorithm
which are numerical procedures. The value iteration algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
The optimal policy ùIWm5b. b. ]\[][\[¡` is stationary implying same decision rule at
each decision instant and the decision rule is given by:
  I
2222222222 2222222222
J 	ÅIC M  Sed  Sef JJ 	ÅIC M  Sed  Sef ]Eæÿ"!$# M   M  Sed  Sef \E 	ÅIC M  Sed  Sef ]Eæÿ"!$# M   M  Sed  Sef '} 	ÅIC M  Sed  Sef .}
(21)
where    M  Sed  Sef ]E and    M  Sed  Sef .} are given by Eq. 19 and Eq. 20, respectively.
The threshold structure of the optimal policy facilitates the solution of the optimality
equations (Eq. 15-Eq. 18) but still it is difficult to pre-calculate and store the solution be-
cause of the large number of possible system states. So, a sub-optimal policy, called the
Least One-Step Cost Policy, that is easy and fast to calculate is proposed.
3.5 Sub-optimal Setup Policy
The proposed Least One-Step Cost policy is an approximation to the solution of the op-
timality equations (Eq. 15-Eq. 18). It minimizes the cost incurred between two decision
instants. Instead of going through all the iterations of the value iteration algorithm, if only
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the first iteration is performed with the assumption that q D 3 M  Sed  Sef ² |.JVIlJ , then
q   : M  Sed  Sef J:VIª b  Sed i Sef ² Zi1ª ip  Sf ² ZÃi à ª ip i%<²LEª mpls ã Sedë´iLùi q   : M  Sed  Sef ]E:VIª b  Sed i Sef iNZÃi1nª ip Sf i à ª ip i%²Eª mpls ã  Sd iNZëæiN¦i ÿ"!$# Mc |q   : M  Sed  Sef ]E:VI<ýþ   ª b  Sed i Sef iNZi1ª ip  Sef iNZi à ª ip i_²E3ª mpls ã SedëæiN¦i 
ª s piª a i ª b  Sd i Sef iZÃi à ª ip il_²E3ª mpls ã W Sd i Sef iN\`ëæiN¦i 	  ÿ"!$# M |q   : M  Sed  Sef .}:VI<ýþ   nª b  Sd i Sef ² Zi1nª ip Sf i à ª ip il_²|3ª mpls ã W Sed ²Å|`ë´iN¦i 
ª s ùiª a i ª b  Sed i Sef ² ZÃi à ª ip il_²E3ª mpls ã W Sd i Sef ² \`ëæi1¦i  	 
From these single-step cost formulations, the action decision can be obtained. For the state M  Sed  Sef ]E ,
   : M  Sed  Sef \|:aI 22 22  Sef iNh S ¯ed J !03f4e6#;7@ýg956 ÿ"!$# M  (22)
upon comparison of the two terms of q   3 M  Sd  Sf \E3 . Similarly, comparing the two
terms of q   : M  Sed  Sef '}: ,
   : M  Sed  Sef '}:VI 22 22  Sef  S ¯ed J !0354&6#87@ý:9;6}[ (23)
In both Eq. 22 and Eq. 23,
S ¯Ud I Wmª s ùiª a `/Wmë´i1¦i `%²E%ª ip ² ª mpls  (24)
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By calculating q   _	V for all 	 6 	 , the one-step cost of the infinite-horizon model is
minimized. Since q  %	V in the value iteration algorithm converges to q|_	V , the one-step
value q   %	V is a significant part of q|%	V and is very easy to calculate.
Thus, the one-step least-cost policy bh>IGWmihV.ihU.ihV\[\[\[¡` is stationary implying same
decision rule at each decision instant and the decision rule is given by
 h I
2222222222 2222222222
J 	 I M  Sed  Sef .J}J 	 I M  Sed  Sef \|æÿ"!$# M     M  Sed  Sef \E 	 I M  Sed  Sef \|æÿ"!$# M L    M  Sed  Sef '} 	 I M  Sed  Sef '
(25)
where     M  Sed  Sef \| and     M  Sed  Sef ' are given by Eqs. 22 and 23, respectively.
The algorithm in Figure 8 can be implemented for the threshold-based sub-optimal
Least One-Step Cost Policy for LSP set-up/re-dimensioning.
3.6 Performance Evaluation
Having identified the different parameters involved in the LSP setup policy, steps for im-
plementing the policy are now explained. For each LSP, during its connection setup phase,
the network controller assigns the cost functions based on the signaling load of the net-
work. In the model, the cost functions are assumed to be linear ( ¨ sign '¨ b .¨ sw from
Eq. 4) with respect to the bandwidth requirements of the requests. By keeping a history of
user requests, the average inter-arrival time and connection duration can be estimated.
Given the input parameters (cost functions and various distributions), the value iteration
algorithm (Figure 7) can be used to determine the optimal policy with the decision rule
(Eq. 21). The optimal policy is the stored in a tabular format. Each entry of the table
specifies the optimal decision for the possible events for all possible node pairs of the
network. Whenever there is a bandwidth request arrival or departure, the network performs
a table lookup at the corresponding node pair entry. Setup/re-dimensioning of the LSP is
performed if the traffic not utilizing the LSP exceeds a threshold (Eq. 19 and Eq. 20). The
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At time j  , kmlonqpsrutvxw>tyvxz|{ and event } occurs
Case 0: }un Departure of ~ from 
Do not re-dimension LSP.  »ûc `  d  f
Case 1: }un Arrival of ~
If LSP exists and  
Do not re-dimension LSP.  »ûc      dD   f 
Request accepted and routed on LSP
Else
If  f    ¯UdSet-up/re-dimension LSP.  »ûc X $ d   f    
Request accepted and routed on LSP
Else
Do not re-dimension LSP.  »ûc    d  f   
Request accepted and routed on 
Case 2: }un Departure of ~ from LSP
If  f  ¯UdRe-dimension LSP.  »ûc   $ dD  f   
Else
If  f  and  d  
Tear-down LSP.  ûc b $$ 
Else
Do not re-dimension LSP.  »ûc X     dZ  f
Figure 8: Least One-Step Cost Algorithm.
optimal policy table needs to be updated when there are changes in the network topology.
The update can, however, be performed off-line. For networks of considerable size, the
storage of the optimal policy for each node pair can be very resource-consuming. In such
cases the sub-optimal policy, given in Section 3.5, can be applied. This policy computes
the decision upon arrival of each request and does not involve storage of the whole policy.
In this section, the performances of both the optimal policy (decision rule in Eq. 21)
and the sub-optimal policy (decision rule in Eq. 25) are presented and compared. The
performance metric is the discounted total cost defined in Eq. 8. Both the optimal and
the sub-optimal policies can also be compared with heuristics where LSP optimization is












Figure 9: Network Physical Topology  ph.
Table 3: Cost Coefficients.ª s ª a ª b ª ip ª mpls
15 15 1 2.5 0.5
3.6.1 Simulation Model
For the simulations, the MPLS network is modeled as a non-hierarchical graph  ph shown
in Figure 9. It is a 10-node random graph with a maximum node degree of 3 and 17
edges. Each node represents an LSR and each edge represents a physical link connecting
two LSRs. Each link is assumed to have a physical capacity of 1000 c.u.. Based on this
network model, the adjacency matrix of the network as well as the number of links of the
shortest path between any two nodes can be obtained apriori. The number of links in the
shortest path between any node pair estimated by the source is deterministic. The request
duration is assumed to be exponential whereas the request arrival arrival follows a Poisson
process. The values given in Table 3 are assumed for the cost coefficients in Eqs. (5)-(7)
which define the cost incurred by the network. With these cost coefficients, the thresholdS ¯Ud *2345 , defined in Eq. 24, for the sub-optimal policy (decision rule in Eq. 25) becomesS ¯Ud *2345­I E¹°_gi|]%ëæiN¦iÃ_²1EI  [ ¹%ë´iN¦ib_RiE_²LE [
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For different cases, the values of  and  are varied to obtain the S ¯Ud *2345 independently.
In all the simulations, the user bandwidth requests are assumed for the amount of 1 c.u..
Even though both the optimal and sub-optimal policies are independent of the amount of
the bandwidth requested, this homogeneous case is useful because the results obtained are
representative of the effects the bandwidth requests have on the MPLS network topology.
When the bandwidth requests are for 1 c.u., a snapshot of the events can be obtained to
really understand how the events are triggered.
For each source and destination pair, the value iteration algorithm of Figure 7 is used
to determine the minimum discounted total cost (defined in Eq. 8) and the optimal policy.
For the value iteration algorithm,  is set to 0.1% of the first-step discounted total cost. The
minimum discounted total cost is then averaged over all possible source and destination
pairs. For the proposed sub-optimal policy also, the minimum discounted total cost is
calculated using the value iteration algorithm. As given in Eqs. (5)-(7), the cost functions
are linear with respect to the bandwidth requests.
3.6.2 Results
The following simulations demonstrate the performance of the two policies. It is shown
how high traffic volume leads to LSP setup/re-dimensioning whereas for less volume, the
LSPs are not modified. The MPLS network topology is modified according to varying
bandwidth requests. Various experiments demonstrate cases where the results of the two
policies are different and then compare their performance.
Six different traffic loads with different characteristics are offered to the network to
analyze the performance. The    values for the six cases are given in Table 4. These
node pairs were selected because they have two or more hops between them.
For experiment I, the requests arrive with Ã     and the optimal policy p is applied.
The resulting MPLS network ù is shown in Figure 10(c). Note that since the node pairs
1-9 and 2-8 have a traffic load greater than the others, representing a focused overload
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Table 4: Bandwidth Requests for Experiments



















Figure 10: Topologies and Costs for (a)  min, (b)  max and (c)  .
scenario, the corresponding LSPs have been established. Instead, if the proposed sub-
optimal policy `h (decision rule in Eq. 25) is applied, the resulting network  h coincides
with g , demonstrating the efficiency of the sub-optimal policy. In Figure 10(a) and (b)
are shown, for comparison,  min and  max that would result if the two simple heuristic
decision policies  min and  max were applied, respectively.  min is the policy to never
establish non-default LSPs whereas  max is the policy to adapt the LSP to each occurring
event. It is found that the discounted total cost (defined in Eq. 8) for   is 45% lower than min and 77% lower than  max.
Experiment II aims to verify the on-line adaptability of the optimal policy   (decision
rule in Eq. 21) when a traffic variation occurs. Now, the requests arrive with  "   " given
in Table 4. If the optimal policy is applied starting from the initial state represented byg , the result of experiment I, the final topology consists of an added LSP(1,10) to  .
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(a) (b) (c)
π* Topology for cases V and VITopology for case III*π Topology for case IV*π
Figure 11: Topologies for Experiments III-VI.
The old non-default LSPs are not torn-down because they are utilized by the traffic as they
provide reduced switching cost (Eq. 7) without the overhead of the signaling cost (Eq. 5).
The topology has changed from ¦ to better fit the new traffic pattern. On the other hand, if
the initial topology was  ph then the final network topology will just add the LSP(1,10) to ph. So, the resulting topologies in the two cases differ and highlight the capability of the
optimal policy to adjust to the traffic variation. Same results are obtained upon application
of the sub-optimal policy  h (decision rule in Eq. 25).
Starting with the initial topology  ph, the traffic matrix was homogeneously increased
for experiments III-VI as shown in Table 4. The corresponding   topologies are shown in
Figure 11. As expected, for larger bandwidth requests, more LSPs are set-up because the
expected bandwidth and switching costs (Eqs. 6 and 7) exceed the signaling cost (Eq. 5)
overhead and it becomes economically viable to setup the LSPs. More LSP setup leads
to a more connected MPLS network: the network ¦V is more connected than the networkgIV, which is in turn more connected than the network ¦III. However, once the traffic
exceeds the threshold, the LSPs are setup. Thus, the final topologies V and RV  for the
experiments V and VI are similar. If the sub-optimal policy (decision rule in Eq. 25) is
applied, slightly different results are obtained. For experiment III,  hIII is same as  III
because the traffic is very less and it is not economically efficient to set-up any LSPs. For
















































Figure 12: Total Cost and Cost Components for Experiments (a) III, (b) IV and (c) V.
 hIV does not add any new LSPs, i.e. it is same as ¦III. For experiment V, the traffic is a
little higher and thus, the threshold S ¯Ud in Eq. 24 is exceeded for LSPs with length 3 but
not for LSPs with length 2. Thus  hV is same as RIV. Finally,  hVI is the same as RV  as
the threshold S ¯Ud is exceeded even for LSPs with length 2. It can be seen from Eq. 24, the
threshold is smaller for longer LSPs as S ¯Ud is inversely proportional to _²1E .
As a verification for the results in Figure 11, the costs of the topologies III, RIV
and gV are calculated. The switching and signaling costs and the total discounted cost
for the three topologies is shown in Figure 12. In each figure, the respective minimum
discounted total cost corresponds to the topologies shown in Figure 11. For instance, in
Figure 12(a), the minimum discounted total cost is given for topology III; in Figure 12(b),
the minimum discounted total cost corresponds to topology IV and in Figure 12(c), the
minimum discounted total cost corresponds to topology V.
Having seen a case where the final topologies obtained by application to policies » and h are different, their performance is not compared. For the initial topology  ph, the total
discounted cost for different initial states for one node-pair with three hops in between is
shown in Figure 13. The final state of the system is shown for each initial state and the two
policies as the numbers in brackets close to the lines. As the discount rate ë (from Eq. 8)
is smaller for Figure 13(b), the costs are larger in magnitude. It is seen that the expected
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(b) ¢ =0.1, £0¤¦¥ =10
Figure 13: Total Expected Cost vs. Initial State.
state [1, 5, 10], the optimal policy optimizes the LSP immediately whereas the sub-optimal
policy does not since the threshold is not exceeded, resulting in the lower expected cost for
the optimal policy. On the other hand, for the initial state [1, 1, 1] in Figure 13(a), only
the optimal policy performed the optimization but the costs are equal for both cases. This
is because of the discount factor ë as events too far in the future have marginal effect on
the cost. One point to be observed from the figures is that the final states from the optimal
policy have large available bandwidth values. This is because the optimal policy performs
LSP optimization very often whereas the sub-optimal policy performs optimization only
when the traffic exceeds a threshold which is large. This, in effect, reduces the sensitivity
of the decision policy to minor variations in the traffic, i.e., by filtering small fluctuations.
In Figure 14, a stepwise increased homogeneous traffic is offered to observe the per-
centage setup of LSPs using the sub-optimal policy bh . For    values less than 10, no
LSP is setup as no threshold is exceeded. A stable configuration of the network is achieved
for    values between [20,30] where all LSPs with length 3 are setup and those with
length 2 are not setup. For    greater than 45, all the LSPs are always setup and the
network reaches its fully connected stable state. For the other values of    , the LSPs are
setup with percentages as shown in Figure 14, e.g. for    of 15, the LSPs with length 3
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Figure 14: Percentage Setup of LSPs for Homogeneous Traffic.
are setup with 80% probability.
The simulations show that the value iteration algorithm is very efficient and stable.
The convergence is fast resulting in a low number of iterations. In general, the number
of iterations does not depend on the cost parameters ( ª s .ª a ª b .ª ip .ª mpls  , but depends on
the values of  and  . There are other iteration algorithms, (e.g. , policy iteration [91])
that have a higher rate of convergence but are more intensive computation-wise (the policy
iteration involves a search through the set of all possible decision policies). The proposed
sub-optimal policy is much less computationally intensive (no storage of decision policy)
and provides the expected discounted total cost values close to the optimal policy.
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Chapter 4
QoS Estimation Based Path Selection
Efficient routing of user requests is essential in a DiffServ/MPLS network to satisfy QoS
and manage network resources. In this chapter, a novel algorithm is presented that finds
a feasible path that minimizes the cost incurred. The cost is attributed to bandwidth car-
riage, and switching and signaling efforts in the network for the requested connection. This
algorithm was introduced in [92].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of the path
selection algorithm is given in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, other traffic routing algorithms
are described. Then, in Section 4.3, the formulation for the path selection algorithm is
presented. The algorithm to predict the metrics in case of partial information is given
in Section 4.4. Performance evaluation of the path selection algorithm is provided in
Section 4.5.
4.1 Motivation
To support Quality of Service (QoS) in an MPLS network, many algorithms have been
designed for various network components, such as scheduling, admission control and rout-
ing. However an efficient and scalable algorithm for QoS routing of traffic flows is still
missing, even if much research has been focused on this subject. The goal of QoS routing
is to find paths that have sufficient resources to satisfy the QoS requirements of a request.
A scalable QoS routing algorithm has to work efficiently for large scale networks and, for
this purpose, many practical and theoretical issues have to be solved.
Usually a request requires more than one metric to be considered for routing purposes.
For example, real time applications like Internet telephone, distributed games and video
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conference have multiple QoS requirements on delay, cost, delay jitter, loss ratio, band-
width, etc. In this sense, multi-constrained routing deals with finding a path that satisfies
multiple QoS constraints on diverse metrics. It is well known that this problem is NP-
complete [93], so finding an accurate and simple heuristic is one important characteristic
of an efficient QoS routing algorithm. Another important issue to be addressed in the design
of a QoS routing algorithm is the presence of inaccurate global network state information.
In large scale networks, maintaining precise global state information is not possible due to
the large amount of information needed and the delay incurred to flood it to the whole net-
work. Thus, an effective QoS routing algorithm must be able to work properly even while
using inaccurate network state information. Last important issue is the relation between the
QoS routing and resource reservation protocol. In fact, if the reservation is performed flow
by flow (using for example RSVP), QoS can be provided with a high degree of accuracy
but maintaining per flow information in the routers leads to scalability problems. On the
other hand, using a stateless QoS framework like DiffServ is scalable but can not provide,
by itself, QoS guarantees. The addition of the MPLS architecture [25] or a tunneling and
encapsulation ad-hoc technique [94] to the DiffServ classic architecture provides the right
framework for scalable QoS routing, allowing aggregated resource management.
4.2 Related Work
QoS routing is an extensively studied subject [36]. It has come a long way from the simple
Dijkstra routing [37]. Much of the work in the field of QoS routing has concentrated on the
delay constrained least cost problem [38, 39, 40]. Since the problem is NP-complete, the
proposed solutions are heuristic in nature [41]. Some effort has also concentrated towards
heuristic algorithms based on Lagrangian relaxation [42, 43]. The relaxation approach is
based on an aggregate weight (obtained by summing the additive metrics) which is used in
the Dijkstra algorithm for route computation. This approach does not have the capability
to consider non-additive metrics. In MPLS networks, the routing research has concentrated
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on LSP routing i.e. how to route the LSPs in the network. Many schemes such as Minimum
Interference Routing Algorithm (MIRA) [44], Profile Based Routing (PBR) [45] along with
modifications to OSPF, IS-IS have been proposed for LSP routing. However, a scheme for
routing of traffic flows in an MPLS network is not considered.
With few exceptions, previous QoS routing solutions have been developed under the
assumption that the exact state of the network is known to nodes performing the route com-
putation. In practice, however, network state is not known for certain due to the following
reasons [95, 96]. First, current link-state routing protocols such as OSPF flood link values
periodically. To limit the overhead of flooding, long update intervals are used. A second
source of inaccuracy is attributed to state aggregation. Most link-state routing protocols are
hierarchical, whereby the state of a group of nodes (an OSPF area or a PNNI peer group)
is summarized (aggregated) before being disseminated to other nodes.
4.3 Problem Formulation
In this chapter, a QoS routing algorithm for traffic flows in MPLS networks is presented.
This routing algorithm is unique because of the dynamic nature of the MPLS network
topology. The algorithm considers multiple metrics, is scalable and operates in the pres-
ence of inaccurate information. Numerous path choices are compared in terms of their
operational costs. The cost considers all the metrics important for the path selection. The
factors pertaining to the different metrics are weighed by their corresponding importance
factor which can be varied from network to network. In essence, the novelty of the pro-
posed algorithm lies in the cost structure for the LSPs and the ability to deal with partial
network information.
QoS routing is typically attributed to cause additional costs to the network due to the
added computational cost and protocol overhead. The computational overhead can be com-
pensated by upgrading the network components’ processing power. To reduce the protocol
overhead, many solutions have been suggested to reduce the frequency of link state update.
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This reduced frequency leads to partial network information at each node.
4.3.1 Partial Information
The protocol overhead is introduced due to the increased amount of network information
needed at all the network nodes to make QoS-aware routing decisions. The overhead is
highest if information about each network state update is flooded throughout the network.
There are essentially three ways to control the volume of link state update traffic in a
network. The first method controls the criterion for triggering an update, reducing the
frequency of updates. According to this control method, the network information is not
flooded for each, possibly insignificant, network state update, rather some triggering pol-
icy is used to generate updates at a reduced frequency. The second method restricts the
flooding of the update in the network, reducing the propagation of updates. In this way,
the updates are not flooded throughout the network but only to the nearest neighbors. The
information is propagated through the network hop-by-hop over time. The third method
updates only aggregated topology information in the network, reducing the content of up-
dates. The updates convey information that is aggregated for a path or a sub-area in the
network in the form of time average etc.
All the three methods are widely-studied and accepted for generating partial network
state information for routing algorithms [97, 98]. The second method of restricted flood-
ing faces the problem of increased convergence times as the information propagates only
hop-by-hop at each update instant. The third method of aggregated information is highly
scalable but it is not efficient in providing QoS satisfaction to requests as only aggregated
information is known about the network. Thus, the first method of controlling the update
frequency seems to be the best approach. It is scalable and more efficient. A variety of
triggering policies can be used for this purpose. Obviously, the sensitivity of the triggering
policy is directly related to the accuracy of the information available at the routers. The
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more aggressive the triggering gets, more is the information available at the routers. How-
ever, an aggressive triggering policy would lead to increased update traffic and would beat
the purpose of triggered updates completely. Thus, the triggering policy has to be chosen
judiciously. There are three main update triggering policies: periodic, threshold based, and
class based policies. Periodic policy maintains a timer and when the timer elapses, all the
network nodes update the network with their state. For the threshold based update, the
update is triggered if the difference between the current metric value and the last advertised
value is greater than a threshold. The class based update policy divides the complete range
of values, that the metric can take, into classes. The class size can be equal or exponen-
tial. If the class of the current metric value is different from the class of the previously
advertised value, then the update is triggered.
Each of these update policies has its own advantages and disadvantages. The periodic
policy is simple to implement but it may not give a clear idea about the current network
state. In other words, the metric may change its value drastically but the update may not
be triggered because the timer is not yet expired. The threshold and class based policies
are more difficult to implement in a real network since the previous state needs to be re-
membered. In the case that the metric value oscillates close to the class boundary, the class
based method will generate updates for each variation and thus will be flooding the network
with the updates. However, in general, both the threshold and class based policies result
in better information at each node about the updates of the network. The periodic update
policy is chosen in this thesis to provide partial link state information in the network. The
periodic policy is chosen because of its simplicity. An estimation and forecast algorithm
will be used to compensate for the lack of accurate information.
4.3.2 Network Model and Costs
In this formulation, the problem of QoS routing in IP networks is handled. The goal of
QoS routing is to find a low-cost feasible path that has enough available bandwidth, while
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restricting the number of hops and the delay on the path. The approach of [94] will be
used, using tunneling and packet encapsulation with the relay nodes. However, the metric
is chosen for each tunnel based on cost minimization.
The network is represented with a directed graph <%,?@ . Here,  is the set of nodes
in the network and ? is the set of LSPs. Each LSP LSP *2345g6 ? corresponds to an LSP
between the nodes 2 and  ( 2:; 6 ) and is assigned a cost 9Z§ ~ . A path ¨ t'w between the
nodes o and q ( op:q´6  ) is defined as a concatenation of LSPs LSP *o: c'\[\[\[b LSP ª©:q ,
where the nodes  \[\[\[b¦© are arbitrary nodes in the network. These nodes are called the
relay nodes on the path ¨ tZw . When the path ¨ t'w coincides with just one LSP, ¨ tZw is called
as a direct path between nodes o and q and the functionalities of the relay node are not
needed. There will be many paths ¨ t'w between any node pair o and q , including the direct
path. Let « t'w denote the set of all such paths. A cost 9¬t'w is associated with the path ¨ t'w and
LSP *2:;6­¨ t'w denotes that LSP =2:45 belongs to the path ¨ t'w . The following quantities
can be defined:
NM§ ~ : Available capacity on LSP =2:45  § ~ : Delay incurred on LSP LSP *2345NM ¬ tZw : Available capacity on path ¨ t'w  ¬ t'w : Delay incurred on path ¨ t'w ( ¬ tZw : Number of LSPs in path ¨ t'wM ¬ t'w is the minimum of the available capacities M § ~ of all the LSPs comprising the path ¨ t'w .
The path delay is assigned to be equal to the sum of the delays on the individual LSPs in
the path. In other words, M ¬ t'w I <ýþLSP s  v ~:xzy ¬B®8¯ M § ~ ¬ t'w I r
LSP s  v ~:xzy ¬B®8¯  § ~
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A framework is needed to compare and choose among all the feasible paths between a node
pair. Towards this end, costs are associated with the LSPs and paths. The cost is attributed
to five factors: bandwidth requested, switching, signaling, remaining available bandwidth
and delay.
The rate at which the bandwidth cost is incurred on LSP =2:45 depends linearly on the
bandwidth required by the connection. Thus, ¨±° ~ , the bandwidth component of the cost
can be written as ¨ b ~ Ilª §b ± (26)
where ª §b is the bandwidth cost coefficient per capacity unit (c.u.) in the network,  is the
bandwidth requested by the connection and ± is the time duration for which the connection
is valid. The rate of the switching cost on the LSP is also proportional to the requested
bandwidth. Thus, the switching cost component can be written as
¨ sw ~ Ilcª §sw @± (27)
where ª §sw is the switching cost coefficient per capacity unit (c.u.) in the network and  is
the length of the LSP. This component is also proportional to the duration of the connection
because the switching cost has to be paid for each packet of the connection as long as it
holds. On the other hand, the signaling cost is a one-time cost to signal the setup of the
path over the LSP. Thus, the signaling cost is given as
¨ sign ~ Iª §sign (28)
where ª §sign is the signaling cost coefficient in the network. This value is independent of the
amount of bandwidth requested as it corresponds to the signaling effort, which is performed
for connection establishment. Also, it is independent of the connection duration because
this cost is incurred during the connection establishment. The next factor contributing to
the cost is the available bandwidth left on the LSP after the connection has been granted.
This cost is given as ¨ AB ~ I ª ABM § ~ ²  ±@[ (29)
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Such an inverse structure is chosen for the available bandwidth cost since the available
bandwidth is not a linearly additive metric (like hop, delay) in the network and LSPs with
less available bandwidth are assigned a higher cost. The last term in the LSP cost comes
from the delay incurred on the LSP. This cost is given as
¨ d ~ Iª d  § ~ ±@[ (30)
Summing up all these individual costs, the total cost incurred for successfully grant-
ing the requested bandwidth on LSP *2345 can be calculated. However, weighting factors
should be used for these costs to modify the importance given to the components. A higher
weighting factor would imply a higher relative significance of the associated cost compo-
nent. Thus, the total cost is given as:
¨ § ~ Ilë$W»¨ b ~ i1¨ sw ~ iN¨ sign ~ `¥i³²¦¨ AB ~ i³´k¨ d ~ (31)
Notice that the first three cost components have a single weighting factor. This is because
all three of them relate to the distance metric and should be weighed identically.
A path in the network is a concatenation of LSPs. If the path includes just one LSP,
its cost is equal to the LSP cost. However, if the path is composed of two or more LSPs,
its cost is not just the sum of the individual LSP costs. This is because the relay nodes
between the LSPs have to perform additional switching and signaling due to the change in
the encapsulation from one LSP to the other. Thus, the path cost is given as:
¨ ¬t'w I r§¶µ · y ¬B®;¯ ¨ § ~ i¸%ª ¬sw ±&aiª ¬sign Z[ (32)
Here, ª ¬sw and ª ¬sign denote respectively the coefficients for the IP switching and signaling
costs incurred due to the presence of relay nodes in the path and there are ¸ relay nodes.
The cost coefficients are introduced in the cost definitions above to provide a relative
weight to each of the cost components. A network operator can decide these coefficients
based on the fraction of the total cost that is attributed to each cost component. As men-
tioned before, the objective of QoS routing is to find a feasible path with enough available
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bandwidth while satisfying the delay and hop constraints. The proposed algorithm tries to
achieve a balance between maximizing available bandwidth and minimizing the number of
hops and delay.
The exact path selection problem can be specified as:¨U¹ t'wº ¨ ¬B»t'w I¼<ýþ¬ y½ ®;¯ ¨ ¬t'w (33)
subject to the feasibility constraints ( ¬ »t'w ^c ¬ »t'w B max
and M ¬ »tZw M min [
A concession of ^ units is allowed in the length of the chosen path w.r.t. the direct LSP to
be able to consider paths which are a few hops longer than the shortest path.  max denotes
the maximum allowed delay and M min denotes the minimum required available bandwidth
on the path by the flow. M min is assumed to be larger than the bandwidth requested by
the flow. This is based on two reasons. Firstly, LSPs should not be fully occupied and
secondly, the current actual values of M§ ~ may not be the most recently advertised value.
Thus, the cushion in M min over the bandwidth requested by the flow is used to compensate
for the information uncertainty.
The proposed algorithm provides a heuristic to the exact path selection procedure by
limiting the number of paths to be considered to ¾ instead of an exhaustive search. A
combination of various metrics is used for the path selection. The cost structure defined
earlier provides a framework to choose the most efficient path for the traffic flow.
The operation of the algorithm is as follows. The centralized manager TEAM tries to
find ¾ paths between the source and the destination. These paths are obtained by increasing
the hop count in the path. In other words, if there is a direct LSP between the source and
destination, it is a candidate for consideration. Next, all paths with 2 LSPs between the
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source and destination are considered. If such paths exceed ¾ -1 in number, then the first¾ -1 paths are chosen to be candidates. Note that these paths have been found without any
consideration for feasibility. If still ¾ candidates are not found, then the search proceeds
to include paths which have 3 LSPs. The search goes on in this manner by increasing
the number of LSPs in the path, till ¾ candidate paths are found. These ¾ paths are then
checked for feasibility against the constraints specified in Eq. 33. The feasible paths are
then the final set of candidates for routing the traffic flow. The total cost (defined in Eq. 32)
of these paths is then evaluated and compared. The least cost feasible path is then chosen
for the traffic flow.
This algorithm assumes knowledge of the exact values of the metrics associated with
all the LSPs in the network. However, in reality, the metric updates are not instantaneous
for large networks. The finite update time can compromise the scalability of the proposed
routing algorithm. However, the algorithm can be made scalable by modifications that can
operate in the presence of inaccurate/partial information about the network state and still
providing comparable performance.
4.4 Partial Information
Each network node floods information about its state to the whole network at periodic time
intervals. This results in partial information about the network state at each node. The
information is partial because the network nodes do not have current information about the
complete network state. Instead, they have information for the time instant when the last
update was generated. When a path selection request arrives, an estimation and forecast
algorithm can be used to obtain more accurate information about the current network state.
This algorithm can be applied to estimate and forecast the available bandwidth as well as
delay of an LSP.
Let ¨ be the number of past samples that are used in the prediction and - the metric
that is being predicted. The arrival of the path selection request is not synchronous with the
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update period. This means that the time interval between the instant at which the estimation
is required and the arrival of last update is less than the update periodicity. So, at the instant
of estimation and forecast, the past ¨ samples Wm-@ ZY- " [\[][]!- ¬ ` are known and the next
sample - ¬ ûc  can be forecasted using a linear prediction:
- ¬ ûc aI ¬r|ðc  -»a¬7 (34)
where on the right side are the past samples and the prediction coefficients ¬ and on the
left side, the predicted value. The formulation can be rewritten as - ¬ ûc ùI^¿uÀ ¯ , where¿BIH«-P ZY- " Ã[\[\[Ã.- ¬  and À I «¬e Z¬ " Ã[\[][Ã¬ ¬  . The problem can be solved in an opti-
mal manner using covariance method. The parameter ¨ can be dynamically changed based
on the forecast performance. The covariance can be estimated from the available measure-
ments as
 d *(,eIÂÁ ¬ ôð ¬ ñUÃ -» ñ }-» ñ  where ' affects the accuracy of the estimation,
i.e., more the samples considered, more precise the estimation is. The number of samples
needed for a given ( and ' is =($iN+ . The solution of the covariance equation will pro-
vide the prediction coefficients for the Eq. 34. If the time instant ^ , where information is
desired, is closer to ¨ than to ¨ùi , then - ¬ is the metric estimation at instant ^ . However,
if ^ is closer to ¨niÅ , then the estimated value as ßÄ- ¬ ûc  ä . To further improve the prediction
performance, an update algorithm to adjust the value of ¨ can be used. According to this
algorithm, if the ratio of the prediction error  to the actual value - ¬ ûc  is above a threshold ¯Ud , which implies that the error is large w.r.t. the actual value and the prediction perfor-
mance was not too good, increase the value of ¨ to consider more samples in the prediction
process. If the ratio is smaller than  ¯Ud , then reduce the value of ¨ . However, an upper
bound ¨° Å is put on ¨ because large values of ¨ increase the computational cost of the
regression. The threshold is determined based on the traffic characteristics and the conser-
vatism requirements of the network domain. It represents the confidence in the estimation
procedure in terms of prediction errors. By using this prediction approach, the drawback of
















































Figure 15: Network Topology.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the proposed path selection algorithm is compared with other well-known
algorithms, from the viewpoint of performance and robustness. Extensive simulations were
conducted to evaluate the performance and computational complexity of the proposed algo-
rithmic solution. The goal of these simulations is to evaluate the goodness of the proposed
algorithm and to demonstrate the benefits of the approach of using multiple metrics for path
determination without a loss of routing performance.
The topology of Figure 15 was used for the simulation experiments. This represents a
popular “isp” topology used in many QoS routing studies [97] and is typical of the nation-
wide network of a US based ISP. All the links are bidirectional with a capacity of 155
c.u. in both directions. ^ , the number of extra hops allowed in the feasibility constraint of
the path selection problem in Eq. 33, was set to 5 in order to allow for longer paths w.r.t.
the shortest path. M   in the path selection problem is constrained to be at least 10 c.u.
above the bandwidth requested and the number of paths considered for cost comparison
in each algorithm was restricted to ¾ , which is set to 20. This value was chosen so that
enough number of paths distinct from the min-hop path are selected, and at the same time an
exhaustive search is not necessary for the paths. Unity values were assigned to each of the
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cost coefficients and also to the three weighting factors ë , ² and ´ in the cost formulation
of Section 4.3.2. Cost coefficients are special quantities that vary from network to network
depending on the parameters important to the network. The weighting factors are used
to assign different weights to different components. By suitable choice of the weighting
factors, the routing performance of several well-known routing algorithms can be obtained.
The weighting factors can be adapted to the traffic load in the network. For example, if
the network is lightly loaded, the shortest path routing can give a satisfactory performance.
The shortest path algorithm can be obtained by setting ëI  and ²1IJ´ IµJ . Since the
network parameters and conditions are unknown, the cost coefficients were set to unity. In
this way, the simulations are impartial to cost components. The weighting factors were also
assigned unity values to give equal importance to each cost metric.
25 independent experiments were performed with the network of Figure 15. Traffic
was introduced from nodes on the left side of the network (1,2,4,5) towards the right side
(11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17). In this way, focused overload was created in the middle of
the network. In such a scenario, using shortest path routing algorithm can be penalizing as
the network is overloaded. Thus, a more intelligent and efficient routing algorithm should
be preferred which will give a better performance. This is confirmed by the results of
Figure 16 where the rejection ratio of the three algorithms is compared to the shortest path
routing algorithm. As can be seen, the three algorithms have reduced the rejection ratio by
around  ¹0Æ w.r.t. the shortest path routing.
Next, the algorithm’s performance is compared w.r.t. the three metrics considered. The
minimum available bandwidths for all the LSPs in the network is considered. These results
are presented in Figure 17. As can be seen, the minimum available bandwidth is lower for
the shortest path routing in contrast to the proposed algorithm. This is expected because
the shortest path routing is limited to only one path between a node pair for every request,
unlike the proposed algorithm that selects paths by considering a combination of metrics.
On the other hand, the mean available bandwidth is larger for the shortest path routing. This
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Figure 16: Rejection Ratio.



















Figure 17: Minimum available bandwidth.
gives the false impression that the performance of the shortest path algorithm is better than
the proposed algorithm. However, this is attributed to the poor load balancing achieved
by the shortest path routing, as opposed to the proposed algorithm. The shortest path
algorithm chooses the same path between a node pair every time it is executed. Thus, it has
a high rejection ratio and the load is concentrated on a few LSPs. The proposed algorithm
chooses possibly different paths for the requests (depending on the network state) and thus
distributes the load in the network achieving a lower rejection rate.
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Figure 18: Minimum delay.
The second metric compared is the delay encountered by the request packets. The
delay is composed of three components: the transmission, propagation and the queuing
delay. The first two components are constant, however the queuing delay is determined by
the load on the link. In other words, for a highly loaded LSP the queuing delay is larger
than the value for a lightly loaded LSP. In Figure 18, the results of 25 simulation runs are
presented for the delay encountered in the network. The minimum delay incurred by the
shortest path routing is larger than the proposed algorithm. This is due to the over-loading
of a few LSPs in the network.
The third metric is the number of paths with relay nodes. This number is obtained by
taking a network snapshot at some time. The number of requests that were routed along
paths with relay nodes was counted and it is shown in Figure 19. Obviously, the number of
paths with relay is 0 for the shortest path routing whereas the proposed routing algorithm
has a large number of paths with relay nodes.
With these results, the performance of the proposed algorithm has been compared with
the shortest path routing algorithm. The shortest path algorithm was chosen as the basis
for performance comparison because it is the current routing scheme in the Internet. By
choosing appropriate values for the weighting factors ëUf²V5´ in the proposed algorithm,
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Figure 19: Number of paths with relay nodes.
other routing schemes and their results can be obtained. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is superior to the shortest path routing.
In conclusion, the proposed routing algorithm is efficient and cost-effective. The cost is
attributed to bandwidth carriage, and switching and signaling efforts in the network for the
requested connection. The routing algorithm considers multiple metrics for path selection,




With the growing traffic in the DiffServ/MPLS domain, tools are needed to understand the
composition and dynamics of the traffic. In this chapter, an estimation algorithm for the
available bandwidth on a link is presented. The algorithm estimates the available bandwidth
and tells the duration for which the estimate is valid with a high degree of confidence. The
algorithm dynamically changes the number of past samples that are used for prediction and
also the the duration for which the prediction holds. This estimation algorithm was first
introduced in [99] and later modified in [100].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of the avail-
able bandwidth estimation algorithm is given in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, other measure-
ment algorithms are presented. Then, in Section 5.3, the formulation for the periodic multi-
step prediction based estimation algorithm is given, followed by the non-periodic single-
step prediction based algorithm in Section 5.4. The implementation considerations for the
algorithms are presented in Section 5.5 and the performance evaluation in Section 5.6.
5.1 Motivation
Measurement is necessary for the network. A user would like to monitor the performance
of his applications, check if level of service meets the agreement, etc. A service provider
would like to monitor the current level of activity, enforce service level agreements (SLAs),
plan for future etc. Few QoS metrics have been defined by the IPPM [101] working group
of IETF. Some of these can be measured in the core of the network and others at the edges.
Some have local significance at each router while others are end-to-end metrics. They can
be obtained by measurements from various network elements. To obtain measured statistics
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from each network element is possible if individual users can monitor each such device.
Due to security and privacy reasons, this is not possible in a network. Thus, common users
can only measure the end-to-end metrics. The metrics with local significance at each router
can only be measured by the network operators who can then make them publicly available.
The approaches to monitor a network are active or passive. First gives a measure of the
performance of the network whereas the latter of the workload on the network. Both have
their merits and should be regarded as complementary. The active approach relies on the
capability to inject packets into the network and then measure the services obtained from
the network. It introduces extra traffic into the network. But the active approach has the
advantage of measuring the desired quantities at the desired time. Passive measurements
are carried out by observing normal network traffic, without the extra load. The passive
approach measures the real traffic. But the amount of data accumulated can be substantial
because the network will be polled often for information.
There are various quantities of interest that can be insightful about the state of the
network. Available bandwidth (together with other metrics like latency, loss etc.) can pre-
dict the performance of the network. The available bandwidth of a link is the maximum
throughput provided to a flow despite the current cross-traffic, when contrasted with the
capacity which is the maximum throughput provided to a flow in absence of cross-traffic.
Based on the bandwidth available, the network manager can obtain information about the
congestion in the network, decide the admission control, perform routing etc. For MPLS
networks, the available bandwidth information can be used to decide about the LSP setup
[88], routing (Shortest Widest Path [93], Widest Shortest Path [102]), LSP preemption
[103], etc. Each of these processes needs available bandwidth information at a suitable
time-scale. It is desirable to obtain the available bandwidth information by measurements
from the actual LSPs because they give more realistic information about the available band-
width. The available bandwidth information could have been obtained by subtracting the
nominal reservations from the link capacity which gives a lower bound.
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In this chapter, an algorithm is proposed for estimating the available bandwidth of a
link by dynamically changing the number of past samples for prediction and the number of
future samples predicted with high confidence. The objective of the algorithm is to mini-
mize the computational effort while providing a reliable estimate of available bandwidth of
a link. It provides a balance of the processing load and accuracy. The algorithm is based
on the dynamics of the traffic, i.e., it adapts itself.
5.2 Related Work
The available bandwidth on a link is indicative of the amount of load that can be routed
on the link. Obtaining an accurate measurement of the available bandwidth is crucial to
effective deployment of QoS services in a network. Available bandwidth can be measured
using both active and passive approaches. There are two definitions of available bandwidth.
First one defines the available bandwidth on a single link (physical or virtual) of the net-
work. This information can be used for congestion avoidance, routing etc. Second one
defines the available bandwidth of a route on the network which manifests as the band-
width measurement of the most congested link on the route. Various tools and products
are available that can be used to measure available bandwidth of a link in the network. In
[46], the authors have described a few bottleneck bandwidth algorithms. They can be split
into two families: those based on pathchar [47] algorithm and those based on Packet Pair
[48] algorithm. The pathchar algorithm is an active approach which leads to the associated
disadvantages of consumption of significant amount of network bandwidth etc. The packet
pair algorithm measures the bottleneck bandwidth of a route. It can have both active and
passive implementations. Active implementations have bandwidth consumption whereas
passive implementations may not give correct measurement. In [49], the authors have pro-
posed another tool to measure bottleneck link bandwidth based on packet pair technique.
Some other tools based on the same technique for measuring bottleneck bandwidth of a
route have been proposed in [50, 51]. None of them measures the available bandwidth or
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utilization of a desired link of a network. In [52], the authors have proposed a tool to mea-
sure the available bandwidth of a route which is the minimum available bandwidth along
all links of the path. It is an active approach based on transmission of self-loading periodic
measurement streams. Another active approach to measure a path’s available capacity is
given in [53]. Iperf [54] from NLANR is another active approach that sends streams of
TCP/UDP flows. Cisco has introduced the NetFlow [55] technology that provides IP flow
information for a network. NetFlow provides detailed data collection with minimal impact
on the performance on the routing device and no external probing device. But in a DiffServ
environment, the core of a network is interested in aggregate rather than per-flow statistics,
due to the scalability issues.
All the tools, except NetFlow, give path measurements based on an active approach.
A network manager, on the other hand, is interested in finding the available bandwidth
on a certain link of the network. It has access to the routers/switches of the network
and can measure available bandwidth from the routers without injecting pseudo-traffic.
Thus, it does not need the end-to-end tools that utilize the active approach of measurement.
One approach is to use Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [104] which is a
short-term protocol to manage nodes in the network. An SNMP-managed network consists
of three key components: managed devices, agents, and network-management systems
(NMSs). A managed device is a network node that contains an SNMP agent and that re-
sides on a managed network. Managed devices collect and store management information
in Management Information Bases (MIBs) [105] and make this information available to
NMSs using SNMP. Managed devices, sometimes called network elements, can be routers
and access servers, switches and bridges, hubs, computer hosts, or printers. An agent is
a network-management software module that resides in a managed device. An agent has
local knowledge of management information and translates that information into a form
compatible with SNMP. An NMS executes applications that monitor and control managed
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devices. NMSs provide the bulk of the processing and memory resources required for net-
work management. Thus SNMP can be used as a passive technique to monitor a specific
device. MRTG [106] is a tool based on SNMP to monitor the network links. It has a highly
portable SNMP implementation and can run on most operating systems.
Thus, the network manager requires a tool for measuring the available bandwidth on
a certain link of the network in a passive manner whenever it desires. Since the manager
has access to the routers, it can use MRTG. But MRTG has the limitation that it gives
only 5 minute averages of link utilization. For applications like routing, this large interval
averaging may not be enough. MRTG can be enhanced to decrease the averaging interval
down to 1 minute. This may still be large for some applications. Thus, in this thesis,
MRTG has been modified to MRTG++ to obtain averages over 10 second durations. This
gives the flexibility to obtain very fine measurements of link utilization. Even though the
manager can have these measurements, it may not desire each measurement and also this
will increase the load on the routers. So, a linear regression algorithm is proposed to
predict the utilization of a link. The algorithm is adaptive because a varying number of
past samples can be used in the regression depending on the traffic profile. The algorithm
predicts the utilization and the reliability interval for the prediction.
5.3 Periodic Multi-step Prediction Based Algorithm
This algorithm predicts the link utilization by using linear regression for multi-step pre-
diction with constant sampling frequency. With a constant sampling interval, a variable
number of samples from the past are used in the linear regression to predict a variable
number of samples in the future.
5.3.1 Problem Formulation
The most accurate approach for TEAM to measure available bandwidth will be to collect
information from all possible sources at the highest possible frequency allowed by the
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MIB update interval constraints. However, this approach can be very expensive in terms of
signaling and data storage. Furthermore, it can be redundant to have so much information.
For a given periodicity for MRTG measurement, TEAM can measure the average link
utilization statistic for that interval. The following notation for the link between two nodes2 and  is proposed:19 : Capacity of link in bits per sec,
NM =3 : Available capacity at time  in bits per sec ,
 -n=3 : Traffic load at time  in bits per sec,
  : Length of the averaging interval of MRTG,
 -   ^  c^æ6ÈÇ : Average load in %^²1E  '^   .
The available capacity can be obtained as M  3eI 9 ²L-n=3 . So, it would be sufficient to
measure the load on a link to obtain available bandwidth. Note that the 2²  dependence
of the the defined variables is not explicitly shown. This is because the analysis holds for
any node pair independent of others. Also define: ¨ is the number of past measurements in prediction,
  is the number of future samples reliably predicted,
NM d u^  : the estimate at ^  valid in _^¢iE  E%^¢i1Y   .
The problem can be formulated as linear prediction:
-   ^¢iN  I ¬ ñ  r\ð°D -   ^¦² (  ¬  ú(  ÿ"!$#n$6 ¡}'  (35)
where on the right side are the past samples and the prediction coefficients ¬  «(  and on the
left side, the predicted values. The problem can be solved using covariance method [107].
The values of ¨ and  can be dynamically changed based on traffic dynamics. This distin-
guishes the proposed prediction method from other schemes based on linear regression.
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ABEst Algorithm:
1. At time instant ^ , available bandwidth measurement is desired.
2. Find the vectors ¬  6ô}.  using covariance method given ¨ and the
previous measurements.
3. Find
ßÄ-  u^gi  \[][\[b Ä-  u^¢i1  ä ¯ using «-   ^¦²O¨¦iB  \[\[\[b.-   ^  andEq. 35.
4. Predict M d  ^  for _^¢iBE  E_^¢i1Y   [
5. At time %^¢i1Y  , get «-   ^¢i  \[\[\[b.-   ^¢i1  ¯ .
6. Find the error vector «   ^giB  \[\[\[b.   ^¢i1  ¯ [
7. Set ^IQ^¢i1j[
8. Obtain new values for ¨ and  .
9. Go to step 1.
Figure 20: The ABEst Algorithm.
5.3.2 Available Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm
The Available Bandwidth Estimation (ABEst) algorithm is given in Figure 20. ¨D and °D
are the initial values for ¨ and  . In step 2 of the algorithm, the covariance equations need
to be solved. They are given in a matrix form as É d ¬  I    for IG}][\[\[]. , where
É d I
ÊËËËËËËÌ  d *J.J Ä|Ä|Ä  d *J/¨²E... . . . ... d Í¨²L}.J Ä|Ä|Ä  d s ¬ ñ   v ¬ ñ   x
ÎÐÏÏÏÏÏÏÑ
¬  I ú¬  *Jp¬  E Ä|Ä|Ä ¬  Í¨<²|   I   d *J\²5  d }]²e5 Ä|Ä|Ä  d Í¨²}\² 
In order to derive the covariance from the available measurements, it can be estimated as d *(,VI ÁÒ¡ð Ò ñUÓ û ¬ -  ú2²>(  -  ú2c²O  where  affects the accuracy of the estimation,
i.e. , the estimation is more precise if more samples are considered. The number of samples
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needed for a given ( and  is *(ni& . Since the assumption about stationarity of the mea-
surement sequence may not be accurate, the values of the covariance are updated every time
there is a change in the value of ¨ in step 8 of the algorithm. The solution of the covariance
equations will provide ¬  that can be used for predicting Ô-  %^gi5 , IG}\[\[\[Z'j[
From the knowledge of the prediction coefficients ¬  ’s, ß Ô-   ^¢i  Ã[\[\[bÕÔ-  u^¢iL  ä ¯
can be predicted using Eq. 35. Next step is to obtain an estimate of the available bandwidth
for the interval _^i&|'p_^i´Y  . This is done to obtain a single representative value valid
for the whole interval. Two methods can be used for this, based on the requirements of the
network manager. The representative available bandwidth value M d u^  can be given either
as M d u^  I 9 ² æ} à Ô-   ^RiB  Ã[\[\[][Ô-   ^¢i1  ã or by the use of effective bandwidth |
as M d  ^  I 9 ²>| . The former gives a strictly conservative estimate of the available band-
width on the link for the entire duration. The latter gives a more realistic estimate which
is tunable based on the network operators bandwidth requirements. Effective bandwidth
[108] is a measure of the traffic stream that characterizes its steady state behavior and is
given as |
%EUI×Öý:òÙØ ï ] Ög!$Ú/í)«ÜÛ d@Ý D v òßÞ  (36)
where  is the decay rate of queue size distribution tail probability and -n J3  is the total
traffic load arrived during the time interval «J:  . The equation (36) provides an effective
bandwidth value between the peak and average traffic in «J:  . An on-line block estimator
for the effective bandwidth formulation is given in [109] and can be modified as given in
Figure 21.
After obtaining the actual load «-   ^i<  \[\[][b.-  u^ci¦  ¯ at time %^i¦Y , the prediction
error vector «  u^gi  \[][\[b   ^RiN  ¯ can be found with elements as:   ^giN  Iqà-   ^giN  ²áÔ-   ^¢iN :â " ÿ"!$#°I§}\[][\[b.Ã[
Next, an algorithm is proposed to estimate new values for ¨ and  based on a metric
derived from the mean ( ã ) and standard deviation ( ä ) of error   . The algorithm is given in
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Algorithm:
1. Initialize ' IJ and 2pIQ^ ,
2. Obtain the prediction
Ä-  ú2  ,
3. Update ' I»²     ' i    ] a¨_  Ä-  ú2   ,
4. If 2VB^¢i¨ , go to step 2,
5. |m%mVI  Û  0"åmæ  ' Z·'	 å ¨Ã[
Figure 21: Effective Bandwidth Estimator Algorithm.
Algorithm:
1. If ä  ã´N±ec  , decrease  till °  and increase ¨ till ¨ 8Å multiplicatively.
2. If ±e Pä  ãæ1±e " , decrease  till °p  and increase ¨ till ¨° Å additively.
3. If ä  ã´N±e " , then:
(a) If ã,N±e&&ç ' "è , decrease  till °  and increase ¨ till ¨ 8Å additively.
(b) If ±e[ç ' "è ãæ±heWç ' "è , keep  and ¨ constant.
(c) If ã´1±e&[ç ' "è , increase  and decrease ¨ till ¨Yp  additively.
Figure 22: Algorithm for h and p Determination.
Figure 22. In the algorithm, ' è is the maximum error value and p  and ¨° 8Å have been
introduced because small values of  imply frequent re-computation of the regression co-
efficients and large values of ¨ increase the computational cost of the regression. Also, the
thresholds ±e  to ±ee help to decide when to change the values of the parameters ¨ and  .
They are determined based on the traffic characteristics and the conservatism requirements
of the network domain. They represent the confidence in the estimation procedure in terms
of prediction errors.
5.4 Non-periodic Single-step Prediction Based Algorithm
The ABEst algorithm in the previous section uses samples obtained with constant frequency
for the linear regression to obtain the prediction for the future utilization. This method is
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computationally less intensive as the prediction coefficients can be calculated by solving
a Toeplitz matrix. However, this method suffers from the drawback of reduced efficiency
as multi-step prediction is error-prone. Thus, in this section, a link utilization estimation
algorithm is presented that is based on single step prediction. To provide more information
for the prediction, the frequency of the samples used in the prediction is varied.
5.4.1 Problem Formulation
The following are defined for a link between two nodes 2 and  :19 : Capacity of link in bits per sec,
NM =3 : Available capacity at time t in bits per sec ,
 -n=3 : Traffic load at time t in bits per sec,
 
min: Length of the minimum sampling interval of MRTG,  : Length of the current sampling interval of MRTG (integral multiple of  min), !)6ÈÇ :    min, the number of  min in current  , -   ^  '^´6ÈÇ : Average load in _^¦² °  min '^  min  , ¨ is the number of past measurements in prediction,
 ÔM u^¢i  is the prediction for M  3 for time  ^  min E%^¢i  min  . Ô-   ^gi  is the prediction of utilization for time u^  min E_^¢i  min  .
A linear regression based algorithm is proposed for prediction of the link utilization. Su-
perimposed on the regression is another algorithm to vary the sampling frequency on a
scale smaller than the sampling frequency itself. During the interval when the sampling
frequency is held constant, the linear prediction can be specified as
-   ^gi   I ¬ ñ  r|ð°D -   ^² 5(   ¬ «(  (37)
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where on the right side are the past samples -   ^P²$5(  and the prediction coefficients  ¬ ú( 
and on the left side, the predicted value. A Gradient Adaptive Lattice filter [107] is used
to find the prediction coefficients to minimize the forward and backward prediction errors.
The value of  can be dynamically changed based on the traffic dynamics to calculate a
more efficient prediction of the utilization.
5.4.2 Available Bandwidth Estimation Algorithm
The Method for Available Bandwidth Estimation (MABE) algorithm is given in Figure 23.
In step 2 of the algorithm, the reflection coefficients of the Gradient Adaptive Lattice filter
need to be found. The lattice filter minimizes the forward and backward prediction errors,é ~ _^ and  ~ _^° respectively, for ¦IG}'5\[\[\[Z/¨ , whereé ~ _^°ÂI -   ^  i ¬r|ðc  -  u^²Å5(   ~ «(   ~ _^°ÂI -   ^¦²   i ¬r|ðc  -  u^¦² 
ei (   ~ ú(  [
With the steepest descent approach to minimize the total error, the reflection coefficient
update equation for ùI§}'][\[\[ê¨ isë ~ _^giEaI ë ~ _^²­ì ~ =(ÃcW é ~ %^°3 ~ ñ  Z_^¦²Eji é ~ ñ  Z_^° ~ _^'`
where ì ~ is a time-varying step size used to normalize the gradient adaptive lattice filterì ~ =(ÃVI Á  § ð°D *J[¹} s  ñ § x  é "~ ñ    0 Ãi "~ ñ    0 ²LE: [
From the reflection coefficients, the prediction coefficients  ¬ can be calculated as
 ~ ûc Z«2  I ~ ú2  i ë ~ ûc  ~  g²Å2ci 
where  is the order of the prediction and 2IlJ]}\[\[\[Z4/iÅ . The prediction coefficients  ¬
can then be used to predict Ô-   ^ni8  using Eq. 37. Next step is to obtain an estimate of the
available bandwidth ÔM u^Yik  for the interval  ^  min E%^!ik  min  as ÔM u^Yik  I 9 ² Ô-  u^Yik  .
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MABE Algorithm:
1. At time instant ^ , available bandwidth measurement is desired.
2. Find the coefficient vector  ¬ using Gradient Adaptive Lattice
method for given ¨ and the previous measurements.
3. Predict
Ä-  u^Pi8  from Eq. 37 and  -   ^¦²í¨²E  \[\[\[Z.-   ^  [
4. Find
ÄM u^gi  [
5. At time _^¢i °  min, get -  u^¢i  [
6. Find the error    ^¦iL  and its mean ªã° and standard deviationîä .
7. Set ^<Il^gi c[
8. Obtain new value for  from Fig. 2.
9. If  has changed then call the transient algorithm.
10. Go to step 1.
Figure 23: The MABE Algorithm.
Algorithm:
1. If ä  ã  ±ec  , decrease  multiplicatively till  min i.e. I  ,. [
2. If ±hc Pä  ã´1±e " , keep  constant.
3. If ä  ã´N±e " , increase  multiplicatively till  max i.e. Il![
Figure 24: Algorithm for  .
After obtaining the actual load value -   ^æiX  at time %^æiX  min, the prediction
error vector    u^¦²Í¨<² }  ][\[\[]   ^gi   ¯ can be calculated. The elements of the error
vector are given as
   ^¢iN  Iïà-   ^Ri   ² Ô-   ^¢iN :â "  ¦I§²Õ¨ùiN\²W¨¦iB}\[\[][]\}[
Next, an algorithm is needed to estimate new value for  based on a metric derived from
the mean ( ã ) and standard deviation ( ä ) of error   . The algorithm is given in Figure 24.
In the algorithm,  min and  max have been introduced because small value of  implies
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frequent regression re-computation while large value of  decreases the reliability of the
regression. Also, the thresholds ±ej  and ±e " help to decide when to change the value of  .
They are determined based on the traffic characteristics and the conservatism requirements
of the network domain. They should be chosen such that the variations in  are not too
frequent. If the algorithm of Figure 24 decides to change the value of  , i.e. the sampling
frequency is changed, a transition algorithm can be used, as explained next. A decrease in
the value of  implies more frequent sampling in the future. During the transition stage,
since enough samples from the past (with proper spacing) are not available for the pre-
diction, some predictions can be obtained with the old far-spaced samples and then linear
interpolation between them can provide closely spaced samples. On the other hand, if  is
increased, the sampling interval needs to be increased. This can be achieved by obtaining
some predictions with the old near-spaced samples and then filtering to drop some of the
obtained values. This algorithm introduces a smooth transition period where still enough
samples are available for the linear regression. Once the value of  remains constant for a
while, the system is able to achieve a stable operating point where the required past samples
can be obtained directly from measurements.
5.5 Implementation
In an SNMP network, the managed devices collect and store management information
in MIBs and make it available to the managers through an agent running on the device.
Each element in the MIB is identified by a sequence of numbers called Object Identifier
(OID). The NMS can then retrieve specific information from the device using these iden-
tifiers. IETF has defined a standard [105] with specifications, grouping and relationships
of managed objects in an SNMP compatible network. MRTG can be used to sample rates
of almost any OID. By default, it is used to periodically fetch in-bound and out-bound
traffic counters on the router interfaces and calculate the traffic rate on each one of them.
These variables are available through the OIDs corresponding to in-bound and out-bound
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counters (in bytes) for each interface. MRTG stores the traffic rates for each interval of
time, calculated by taking the difference of the counters and dividing by the interval length.
MRTG database has a very simple layout. Each line has 5 values: time-stamp, in-bound
average rate, out-bound average rate, in-bound maximum rate and out-bound maximum
rate. MRTG also keeps track of the counter values at the last sample in order to calculate
the rates for the next period.
Even though MRTG provides real-time available bandwidth measurements for a link,
it may not be useful because of the 5 minute averaging intervals. Even if the RRDTool
is used, the 300 seconds interval is hard coded in the MRTG source code. Patches are
available to bring the interval detail down to 1 minute. However, in some cases, 1 minute
might still be too coarse. Thus, MRTG++ was developed as a patch to MRTG. MRTG++
provides up to 10 seconds detail which is a much finer granularity of measurements. First
of all, the Round Robin Database (RRD) must be created with enough slots to store the
larger amount of information. Then, the consolidation function parameters, i.e. how many
samples the database will consider when calculating the average, must be adjusted for the
new intervals. The current database in TEAM is able to store 10 seconds averages for up
to 24 hours. Next step is to modify the script to send the correct queries to RRDTool when
creating graphs. Since the intervals have changed, the scale and the set of data for the
script must also be changed. Finally, MRTG++ must be run every 10 seconds to get the
information from the routers.
The NMS should decide the optimal MRTG measurement period based on the traffic
characteristics, the required granularity for the measured values and the appropriate time-
scale of the application utilizing the measured values.
5.6 Performance Evaluation
The proposed algorithm ABEst for available bandwidth estimation on a link does not make
any assumption about the traffic models. It works based on the measurements obtained
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Figure 25: Input Traffic.
from the network link. Thus, there is no need to use a network simulator. Instead, the
algorithm can be applied to traffic traces obtained from real networks. The following results
present a combination of the actual traffic profile and the traffic prediction by ABEst. The
predicted available bandwidth is not presented because that can be calculated by taking the
difference of the link capacity and the utilization and thus it does not present significant
information, when compared to the predicted utilization.
The choice of the thresholds ðDñò , ðñeó , etc. and ñeôbõsö , ÷&ôXøù used for updating the val-
ues of ÷ and ñ in Section 5.3.2 has to be made by the network manager depending on the
conservativeness requirements of the network operation. The following results have been
obtained by choosing ðñòûúýüeþ ÿ , ðDñ&ó ú üUþ  , ðñúýüeþ , ðDñúýüeþ	 and ñeô`õßö­ú
ü ,÷&ôbø8ù ú ü . All the traffic traces used in the following results have been obtained from
Abilene [110], the advanced backbone network of the Internet2 community, on March 13,
2002. In Figure 25(a), the ABEst algorithm is applied to the input traffic on the Atlanta
router of the Atlanta-Washington D.C. link. In Figure 25(b), same is done for the input
traffic on the Cleveland router from the Cleveland-NYC link. In both cases, the first curve
shows the actual traffic profile and the other two curves show the prediction by utilizing
ABEst. The first of the two utilizes the peak-based estimation whereas the second utilizes
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Figure 26: Input Traffic on Atlanta Router (   = 20).
the effective bandwidth-based estimation. As can be seen, in both cases, the utilization es-
timation obtained by taking the peak prediction provides a conservative estimate, whereas
the estimation using the effective bandwidth provides an estimate for lower resource uti-
lization. Also, when p  is increased, the estimation becomes worse (see Figure 26), in
the sense that it does not follow the sequence closely but is still very conservative. Overes-
timation can be used as a metric to quantitatively measure the performance of the proposed
scheme ABEst. For the case in Figure 25(a), the mean overestimation is 1.31 MB/s for the
peak estimation procedure whereas it is 0.73 MB/s for the effective bandwidth estimation
procedure. Similar values are obtained for the case depicted in Figure 25(b).
When compared with MRTG, ABEst provides the available bandwidth estimates less
frequently without a large compromise in the reliability of the estimate. In other words, the
utilization profile obtained as a result of MRTG coincides with the actual traffic profile in
Figure 25(a) and (b), but ABEst provides an estimate of the link utilization which is nearly
accurate with a reduced computational effort.
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Chapter 6
End-to-end Available Bandwidth Measurement
With the growing traffic in the DiffServ/MPLS domain, tools are needed to understand
the composition and dynamics of the traffic. In this chapter, a tool for measurement of
end-to-end available bandwidth between a node pair is presented. The tool combines the
advantages of both active and passive measurement methodologies to obtain accurate, reli-
able measurements of the available bandwidth along a path. The tool utilizes the interface
information from the MIBs in the routers along the path. The functionality of the tool is
distributed between both the source and destination of the path whose measurement is de-
sired. The source sends measurement packets that collect information along the path and
are returned back by the destination to the source. This measurement tool was introduced
in [111].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of an end-
to-end available bandwidth measurement algorithm is given in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2,
other end-to-end measurement algorithms are presented. Then, in Section 6.3, the descrip-
tion of the tool is presented along with the probe packet structure, hop functionalities etc.
Finally, the performance evaluation for the tool is presented in Section 6.4.
6.1 Motivation
As detailed in Section 5.1, measurement is necessary for a network, from both the user and
service provider’s point of view. Common users can only measure the end-to-end metrics.
The metrics with local significance at each router can only be measured by the network
operators. The approaches to monitor a network are active or passive. First gives a measure
of the performance of the network whereas the latter of the workload on the network.
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Available bandwidth (together with other metrics like latency, loss etc.) can predict the
performance of the network. The available bandwidth of a link is the maximum throughput
provided to a flow despite the current cross-traffic, when contrasted with the capacity which
is the maximum throughput provided to a flow in absence of cross-traffic. Based on the
bandwidth available in various segments of the network, the network operator can obtain
information about the congestion in the network, perform the admission control, routing,
capacity provisioning etc. The available bandwidth can be measured for individual links
of the network. The end-to-end available bandwidth information can be obtained by a
concatenation of the available bandwidth measurements of the individual links comprising
the path. However, this approach can be very inefficient as the amount of data collected
grows as the path size increases and a central data analysis station will be required. Thus,
tools have to be devised that can measure the end-to-end available bandwidth directly and
accurately from the path. The end-to-end available bandwidth information can be used for
selection of alternative paths, selection of web servers etc.
In this chapter, a tool is proposed for measuring the end-to-end available bandwidth over
a path that can possibly span across multiple domains. The tool is needed to answer the
question “Where in the path between the two endpoints is the least bandwidth available to
a flow and how much is it?”. Currently this is hard to do because the available bandwidth,
even for a single link, shows large variations with time, the path may change during the
measurement, etc.
The need for an active network measurement tool is well established due to the accuracy
requirements. The proposed tool is efficient, easy to implement, and a combination of
active and passive approaches. This way, it derives the benefits of both the measurement
approaches. The tool is designed such that the measurement packets are processed with
about the same computation level as IP forwarding.
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6.2 Related Work
The available bandwidth of a link is indicative of the amount of load that can be routed on
the link. Obtaining an accurate measurement of the available bandwidth can be crucial to
effective deployment of QoS services in a network. Available bandwidth can be measured
using both active and passive approaches. Various tools and products are available that can
be used to measure bandwidth of a path in the network. The first tool that attempted to
measure available bandwidth was cprobe [56]. This tool estimated the available bandwidth
based on the dispersion of long packet trains at the receiver. A similar approach was given
in pipechar [57]. The underlying assumption for these tools is that the dispersion of long
packet trains is inversely proportional to the available bandwidth. However, this is not true
[58]. Another measurement technique, Delphi [59], assumes that the path can be well mod-
eled by a single queue and so it is not applicable when there are significant queuing delays
in several links of the path. In [46], the authors have described a few bandwidth estimation
algorithms. They can be split into two families: those based on pathchar algorithm and
those based on Packet Pair algorithm. In the pathchar approach, packets of varying sizes
are sent with increasing values of the Time-To-Live (TTL). The packet pair algorithm mea-
sures the bandwidth of the narrow link of a route. It operates by sending two packets which
get queued along the narrow link of the path and their time-spacing provides estimate of the
narrow link bandwidth. In [49], the authors have proposed another tool to measure narrow
link bandwidth based on packet pair technique. Some other tools based on the same tech-
nique for measuring bottleneck bandwidth (of narrow link) of a route have been proposed
in [50, 51]. In [60], a tool to measure the available bandwidth of a path is presented. It
is an active approach based on transmission of self-loading periodic measurement streams.
This scheme sends traffic at increasing rates from the source to the destination until the
rate finally reaches the available bandwidth of the tight link after which the packets start
experiencing increasing amounts of delay. Thus this scheme can be highly intrusive even
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Figure 27: Measurement Packet Format.
of the utilization of a particular link along the path. To obtain statistics of a link via MRTG,
the SNMP query needs access to the router. Also, MRTG obtains available bandwidth
estimates over periods of length 5 minutes.
Most of the tools/approaches described above obtain estimates of the capacity of the
path, rather than the available bandwidth. Even the ones that do measure available band-
width operate under a lot of assumptions about the packet pair and their queuing along the
path. In the following sections, a tool is presented for the estimation of available bandwidth
along a path which is accurate, scalable and flexible.
6.3 Measurement Tool
In this section, the proposed Tool for End-to-end Measurement of Available Bandwidth
(TEMB) is described. The tool is needed to answer the question “Where in the path
between the two endpoints is the least bandwidth available to a flow and how much is
it?”. Currently this is hard to do because the available bandwidth, even for a single link,
shows large variations with time, the path may change during the measurement, etc. TEMB
utilizes the interface information from the Management Information Bases (MIBs) in the
routers along the path. The functionality of TEMB is distributed between both the source
and destination of the path whose measurement is desired. The source sends measurement




The TEMB tool is based on the use of measurement packets to probe the available band-
width along the path. The format of the measurement packet is shown in Figure 27. In the
packet, the various fields are:
 Version: Set to J ,
 Type: Set to J if the packet is sent from the source to the destination and is routed
hop-by-hop by the network,  if the path from the source to the destination is already
pinned and encoded into the packet, and  if the packet is being returned from the
destination, as explained later,
 Length: Total length of the TEMB packet in bytes,
 Checksum: CRC for the whole packet,
 Data Records: Modified by each hop, as explained later.
Assuming that the TEMB packets can encounter links with the smallest MTU (576
bytes), TEMB is designed such that the measurement packets can not exceed a size of 556
bytes, accounting for the 20 byte IP overhead. The 576 byte limit is imposed as longer
packets might get fragmented and eventually discarded. The 556 byte payload implies that
a maximum of 34 data records (16 bytes each) can be gathered by a TEMB packet, which
is a reasonable limit to the number of hops encountered between any source-destination
pair across the world. The TEMB measurement packets are encapsulated into IP packets
as explained later.
6.3.2 Destination Functionality
When a measurement packet finally reaches its destination, it has gathered information
from TEMB-compatible hops in the path from the source to the destination, in the form of
the data records in the packet. Since the information is along the path and is unidirectional,
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Figure 28: Measurement Packet Data Record.
the source of the path is better suited to analyze the information from the measurements.
Thus, the measurement packet has to be returned to the source. Towards this end, the des-
tination interchanges the source and destination fields of the IP header of the measurement
packet, changes the type field to  to indicate a packet back from the destination to the
source and sends the packet to its queues for transmission.
6.3.3 Hop Functionality
Each hop on the path from the source to the destination appends its information to the
measurement packets, if it is TEMB-compatible. The information is in the form of data
records which are included at the end of the measurement packet. The structure of the data
record is shown in Figure 28. Each data record contains the IP address of the out-bound
interface of the router, the counter for the number of octets that have passed that interface
at the processing time, the time-stamp at which the packet was processed by the router, and
the speed of the outgoing interface. The value of the counter can be obtained by looking
at the ifOutOctets object in the interfaces group of the MIB-II in the router. As the router
has modified the measurement packet, it has to recompute the length of the packet and the
CRC checksum for the modified packet. These values then have to be substituted into the
packet and the packet then queued for transmission downstream.
6.3.4 Source Functionality
In the design of TEMB, most of the operational burden is given to the source router of
the path. This is because it is closest to the user who demands the bandwidth and the
QoS and can inform the user about the path conditions. The source of the path has to
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assemble the initial measurement packet with the initial data records and correct packet
length and checksum. Then, the measurement packet is encapsulated into an IP packet and
the appropriate link layer packet. The source makes multiple copies of this packet and sends
them over the path to the destination. Multiple packets are sent to obtain a correct estimate
of the identity of the tight link and its available bandwidth. Also the source node has to
analyze the incoming packets and take further measures to obtain more refined available
bandwidth measurements. The detailed operation of the tool is described next.
6.3.5 Overall Operation
TEMB is a tool designed to measure the available bandwidth along a path between a source
and a destination. The operation of TEMB can be split into two parts. The first obtains
crude estimates of available bandwidth along all the links of the path and determines the
least amount among them as a method to identify the tight link along the path. The second
part obtains more accurate measurement of the available bandwidth on the identified tight
link. The tool operates by sending the measurement packets from the source to the desti-
nation. TEMB is designed to initially transmit 10 measurement packets during an interval
of 1 sec. The number 10 was chosen because it gives a reasonable approximation of the
bandwidths along the path without being highly intrusive. These packets gather informa-
tion along the path and the destination sends the packets back to the source. If the traffic
profile along the path is highly variable, TEMB is designed to dispatch another set of 10
packets in one second to obtain better identification of the tight link of the path.
Suppose  out of the initial 10 packets are finally back at the source for analysis. Let± denote the set of all the time-stamps gathered by the packets, i.e., ±XI W|b Z: " \[][\[]: Ó ` ,
where the elements have been arranged in increasing order, i.e., b g " F[\[\[p Ó . LetT denote the list of successive interfaces encountered by the measurement packets, i.e.,T I WE ' " \[\[\[Z d ` where  is the number of hops in the path. Let 9  denote the set
of counters for interface  in the path, i.e., 9  I Wmª   'ª  " \[][\[].ª  Ó ` , where ª  Ò denotes
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the counter for interface  along the path at time  Ò . Since the set ± is arranged in an
increasing order, the elements of 9  are also monotonous non-decreasing as the number of
packets crossing an interface is always non-negative. Let 	  be the speed of the interface,
as gathered by the measurement packets. Then, the utilization of the interface is calculated
from the ^ ò d sample as   Ò I ª  Ò ² ª  s Ò ñ   x Ò ²Á s Ò ñ   x ÿ"!$#»^I5.¸\[\[][b.
and the available bandwidth is M  Ò I 	  ²   Ò . Once these *­²E estimates are ob-
tained, TEMB tries to identify the tight link. If all the estimates agree on a certain interface
being the one with the minimum available bandwidth and the estimated values are similar,
TEMB identifies the tight link. On the other hand, if the estimates disagree on either the
interface or its available bandwidth, TEMB sends the next batch of measurement packets.
The agreement about the identity of the tight link is reached if at least a certain percent-
age (  æ  | §   Ò ) of the estimates concur. The agreement about the estimated value of the
available bandwidth is reached if all the %²E estimates for the interface  are less than
a a certain percentage (  æ  |  w   § ) of the minimum estimate. Note that the values of both æ  | §   Ò and  æ  |  w   § should be very close to 100 but the former should be less than 100
and the latter greater than 100.
Finally the average available bandwidth of the selected interface  is
M  I (ûç¢*©²1E ¬  s Óañ   xrÒ ðc  M  Ò (38)
where ( is the number of attempts that TEMB made during the first step. The identified
link is then chosen for further investigation. Also, if the estimated available bandwidth
for any other interface falls within E¹JaÆ of the lowest value, that interface is also marked
critical and qualifies for further investigation. This is done due to the non-stationary nature
of cross-traffic.
The tool is designed to operate in two cases: a. When the path between the source
and destination is the min-hop path, b. When the available bandwidth measurement is
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required for a non-min-hop path between the source and destination. In the first case, the
measurement packets formed at the source have empty data records, the type is set to 0,
and the measurement packets are IP encapsulated. As they move down the path, each
hop adds its data record and forwards the packets to the destination by utilizing the pre-
existing IP lookup tables. In the second case, the data records are already included in the
measurement packets at the source. The data records contain the IP address of the hops
along the path. In the measurement packets, the type value is set to 1. The hops of the path
modify their data records by including the interface information and then queue the packets
for transmission towards the next hop, as recorded in the next data record. In this way, the
available bandwidth measurements can be obtained for predetermined paths.
Once the identification of the tight links of the path is done, a more accurate estimation
of its available bandwidth is desired. This is done by utilizing an MRTG based approach
that is passive in nature and has been monitoring the interface over time. This approach is
similar to the available bandwidth estimation algorithm in Chapter 5.
6.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the results of the experiments and simulations to verify the operation of
the proposed tool TEMB are presented. The simulations are divided into two categories
to verify the two parts of the functionality of TEMB. First, some implementation details
about TEMB are discussed.
6.4.1 Implementation Details
The proposed tool TEMB for identification of the tight link along a path and subsequent
available bandwidth measurement along the tight link is designed to be as much non-
intrusive as possible. Unlike some other schemes that transmit packets at speed higher
than the the tight link available bandwidth to get an estimate, this tool sends 10 packets in a
second per path for each measurement required, which may be repeated a couple of times.
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Figure 29: TEMB Simulation Topology.
Thus, it combines the advantages of both the active and passive approaches of measurement
by using a hybrid tool.
One advantage of using TEMB is that the router time-stamps saved in the measurement
packets have only local significance, i.e., they are not correlated with other routers. The
routers do not need information about the real time reference of their time-stamp. Only
the difference in the consecutive time-stamps is used to calculate the utilization for that
interval. Also, the ordering of the measurement packets does not matter when they reach
the destination.
6.4.2 Simulator Description
The well-known network simulator ns is used to simulate the topology of Figure 29. Traf-
fic is generated by utilizing various UDP and TCP sources which are attached to different
nodes in the path. The UDP senders are ON/OFF sources. The durations of the ON and
OFF periods are selected from a Pareto distribution with parameter ² . During the ON
period, the transmission rate of the sender is a constant configured rate. In the simula-
tions, three different UDP sender profiles have been used. A combination of Pareto-based
ON/OFF sources is used as it leads to long-range dependence in the multiplexed traffic.
Sources send traffic to sinks located at all the nodes in the network. As a combination
of ON/OFF and TCP sources with different source/sink pairs and average sending rates is
used, the resultant traffic on the links of the simulation topology is not correlated and is a
good representative for current Internet traffic. For verification of the MRTG-based tool,
traffic measurements from a real Internet backbone are used.
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(a) Link 1-2 and 2-3
























(b) Link 3-4 and 4-5
Figure 30: Utilization of the Four Links.
6.4.3 Path Probing Results
The goal is to demonstrate how well the path probing tool of TEMB works over time when
presented with different traffic patterns on links of the path and how the parameter tuning
affects the performance. The simulation topology consists of 5 nodes arranged in a totem-
pole (Figure 29). While this topology does not cover the full heterogeneity of the Internet,
it is sufficient for this study since it provides different, uncorrelated traffic patterns on the
different links. The end-to-end available bandwidth measurement is desired from node 1
to node 5. A combination of TCP and UDP sources are attached to the nodes. The value
of  æ  | §   Ò is set at 85% and  æ  |  w   § at 120%. Thus, at least 85% of the measurements
have to point to a certain link for it to be identified as the tight link of the path and the
maximum measurement obtained for that interface should not exceed 120% of the mini-
mum. This constraint is applied to ensure that the traffic profile does not vary a lot during
the measurement to guarantee a good measurement estimate for the available bandwidth of
the tight link. Figure 30 shows a sample utilization profile for the four links, obtained from
one simulation run. If the path probing mechanism of Section 6.3 is applied to probe the
available bandwidth at time instant 360 sec, it is obtained with 77% agreement that the least
available bandwidth is along the link 1-2. This is because 7 of the 9 measurements pointed
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towards link 1-2. If the application that desires the measurement demands a higher value
of  æ  | §  Ò , then the next batch of measurement packets is sent at time 362 sec. From
this batch, all 9 measurements point towards link 1-2. Thus the confidence in identification
of link 1-2 as the tight link becomes 89% which is higher than the threshold  æ  | §  Ò . It
is also observed that the maximum among the measurements obtained for the link 1-2 is
about 113% of the minimum, which is below the limit set by  æ  |  w   § . Thus the tight link
is identified as link 1-2 and its available bandwidth is the minimum measurement obtained,
i.e. 5[¾ Mbps. Also, link 4-5 is marked as critical as its available bandwidth measurements
fall below the 150% mark of the link 1-2 minimum 5[¾ Mbps. If, on the other hand, the path
probing mechanism was applied at time 390 sec, it would be seen that 7 of the 9 measure-
ments pointed towards link 2-3. As this agreement (77%) is below  æ  | §   Ò , the next 10
measurement packets are sent at time 393 sec. Among them, 88% point towards link 4-5,
which necessitates another attempt at tight link identification. The third attempt at time
395 sec returns link 2-3 with an agreement of 88% which leads to an overall agreement of
55% for link 2-3. This leads to 6 further attempts which all point to link 2-3 with a 100%
agreement before the link 2-3 is finally chosen as the tight link. These two scenarios illus-
trate that the computational effort and the intrusiveness of the scheme is highly dependent
on the parameters  æ  | §   Ò and  æ  |  w   § specified by the application. If the application
needs a high level of agreement before identifying the tight link, multiple attempts may be
necessary to achieve the same.
In Figure 31(a), the results for 15 independent runs of the path probing mechanism for
the topology and setup in Figure 29 are shown. The link 1 is the link between nodes 1
and 2, link 2 between nodes 2 and 3, and so on. The values of  æ  | §   Ò and  æ  |  w   §
were set to 80% and 140%, respectively. As can be seen, the mechanism only falters in
one case (measurement 3). In the case of measurement experiment 10, 10 attempts were
made unsuccessfully to determine the tight link, whereupon the particular experiment was
deserted. Also shown in the figure with the dotted line is the number of attempts that the
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Actual tight link    
Identified tight link
Number of attempts   
(a) Verification of path probing mechanism.






























Variation in measurement    
(b) Variation of available bandwidth.
Figure 31: TEMB Performance.
path probing tool made at the measurement before arriving at the final result. As can be
seen, the number of attempts is not very high, demonstrating that the scheme is not highly-
intrusive (as each attempt includes transmitting 10 packets in 1 sec). In Fig. 31(b), the
variation of the measured available bandwidth of the identified tight link for the same 15
experiments is shown. The variation is defined as the ratio of the difference of the maximum
measurement and the minimum measurement to the minimum measurement. Also shown
is the final estimate of the tight link available bandwidth. The figure gives a slight hint that
the variation in the available bandwidth increases as the tight link utilization increases.
6.4.4 MRTG Based Approach Results
The MRTG-based tool is designed to find, for the link identified by the path probing mech-
anism, a more accurate estimate of the available bandwidth. It operates, independent of any
assumptions about the traffic models, based on the actual measurements obtained from the
link. To validate the performance of the MRTG-based tool, traffic traces are obtained from
measurements available from real Internet backbones. This is done because it gives insight
into the performance of the tool for observed real traffic traces.
The choice of the parameters used in the tool ( ±eÃ  , ±e " , etc. and  min, ¨ max) for
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(a) Out Traffic from ATL on ATL-HOUST.















Actual utilization   
Predicted Utilization
MRTG measurement     
(b) Predicted Utilization.
Figure 32: MRTG Based Tool’s Performance for Real Traffic Trace.
updating the values of ¨ and  has to be made by the network operator depending on
the conservativeness requirements of the network operation. The following results were
obtained by choosing ±h <I }[ , ±e " IÂJ[¼ , ±h&æI J[  , ±ee,I J[ ¹ and  min I \J ,¨° 8Å I­¹J . Also, the representative utilization for an interval is fixed at the maximum
predicted utilization, in order to provide a very conservative estimate for the link available
bandwidth. The traffic traces have been obtained from Abilene, the advanced backbone
network of the Internet2 community of universities, on July 1, 2002. The performance
was checked for traffic traces obtained from various links of the network, but the following
results are for the traffic trace between Atlanta and Houston routers, for the outgoing traffic
from the Atlanta router (shown in Figure 32(a)). In the figure, the samples are collected
with a time granularity of 10 seconds.
When the tool is applied to this traffic trace, the predicted utilization is shown in Fig.
32(b). Also shown in the figure is the utilization profile that would be observed if MRTG
was applied to the trace, with its 5 minute averaging. As can be seen, the proposed tool
performs much better than MRTG as it gives a very conservative utilization estimation.
Also combined with the tool is the capability to predict, for a future small interval, the
utilization with a high degree of confidence. In this figure, the available bandwidth profile is
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(b) Error in Prediction.
Figure 33: Prediction Performance.
not shown as it can be obtained simply by subtracting the utilization from the total capacity
of the link. Also, the predicted utilization shows more relevant information when placed
against the actual measurements. In the figure, the results are shown from sample number
200 onwards as the initial samples are used to stabilize the tool. In Fig. 33(a), the values
that were assigned to the forecast parameters ¨ and  during the experiment are shown. As
can be seen, the values of  and ¨ are not always the limits set by  min and ¨ max. This shows
that the scheme was able to gain confidence in its prediction for certain intervals. Next, in
Fig. 33(b), the squared error of the prediction is shown. As can be noticed from comparing
the figure with Fig. 32(b), the error does not exceed 10% of the actual utilization.
Next, in Figure 34(a), the value of  min has been increased to 30 forcing the tool to
predict for longer intervals even though the confidence in the prediction may not be so
high. As can be seen, the prediction error increases (as expected) but the prediction is still
very conservative.
To validate the operation of the proposed tool, the scenario where the parameters  and¨ are fixed are depicted in Figs. 34(b) and 34(c), respectively. In other words, for the case in
Fig. 34(b),  was fixed at 30 to obtain results for periods equal to MRTG intervals of 5 min.
For the case in Fig. 34(c), ¨ was fixed at 30 to obtain the results. This value was picked as it
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Figure 34: Effect of Parameter Variation.
is the average of the range allowed for ¨ in the simulation. If a larger value is chosen for ¨ ,
it encompasses more computational effort during the covariance normal equation solution.
In both of these cases, the algorithm for  and ¨ modification is simplified as the values
of either  or ¨ need not be calculated. Upon comparing the error obtained in Figs. 34(b)
and 34(c) with the error profile in Fig. 33(b) for the unmodified experiment, it can be seen
that the latter is less than the former two. This fact demonstrates that the adaptation of the
parameters  and ¨ has indeed reduced the error in the prediction.
In summary, the presented tool TEMB is an efficient method to calculate the end-to-end
available bandwidth between two network points, either on a given path or on the min-hop





For effective end-to-end QoS guarantees, TEAM’s management capabilities should be ex-
tended for inter-domain operation. In this chapter, a new scheme for estimating the traffic
on an inter-domain link and forecasting its capacity requirement, based on a measurement
of the current usage, is proposed. The method allows an efficient resource utilization while
keeping the number of reservation modifications to low values. The scheme for resource
allocation is split into two steps. In the first step, a noisy measure of the aggregate traffic
is used to evaluate the number of flows and the second step is based on the forecast of the
evolution of the traffic requests. This scheme was introduced in [112]. An improvement to
the first step was provided in [113].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of the new
resource allocation scheme is given in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, related work for the
proposed resource allocation scheme is presented. Then, in Section 7.3, the formulation of
the traffic estimation and resource allocation scheme is presented. Performance evaluation
of the proposed scheme is presented in Section 7.4.
7.1 Motivation
TEAM is responsible for allocating preferred service to users as requested, and for con-
figuring the network routers with the correct forwarding behavior for the defined service
for each class. It helps in dynamic resource management for the DiffServ classes. To be
a comprehensive manager for provisioning of end-to-end QoS guarantees, TEAM’s func-
tionalities should be extended for inter-domain operation. Inter-domain tasks cover the
specification of bilateral Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with neighboring domains and
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managing the boundary routers to police/shape the incoming/outgoing traffic to adhere to
the SLAs. The TEAM of a transit domain has to reserve resources between the ingress
and egress points of the domain. End-to-end QoS can then be achieved by concatenation
of the intra- and inter- domain reservations. Several protocols have been suggested for
inter-domain resource management signaling, such as RSVP [3], SIBBS [114] etc.
When an allocation is desired for a particular flow, a request is sent to the TEAM of
the concerned AS. The request specifies the service type, target rate, maximum burst, and
the time period when service is required. In general, the request can be originating from
an end-user or a neighboring region’s TEAM. If the request is valid, the TEAM finds the
route along which request will be forwarded and then verifies the existence of sufficient
unallocated bandwidth on the link with the next AS to satisfy the requested QoS. If the
request passes these tests, the network resources are correspondingly provisioned. In the
case of a transit AS, the TEAM has to verify sufficient resources within the network and
on the downstream link. Under the DiffServ architecture, user flows are aggregated on
the boundary nodes. Consequently, resource allocations are made on an aggregate basis in
the core. Provisioning on the Edge Routers (ERs) can be easily determined based on the
SLS in place with the customer devices. To guarantee the end-to-end QoS requirements
of a request, TEAM makes bilateral agreements with its neighboring TEAMs, rather than
multilateral agreements with all possible destination domains. An important requirement
of the inter-domain agreements is that the changes involved should be less frequent and
should be on a time-scale larger than the individual flow variations. If not satisfied, the
scalability of the provisioning scheme is compensated.
Current resource allocation methods can be either off-line or on-line. Off-line, or static,
methods determine the allocation amount before the transmission begins. These approaches
(e.g. [61]) are simple and predictable but lead to resource wastage. On-line, or dynamic,
methods (e.g. [62, 63, 64]) periodically renegotiate resource allocation based on predicted
traffic behavior. These methods undergo a large number of re-negotiations.
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7.2 Related Work
Conventional approaches for resource allocation rely on pre-determined traffic characteris-
tics. Network traffic can be divided into elastic (e.g., TCP) and non-elastic streaming (e.g.,
UDP) traffic [115]. These two types differ in their requirements from the network. Packet
level characteristics of elastic traffic are controlled by the transport protocol and its interac-
tions with the network, whereas the non-elastic flows have inherent rate characteristics that
must be preserved in the network to avoid losses. The source characteristics may not be
known ahead of time, specified parameters may not characterize the source adequately or
a large number of parameters may be required to define traffic characteristics, thus making
the pre-determined traffic characteristic-based resource allocation inefficient.
One scheme for resource provisioning is to have a bandwidth “cushion”, wherein extra
bandwidth is reserved over the current usage. As proposed in [65], if the traffic volume on a
link exceeds a certain percentage of the agreement level, it leads to a multiplicative increase
in the agreement. A similar strategy is proposed in case the traffic load falls below a con-
siderable fraction of the reservation. This scheme satisfies the scalability requirement but
leads to an inefficient resource usage. This drawback can become increasingly significant
once the bandwidth requirements of the users become considerable.
In this chapter, an on-line scheme called Estimation and Prediction Algorithm for
TEAM (EPAT) to forecast the bandwidth utilization of inter-domain links is proposed.
The scheme is designed to be simple, yet effective, when compared to more advanced pre-
diction algorithms because it is intended to be used by TEAM and so the design goal is
simplicity. The first step of the scheme is to perform an optimal estimate of the amount of
traffic utilizing an inter-domain link based on a measurement of the instantaneous traffic
load. This estimate is then used to forecast the traffic bandwidth requests so that resources
can be provisioned between the two domains to satisfy the QoS of the requests. The esti-
mation is performed by the use of Kalman Filter [66] theory while the forecast procedure is
based on deriving the transient probabilities of the possible system states. As shown later,
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this scheme outperforms the current resource reservation mechanism (“cushion-based” al-
location [65, 67]) employed by network operators and also some other prediction schemes
based on Gaussian [68, 69] as well as local maximum [70] predictor. The proposed scheme
reduces bandwidth wastage without introducing per-flow modifications in the resource
reservation. Kalman Filters have been previously applied to flow control in high-speed
networks. In [48], Kalman Filter was given for state estimation in a packet-pair flow con-
trol mechanism. In [116], Kalman Filter was used to predict traffic in a collection of VC
sources in one VP of an ATM network. This work distinguishes itself from previous work
as the Kalman Filter is used as an optimal estimation algorithm, instead of filtering or
smoothing and it is an input to the capacity forecast step.
7.3 Traffic Estimation and Resource Forecast
The goal is to estimate the level of traffic between two network domains, for a given traffic
class, based on a periodic measurement of the aggregate traffic on the inter-domain link.
the traffic measurements are performed at discrete time-points )± ,  I©}'\[][\[b ' for
a given value of ± . The value of ± is a measure of the granularity of the estimation pro-
cess and denotes the renegotiation instants. Larger values imply less frequent estimation
which can result in larger estimation errors. In EPAT, periodic renegotiation instants have
been assumed. At the time instant  (corresponding to )± ), the aggregate traffic on the
inter-domain link 0 }'} for a given traffic class in the direction M 	7 to M 	V is denoted
by *, . For the duration *J ' ±  , the number of established sessions that use 0 }' is . For each session, flows are defined as the active periods. So, each session has a se-
quence of flows separated by periods of inactivity. For a given traffic class,  =, is the
number of flows at the instant  and by  =)±li3Z:,6*J:±  the number of flows in
the time interval =)±@E*µiQE4±  , without notational conflict. Clearly,  *,¢ and is
not known/measurable. Each flow within the traffic class has a constant rate of  bits per
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second. So, nominally, for a traffic classj=,aIl *,'[ (39)
The emphasis here is on a single traffic class and its associated resource utilization fore-
casting. To consider a scenario with different classes of traffic with different bandwidth
requirements, the same analysis can be extended and applied for each class. Here, the
resource allocation is provided for the DiffServ Expedited Forwarding (EF) classes, for
which the assumption of constant resource requirement is valid. The underlying model
for the flows is assumed to be Poisson with exponentially distributed inter-arrival times
(parameter  ) and durations (parameter  ). Characteristics of IP traffic at packet level are
notoriously complex (self-similar). However, this complexity derives from much simpler
flow level characteristics. When the user population is large, and each user contributes a
small portion of the overall traffic, independence naturally leads to a Poisson arrival process
for flows [117, 115]. The following analysis has been carried out using this assumption and
the experimental results show that the capacity forecast is very close to the actual traffic.
The EPAT scheme for resource allocation is split into two steps. In the first step, a
rough measure of the aggregate traffic *, is taken and it is used to evaluate the number
of flows through the Kalman Filter estimation process. In the second step, the resources¸*, to be allocated on the link 0 }'} for the time g6Q=)±@E* iE±  are determined
based on the forecast of the evolution of  *, . First, a brief introduction to the Discrete
Kalman Filter theory is given.
7.3.1 Discrete Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter [66] is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computa-
tional (recursive) solution of the least-squares method. It implements a predictor-corrector
type estimator that is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the estimated error covariance -
when some presumed conditions are met. It estimates a process by using feedback control.
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It supports estimation of past, present and future states, even if the knowledge of the pre-
cise nature of the modeled system is lacking. The Kalman filter tries to estimate the state  
of a discrete-time controlled process. The system is described by the state vector  that is
observed at times IJ\}\[][\[ and is governed by the linear difference equation
 = iBEVI M  =,i S o*,Ãi ¬=,Z[ (40)
Each of the observations is, however, corrupted by noise and thus, the actual measurement at times IlJ\}\[\[][ is given by*,aI 9  *,iqc=, (41)
The random variables ¬*, and q=, represent the process and measurement noise, re-
spectively. They are independent zero-mean Gaussian white noise processes [118].
í)ú¬=,¬¦_^°  I 22 22 ä " k=mJ otherwise 
í$«qc*,qc_^°  I 22 22 ä "w k=mJ otherwise í)úq=,¬¦_^°  I J[
The parameter M in Eq. 40 relates the states at previous and current time-steps, in the ab-
sence of either a driving function or process noise. M is assumed to stay constant over the
analysis. The parameter S relates the optional control input o to state  whereas the param-
eter 9 in Eq. 41 relates the state to the measured value. The objective of the Kalman filter
is to obtain a “best” estimate, in some suitable sense, of  =, based on the observed valuesc*, and knowledge of the statistical properties of the process and measurement noise.
According to the Kalman filter mechanism, the best estimate for  *, can be obtained
recursively from the previous best estimate and its covariance matrix. Thus, the Kalman
filter can be divided into two steps: prediction and correction. The first step is responsible
for projecting forward in time the current state to obtain a priori estimates of the states and
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State Equation :   n±r!#"%$&'("%$&*)v,+-."%$/*)10!(2"%$&
Observation Equation : 34(5(n76!(58 4):9; 
Step 1: Initialization<=> @? BAbDC  =E> BA  > @? BAbDC  =E> BA => BA ¯  DF "Å s D x
Step 2: Computation
for m = 1,2, . . .
prediction step:<=>HG ? G JI A` >HG KI A <=E>HG JI ? G JI A  ML >HG A >HG ? G JI AL­ >HG JI A  >HG JI ? G JI A/ ¯ >HG JI A  F "
correction step:N >HG AL  >HG ? G OI AP ¯ >HG AfQP >HG A  >HG ? G JI AP ¯ >HG A  F "w  ñ  <=>HG ? G AL <=E>HG ? G JI A  N >HG Af R >HG A  P >HG A <=>HG ? G KI A  >HG ? G AL SUT  N >HG AP >HG AWV  >HG ? G JI A
Figure 35: Discrete Kalman Filter.
covariance in the next time step. The second step is responsible for the feedback to obtain
an improved a posteriori estimate. The Kalman filter is summarized in Figure 35.
7.3.2 Traffic Estimation
The only measurable variable in the system is c*, which is a measure, corrupted by noise,
of the aggregate traffic on the link. Nominally,  *,eI7*,   , but there is no access to
the correct measurements of *, , even though  is a known quantity for a particular traffic
class. Thus, the Kalman filter setup will be used to evaluate Ä =, , an estimate of the actual *, , using c*, the noisy measurements. Real measurement noise makes j=, noisy.
In other words, the measurements obtained from the network for the instantaneous traffic
on the link can be noisy due to miscalculation, misalignment of timings etc. To use the
Kalman filter setup, a relation between  *, and j=, , and  =, and  =i| is needed.
To this purpose, ¨ Ò =3':76 =)±@E*Gi1|±  is defined to be the probability that the number
of active flows at time  is ^ i.e. for U6*)±@E=iBE± 
¨ Ò  3YXI1Z&#;!\[W| =3VIQ^Y` [ (42)
The state-transition-rate diagram is shown in Figure 36. The diagram depicts transitions
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Figure 36: State-transition-rate Diagram.
among the states. From the diagram and by using queuing theory [119], the following
differential equations (43-45) for the probabilities ¨ Ò  3 can be obtained:¨D|=3} I e¨ Z=3² +$¨Dm 3Z (43)¨ Ò =3} I %² ^gi|:$¨ Ò ñ  Z 3Ãi%^giBEU¨ Ò ûc b 3²ù_^<i*²^°:!"¨ Ò =3C¢^´ (44)¨ Ó =3} I $¨ ÓVñ  b 3»² e¨ Ó =3'[ (45)
The generating function $î©:3 is defined as the z-transform of the probability distribution
function. It aids in the computation of the mean and variance of the probability distribution.
Next, the quantity ]Y$î©:3  ]° can be calculated using the Eqs. (43)-(45) as
<ª©:3 XI Ór~ ð°D ¨ ~ =38© ~]Y$î©:3]° I$î©:3+pª©R²1E² ]Y$î©:3]
© î©g²Eb_ ©ni'[
Utilizing the initial condition $î©)±egI © Å s  x , i.e., the number of active flows at time)± is  *, , the following solution for <ª©33 is obtained:
<ª©33/I 9 î©:3 Å s  x_^  ©i 9 ª©33Ãi-` Ó ,ÿ"!$#3P6 *)±@E=iBE± 
where 9 ª©:3VI  ©ei ,²ÁVª©¢²E3 ñ ò s	a ûb x
©iæ² pª©¢²E ñ ò sa ûb x [
By the definition of the generating function and the special properties of the z-transform,
í)  *iE|  *,  I ]Y$î©:±e] © ccccc d ðc I  *,
ñ ¯ sa ûb x i +¦i  ß n²Å
ñ ¯ s	a ûb xfe ä [ (46)
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Comparing the equation with Kalman filter (Eqs. (40) and (41)) formulation
M I  ñ ¯ s	a ûb x o*,ÂI  (47)S I &ùi ¡@² 
ñ ¯ sa ûb x  9 I |[
Thus, from the Kalman filter setup,Ä *,VI M Ä =H²L|Ãi S i1^j=,] j=,² 9gM Ä * ²LE² 9gSR (48)
where ^*, is Kalman Filter gain as defined in Figure 35. This gives an estimate of the
traffic on the link currently. This estimate will be used to forecast the traffic for the purpose
of resource reservation.
7.3.3 Bandwidth Request Forecasting
The optimal estimate Ä *, of the number of active flows can now be used to forecast¸* iE , the resource requirement on the link 0 }' between AS1 and AS2. To this
purpose, for )±1UX*CiE4± ,¨°4=3 XI1Ze#5!\[W|  3VIl23`  (49)
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from Eqs. (43)-(45). It can be seen that nT I#gT . It is easy to demonstrate that g is
similar to a real symmetric matrix and reducible to a diagonal form g Iporq_o ñ   whereë
is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of g and o is the matrix of corresponding right
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eigenvectors  . The eigenvalues can be found to be ´ Ò I ²e^j%iQ for ^BI J¥[\[\[3
which proves that g is non-positive definite, guaranteeing the existence of a solution fornT IsgT . The solution, for 76 ú)±@E= i|±  , is given by
T Ito8vu ò 9  (50)
where 9 is a constant vector determined from the initial condition (  I  *, at instant)± ) as 9 IC%vu  ¯ .ñ   o ñ   T  ¯ (51)
where T  ¯ is a vector with all J ’s except the  =, th element which is  . Also definewT XI ± ® s ûc  x ¯ ¯ T } (52)I ± o ^ ® s »ûc  x ¯ ¯ vu ò } ` 9I ± õ w¨D w¨  Ä|Ä|Ä w¨ Ó ÷ ¯
using the notation that integral of a matrix is the integral of each element of the matrix.
The elements
w¨° of the vector wT denote the probabilities of transitioning to state 2 at instant*Ci|± . Now define w »=, asw *, XI ý³þÅ y ÝyxÅ s  x v Ó Þ  }[ '[ w¨ Å ²/[ (53)
In words, the minimum
w greater than or equal to Ä *, is found such that the probability
to be in state
w during the interval *)±@E= i |±  is less than a given threshold ² , in
effect choosing a state greater than the current utilization estimate such that the transition
probability to the state is low. Then the resource requirement is forecasted to be¸= i|aI w »=,Z[ (54)
7.4 Performance Evaluation
The purpose of the simulations is to verify the accuracy of the proposed mechanisms for
traffic estimation and bandwidth request forecast and compare the resource requirement
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Figure 37: EPAT Estimation Performance.
forecasted using EPAT with results of other schemes. The results show how inter-domain
agreements are adjusted depending on the traffic load and how closely they follow the load.
7.4.1 Estimation Performance
In the simulation, the number of established sessions,  , is assumed to be J with  and (parameters of exponential distributions for inter-arrival time and durations of flows, re-
spectively) of J[uJ}J¹ and J[uJ}J¹ . In other words, for each established session, the average
inter-arrival time between flows and their average duration are 200 seconds each. Shown
in Figure 37 is the estimate Ä of the number of flows  , for a typical simulation run. The
estimate is derived using the Kalman filter setup given in Eq. 48, from the noisy measure-
ment  . For this simulation, the measurement interval ± was set at 1. The value of  , the
constant rate for each flow of a traffic class, was set to 1 Mbps. The values for í)  %J}  andT<%Jc J¥Ií)  %J4 %J ¯  in the initialization step of the Kalman filter were chosen to be 1
unit. The initial choice of í$ú *J *J ¯  is not critical as long as it is non-zero because the
filter will converge in any case. In the computation step, the previous values are used to
compute the next values. Appropriate values were selected for process and measurement
noise standard deviations as  and }[¹ units, respectively. If different initial seeds were
chosen for í$ú *J  and T$*JcúJ , the convergence time of the Kalman filter would vary, but
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Figure 38: EPAT Estimation Performance (Enlarged).
the performance obtained would be similar, once the convergence is obtained. On the other
hand, the variations in measurement noise standard deviation reflect in the performance of
EPAT. If the standard deviation is higher, the filter is “slower” to believe the measurements
and so is sluggish. If the standard deviation is smaller, the filter is “quicker” to believe
the noisy measurements and follows the measurements more closely. Due to the small
granularity of the estimation process, the estimated sequence has a very jagged profile in
Figure 37. In Figure 38(a), the highlighted part of Figure 37 has been enlarged to show
that the estimated sequence is very close to the actual traffic, despite the noise in the mea-
sured sequence. If the granularity of the estimation procedure is increased, the estimation
sequence becomes more smooth (as seen in Figure 38(b)) but worse at the estimation, i.e.,
introduces estimation errors.
7.4.2 Resource Allocation Performance
Using the estimated sequence with high granularity (Figure 37), resource requirement is
forecasted using the formulation given in Section 7.3. The forecast procedure computes
the probabilities ¨=3 of transitioning to all possible states from the current state (Eqs. 50
and 51) and chooses the state whose transition probability is less than a threshold ² as
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Figure 39: Forecast Performance.
shown in Eq. 53. In the simulations, ² was fixed at 1%, i.e., the forecasted state is chosen
such that the system has less than 1% chance of exceeding that state. Using the memory-
less property of the queuing model (Poisson arrivals and exponential durations), it is easy
to conclude that the probabilities ¨Y4=3Z3 6 *)±@E= iFE±   , as defined in Eq. 49 are
independent of  . This simplification helps the simulation by reducing the computation
effort and time. The calculation of 9 and wT (in Eqs. 51 and 52, respectively) can be
performed off-line for all possible initial states and the results stored. Then the forecast
process only involves a table-lookup to determine the next state at each instant for a current
state based on Eq. 53.
If the forecast interval is small, there will be frequent changes in the forecasted value
but less bandwidth wastage. On the other hand, if it is large, the forecasted sequence will
be fairly stable at the expense of increased bandwidth wastage. Shown in Figures 39(a) and
39(b) are the forecasted sequences ( z ) for small and large forecast intervals, respectively.
As can be seen, the forecasted sequence follows the actual traffic more closely in the first
case, at the expense of the amount of signaling effort required. In the second case, the fore-
casted sequence has a more stable profile (i.e. less signaling control is needed). The mean
and standard deviation of the difference between the actual traffic and forecasted capacity
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requirement are 2.9 Mbps and 1.0, respectively, for small forecast interval in Figure 39(a).
The corresponding values are 6.35 Mbps and 2.19, respectively, for the large forecast in-
terval in Figure 39(b). These values reflect that the variation of the forecast error (about its
mean) is small but the mean error increases for large forecast intervals, which is expected.
The prediction scheme that is currently used is very simple. It is the well-known
“cushion”-based method [65] of over-provisioning where an estimate of the traffic uti-
lizing the link is derived by measurement and then the resource requirement is forecasted
to be the estimate plus a cushion to accommodate any fluctuations/measurement errors.
Even though this scheme causes bandwidth wastage, it is the current method to determine
resource requirements for an inter-domain link due to its simplicity. The performance of
EPAT can also be compared with other well-known prediction schemes. The goal of the
prediction scheme utilized by a manager should be not to derive a near-perfect prediction,
but to obtain an upper bound on the resource requirement which is not too conservative.
This is because the resources on the links will be provisioned based on the predicted values
and if the prediction is near-perfect, it can lead to blocking of new requests or degradation
of service. With this aim in mind, the Minimum Mean Square Error Linear Predictor in [62]
can not be employed because it tries to predict the actual value of the measured sequence.
In the following, a comparison of the performance of Estimation and Prediction Based
Algorithm for TEAM (EPAT) with three different schemes for resource prediction is pre-
sented. First is the cushion-based scheme [65, 67]. Next is the prediction based on Gaussian
assumption [69, 68], from the central limit theorem, that the aggregate traffic resembles a
Gaussian distribution. The last one is the Autobandwidth Allocator for MPLS from Cisco
[70]. The allocator concept can be used without obtaining the tunnel reserved bandwidth
but instead the link utilization estimate. The comparisons are provided in Figure 40 (a), (b)
and (c). The value of the forecast interval ± is kept as 300sec for all the cases. To obtain
the resource reservation for the cushion-based method, the traffic was first estimated using
a time window measurement process with unity sampling period. This estimate was then
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Figure 40: Comparison with Other Methods.
used to calculate the resource reservation by over-provisioning a cushion of bandwidth.
Whenever the traffic estimate is close to the current reservation level(watermark of 90%),
the reservation level is increased in a multiplicative manner (by 25%). When the estimated
traffic falls below a certain percentage of the current reservation level (80%), and stays there
consistently for sometime, the reservation is reduced in an additive manner ( ´,I  { , ²+I ,| IQ¶ ). As can be seen from Figure 40(a), the reservations achieved using this scheme are
much higher than EPAT. This scheme thus leads to over-reservation of resources.
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For the auto-bandwidth allocator scheme, resource reservation is obtained by first ob-
taining the traffic measurement using a time window with unity sampling period. The reser-
vation for a time window is determined to be the maximum link utilization value obtained
from the previous time window. For the Gaussian assumption-based allocation method, the
measurements from the previous time window are obtained as before; but the allocation
is determined to be the mean and ¸0ä from the previous window. This scheme allows for
a cushion which reflects in the ¸0ä factor which can be reduced for a lower cushion at the
expense of higher degraded QoS, as defined later. As can be seen, both these schemes infer
the reservation for a time window based on the measurements from the previous time win-
dow. This introduces a lag in the reservation profile compared to the utilization. As can be
seen from Figure 40(b) and (c), both schemes have low values of the over-allocation but a
very high variability in the reservation profile.
Three parameters can be used to measure and compare the performance of a resource
allocation scheme, namely switching rate, bandwidth wastage and degraded QoS factor.
Switching rate defines the rate at which the level of the reserved resources needs to be
switched to realize the desired allocation profile. It includes the increments as well as
decrements in the allocation profile. Bandwidth wastage is a measure of the over-allocation
of the bandwidth resources. The mean and standard deviation of the over-allocation can be
used to represent its stochastic properties. Degraded QoS factor measures the percentage of
bandwidth requests that will receive a degraded QoS because there is not ample reservation
for them on the inter-domain link.
Comparing the reservations obtained from EPAT and cushion-based scheme for the
example given in Figure 40(a), the switching rates are [  6Ã²)¸0u9;6~} ñ   and [6Ã²´¸0 956} ñ   ,
respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the over-allocation by EPAT are 6.35
Mbps and 2.19, respectively whereas for cushion scheme, 8.65 Mbps and 2.84, respectively.
The proposed scheme reduces the bandwidth wastage by 42% compared to the cushion-
based scheme. The degraded QoS factor for both cases are 0. So, in this case EPAT reduces
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the over-allocation of resources without increasing the switching rate and no degraded QoS.
From Figure 40(b) and (c), the auto-bandwidth allocator and the Gaussian-based allocator
have much higher switching rates ( [u¾  6Y²¸0 956} ñ   and ¸[ } 6!²¸êu9;6~} ñ   , respectively) and
the over-allocation is considerably lower, but the degraded QoS factor is increased ( }[u¼¹$Æ
and [u¶¸$Æ , respectively) due to the phase lag involved. For high QoS demanding traffic,
the degraded QoS can be a problem.
7.4.3 Robustness and Sensitivity Analysis
Next, the robustness of EPAT is verified. Two tests are performed to analyze how the pro-
posed scheme fares if the assumptions made for the analysis are removed. For the first test,
the simulated input traffic is modified such that it retains its markovian properties but the
rate of arrival and durations of the bandwidth requests (i.e., the parameters  and  ) are
varied while the Kalman Filter estimation still uses the old values. If the Kalman Filter
estimation procedure overestimates the associated parameters of the traffic, the estimation
will contain error in the form of increased overestimation of resources, which is not as
harmful as underestimation or increased degraded QoS factor. On the other hand, the esti-
mation procedure should be robust to the underestimation of the parameters. In Figure 41
and Figure 42, two such cases are demonstrated. From the results given in Figure 41(a), it
can be inferred that for a 40% underestimation, in the estimation procedure, of  used for
traffic generation, the switching rate of EPAT is still lower than the cushion-based scheme
(compare }[u¾  6@²¸0 956} ñ   and 5[}6n² ¸êu9;6~} ñ   ) while the degraded QoS factor remains
at 0% for both. The bandwidth wastage by EPAT is now ¸}¾aÆ lower than the cushion-based
method. The autobandwidth allocator and the Gaussian-based allocator have relatively
higher switching rate and degraded QoS factor with a lower wastage of bandwidth. This
test shows the tolerance of the proposed approach to misjudgment of traffic characteristics.
Another scenario was also tested where both  and  for the traffic are underestimated in
the Kalman Filter estimation. From the results given in Figure 42(a), for a ¶}JaÆ variation
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Figure 41: Increased  .
in both  and  , the degraded QoS factor is still JaÆ for both EPAT and cushion scheme
but the switching rate is lower for EPAT (compare }[ ¶}¶$6¥² ¸0 956} ñ   and [ ¹
¾h² ¸0 956~} ñ   ).
The results for the autobandwidth allocator and the Gaussian-based allocator are similar to
the previous case. Also, the sensitivity of EPAT to variations in  , the number of estab-
lished sessions was checked. Theoretically,  is known to the bandwidth broker as each
session is reserved after the broker provisions resources for the session. The effects on the
performance of EPAT due to variations in  are shown in Figure 43. From Figure 43(a),
for a }¹0Æ underestimation of  , EPAT performs fairly well, with low switching rate and
marginal degraded QoS factor. On the other hand, for a }¹0Æ overestimation of  (in
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Figure 42: Increased  and  .
Figure 43(b)), the bandwidth wastage increases but it is still lower than the cushion-scheme.
The second test for verifying the robustness of the proposed scheme involves applying
the scheme to an actual traffic profile obtained from measuring the traffic on a link. In this
way, verification is obtained for the effect of removal of the Markovian assumption on the
traffic. For this purpose, a traffic profile obtained from the publicly available traffic archives
of NLANR was used. NLANR is an organization that provides technical, engineering, and
traffic analysis support to high performance connections sites. This obtained profile is used
as input to the Kalman Filter estimator and subsequently the capacity predictor. The values
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Figure 43: Sensitivity of EPAT to  .
for  ,  and  can be derived from observing the traffic for some time in the past.  is
assumed to be known from the SLA for the established sessions. The values of  and  can
be derived by averaging the inter-arrival times and the inter-departure times. As the system
is modeled as '  '   , the average inter-arrival time is approximately &Y  _¦i and
the average inter-departure time is  "  _iXÃ . The values for  and  need not be
changed frequently as the insensitivity of the EPAT performance to the estimation error
has already been shown. Figure 44(a), (b) and (c) show that the proposed scheme is able
to predict the capacity requirement well and has low switching rate, bandwidth wastage
and degraded QoS factor. The figures compare the performance of EPAT to the other three
schemes. The traffic profile used in the figure has wide variations. Nevertheless, the EPAT
scheme is able to predict the resource requirements very efficiently, without any changes in
the prediction procedure or parameters.
In conclusion, the proposed scheme to estimate the traffic on an inter-domain link by
the use of Kalman Filter and then forecast the capacity requirement at a future instant by the
use of transient probabilities of the system states is very efficient and robust to parameter
estimation errors. Switching rate, bandwidth wastage and degraded QoS factor have been
used as metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The robustness of the
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Figure 44: NLANR Traffic Capacity Prediction.
scheme was also verified by using an actual traffic pattern.
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Chapter 8
TEAM Implementation and Performance
The Traffic Engineering Automated Manager was introduced in Chapter 2. In the previous
chapters, various algorithms for the efficient management of the DiffServ/MPLS domain
have been presented. In this chapter, the implementation details of the TEAM software are
presented. Also, the software is tested in different traffic scenarios to evaluate its efficiency.
The implementation architecture was first introduced in [120].
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 8.1, the implementation of TEAM is
described and the performance of TEAM is demonstrated in Section 8.2.
8.1 TEAM Implementation
TEAM is designed for complete automated management of an Internet domain. TEAM
is an adaptive manager that provides the required Quality of Service to the users, by re-
serving bandwidth resources, and reduces the congestion in the network by distributing the
load efficiently. These goals are achieved by online measurements of the network state.
TEAM is composed of a Traffic Engineering Tool (TET), which adaptively manages the
bandwidth and routes in the network, a Measurement and Performance Evaluation Tool
(MPET), which measures important parameters in the network and inputs them to the TET,
and a Simulation Tool (ST), which may be used by TET to consolidate its decisions. These
three tools work in synergy to achieve the desired network operation objectives.
A full-fledged Next Generation Internet routers physical testbed has been assembled in
Broadband and Wireless Networking Laboratory (BWN-Lab) at Georgia Tech, equipped
with DiffServ capable routers and switches manufactured by Cisco. The testbed comprises












1 x 10/100 + 1 x OC3  + 1 x 1000SX
LightStream 1010
Catalyst 4000
32 x 10/100 +2 x 1000 SX
1 x 10/100 + 1 x OC3  + 1 x 1000SX
Catalyst 6506
GEIP+
Figure 45: BWN Lab Testbed.
with an enhanced Gigabit Ethernet card and also other routers and switches. These routers
and switches are widely deployed in the backbones of current high-speed networks. All
the routers support MPLS and a variety of QoS technologies such as RSVP and DiffServ.
Currently all devices have SNMP enabled and different measurement tools like MRTG and
Netflow have been evaluated. During the analysis of MRTG, a new improved version of the
tool was developed, called MRTG++, which allows managers to monitor traffic with up to
10 seconds interval, rather than the original 5 minute sampling of MRTG, providing more
fine-grained detail about the state of the network. This testbed is connected via an OC3 link
to Abilene, the advanced backbone network of Internet2 society. The objective of end-to-
end experiments performed over this testbed is to study the advantages and disadvantages of
using DiffServ in a heterogeneous traffic environment. The traffic under study is generated
from voice, video and data sources. This testbed has been used as the platform to implement
and test the operation of TEAM. The architecture of this testbed is shown in Figure 45.
The implementation of TEAM must be able to
 Receive a request for bandwidth reservation or LSP setup from the user.




LSPs to be rerouted
Label, path
Route






































Figure 46: TEAM Top-level Design.
 Send commands and configure the testbed to create LSPs and route the traffic on the
LSPs.
 Reach a decision in a timely manner to handle a large domain with 200 routers and
about 20,000 LSPs.
The TEAM tool has been implemented to run on a computer with the Linux OS. It
was successfully tested on RedHat 7.3, running kernel 2.4.18 on a Pentium III-800 MHz,
256MB RAM, 512MB swap space. The first version requires a TFTP server to upload
the configuration to the routers. SNMP is required to ensure communication between the
program and the routers. TEAM uses the net-snmp library for the communication. Version
3 of SNMP is recommended to ensure secure transmission of passwords. In order to process
bandwidth measurements, RRDTool and MRTG are required. Also the GNU Scientific
Library is required for matrix manipulation. The REA library [121] is used for computing
k-shortest paths. The program was successfully tested on a 40 node network and 20,000
LSPs on a Pentium III computer. The top-level design of TEAM is shown in Figure 46 and





















Figure 47: TEAM Module Hierarchy.
Each LSP record takes about 100 bytes in addition to the path information. It takes 20
bytes for each hop in the path. The network topology information takes about 24 bytes
per node and 40 bytes per link. The LSP setup decision process takes #)*TRÖ:!$Ú/+ time,
where T is the average path length and  is the average number of LSPs in a link.
TEAM is structured to be composed of two parts: the server and the client. The server
can run at a high performance station in order to keep track of all the information of the
network. The client connects to the server and sends commands using a user interface
protocol. Examples of commands include the creation and destruction of LSPs, request for
the topology of the network, etc.
8.1.1 Server
The server can be executed in two modes. The first one is as TET, the traffic engineer-
ing tool in which commands are received from the user and configurations are sent to the
routers after a decision is made by the program. The second mode is the ST, as a simulator
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tool of the MPLS domain in order to study the network behavior when a decision is applied.
When the server is run in the TET mode, it stays in the background ready to receive
commands from the client. It performs the following steps:
1. Load the system-wide configuration file,
2. Obtain the network topology,
3. Obtain the initial LSP topology,
4. Prompt for user’s command.
At any time the program gives the option to print the current topology of the network, the
LSP database and the request database. The topology shows each node and all the links
that originate from it. For each link the capacity and the available bandwidth is shown. The
LSP database lists all LSPs that TEAM is maintaining. For each LSP, the label, source, the
interface number, destination, priority, capacity and the path is shown. Finally, the request
database shows similar output. It prints all the requests that are being served by TEAM at
the moment. For each request, the identification, source, destination, priority, bandwidth
are shown. In addition, it also shows the label of the LSP serving the request.
TEAM can send commands to the routers using SNMP or telnet. SNMPv3 is used
in order to keep communications secure. Unfortunately, current MIBs are read-only and
do not allow the tool to establish LSPs directly. TEAM instructs the router to retrieve a
configuration file from a TFTP server and merge it into the current setting. Although the
configuration is unprotected, passwords are never sent in clear text across the network.
In the simulation mode, the server performs the same initial steps as the TET mode and
then loads the command file reading one line at a time to simulate the traffic. At the end
of the simulation, the tool gives the option to show the topology, the LSP database and the
request database in the same way as before.
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8.1.2 Client
The client is the program used to send commands to the server. It can be written and
implemented in any language as long as a specific user interface protocol is used. The
protocol exports the basic functionality to control the MPLS domain.
The program presents a menu with each command for a choice of user operations.
For example, in order to create an LSP, the program asks which node the LSP is being
originated from and the destination, priority and bandwidth. If the path is already defined,
just type in each hop of the path. In order to facilitate the selection of the path, the client
shows valid choices for each hop in the path. When the LSP is created by the server, the
client is notified.
Similar behavior occurs for the establishment of a request. The client asks for the
source, destination, priority and bandwidth and TEAM will create the request. The client
can also display the topology of the network.
8.1.3 Input Files
TEAM loads some information from a set of different files. All these files are located in
the input directory and their location can be modified in the configuration file. All fields
are separated by a space.
The topology file contains the initial topology of the network. The initial LSP file
contains the list of LSPs that will be in the database in the beginning of the execution of the
program. The command file is used to send commands to the system. Before each entry, a
sequence number (or time component) should be included. This number is used to identify
events in the output files. It is the time component of the simulation. The configuration file
controls how the program should behave. It contains ON—OFF switches for each feature
of the system.
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Figure 48: Network Topology.
8.2 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of TEAM and its operation are demonstrated. The com-
parison of each TEAM functionality with current state-of-the-art equivalent techniques has
been performed and can be found in the previous chapters. Since there are no other compre-
hensive network managers such as TEAM with such a diverse set of functionalities, TEAM
is compared with the traditional Internet managers.
The following experimental results are obtained by simulating a network consisting of
40 nodes and 64 links, each with capacity of 600 Mbps (OC-48). This network topology
is shown in Figure 48 and is based on the backbone topology of a well-known Internet
Service Provider. The traffic in the network consists of aggregated bandwidth requests
between node pairs having two possible priorities. The priority level 0 is the lower priority
which can be preempted by the higher priority requests of level 1. These traffic requests
are modeled with Poisson process arrivals and exponential durations. The simulations are
divided into two broad traffic scenarios to represent significant conditions. These scenarios
are characterized by different traffic loads in the network. Generalized medium and focused
high traffic loads are considered to bring out the contrast in traffic conditions and observe
the effects on the network performance and the different actions taken by TEAM. The
generalized medium traffic load has the traffic matrix with equal values as the elements. On
the other hand, the focused high load scenario is represented by a matrix where elements
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Figure 49: Rejection Ratio.
corresponding to node pairs on the opposite extremes of the network have twice the value
as other node pairs.
The routing algorithm employed by TEAM, SPeCRA [86], uses many well-known al-
gorithms for the performance comparison. This set can be modified depending on the net-
work requirements. In the following experiments, shortest path, widest path and maximum
utility based routing algorithms are used.
To evaluate the performance of TEAM as the network manager, both the network per-
formance and the complexity associated with TEAM are analyzed. In particular, for the
performance, the rejection of requests, the load distribution, the cost of network measure-
ments, and the cost of providing the service to the requests are considered. The complexity
is measured by the number of actions performed by TEAM, and by the level of the cascad-
ing effect of these actions. These metrics are compared for a network which is managed by
TEAM and a network which is managed by a traditional manager (TM), like in the current
Internet. In the traditional network management, the MPLS network topology is static and
is the same as the physical network. In this case, the shortest path routing algorithm is
used for LSP establishment, there is no LSP preemption and there are no on-line network
measurements for adaptive network management.
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Figure 50: Available Bandwidth.
8.2.1 Generalized Medium Traffic Load
By running the experiments a few times with the generalized medium traffic load, it was
observed that the LSP setup and LSP routing techniques played a major role as compared to
LSP preemption. In Figure 49, the rejection ratio for the requests with and without TEAM
is shown. As can be seen, the rejection is 75% lower when TEAM is managing the network.
TEAM is able to achieve lower rejection due to the efficient load balancing as compared to
the traditional network management.
Next, the efficiency of TEAM is demonstrated by comparing the performance with
respect to the minimum and average available bandwidths for all the links in the network.
In Figure 50(a), the minimum available bandwidth is shown.
In the absence of TEAM, the network links have lower minimum available bandwidth as
compared to the case when TEAM is active. This is attributed to the fact that the traffic load
is evenly distributed in the network using TEAM. In Figure 50(b), the average available
bandwidth in the network is shown. The values for the case when TEAM is employed
are higher than the case when TM is employed. This gives the false impression that the
performance of TEAM in this case is worse than the TM. However, this is not correct and
it is still due to the poor load balancing by the traditional network manager. In fact, when
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the load is not well distributed, few links in the network are overloaded and the rejection
probability becomes higher. This observation is corroborated by the high rejection ratio
reported in Figure 49. Summarizing, the average available bandwidth in the network is
lower using TEAM because TEAM is allowing more traffic to be carried.
In Figure 51(a), the cost for performing network measurements is plotted. This cost is
assumed to be linearly proportional to the number of available bandwidth measurements
in the network. From Figure 51(a), around 30% of TEAM’s actions (like LSP setup, rout-
ing and preemption) required an on-line measurement. This is compared to the TM where
there is no need for network measurement since it is based on SLA contracts and nominal
reservations. This measurement overhead has been limited to such low values by the filter-
ing mechanisms in the individual TEAM techniques and it is offset by the lower rejection
of the requests and consequently higher revenue. In Figure 51(b), the normalized costs of
providing service in the network are plotted. The figure is mainly a representative of the
traffic switching cost that can be performed in the MPLS mode or IP mode. As it is well
known, it is less expensive to switch traffic in the MPLS mode as compared to the IP mode
due to the simpler forwarding mechanism of the MPLS routers. The more the LSPs are
created in the network, the lower is the overall switching cost for the traffic. However,
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the lower switching cost has to be balanced with a high signaling cost attributed to each
LSP setup/re-dimension. Thus, TEAM provides an optimal number of LSPs in the network
by balancing the switching and signaling costs. This optimal topology depends on the of-
fered traffic and in this generalized medium traffic scenario, it is not as connected as the
fully meshed topology. For this optimal topology, the switching cost is approximately 40%
of the cost related to the static network topology. This static topology has the minimum
number of LSPs as it corresponds to the physical topology.
Next, the TEAM operational load is considered. In other words, the number of actions
performed by TEAM to handle the incoming bandwidth requests. 19% of the requests
lead to the activation of the LSP setup/re-dimensioning procedure whereas only 0.5% of
the requests were provisioned after preempting a pre-existing LSP. Most of the LSPs were
routed using the shortest path routing algorithm because of the medium traffic load in the
network. However, TEAM chooses other routing algorithms like widest path and maximum
utility to achieve better load balancing in cases when the shortest path route is overloaded.
For this traffic load, the cascading level is always 0 as all preempted LSPs are re-
established without causing any further preemptions. Thus, the cascading effects of pre-
empting LSPs, which are undesirable, are absent in this medium traffic load scenario.
8.2.2 Focused High Traffic Load
By running the experiments with the focused high traffic load, it was observed that the
LSP preemption and LSP routing techniques [86] played a major role as compared to LSP
setup and capacity allocation. In the Figure 52, the rejection ratio for the requests with and
without TEAM, for the two priority levels 0 and 1 are plotted. In the absence of TEAM,
around 30% and 15% rejection was observed for the low and high priority requests, respec-
tively. When TEAM is deployed in the network, the overall rejection is still 75% lower than
without TEAM. However, the rejection of the high priority requests is reduced ten-fold as
compared to a three-fold decrease in the low priority rejection. This considerable decrease
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Figure 52: Rejection Ratio.
in the high priority rejection is due to the combined effect of load balancing and preemption
introduced by TEAM. The rejection of low priority traffic is also reduced, but not in the
same scale because only load balancing is active in this case, without preemption.
Since preemption played a significant role in this traffic scenario, the effects of various
preemption policies on the network performance were observed in terms of cascading.
In high traffic load scenarios, when preemption is significant, the cascading effects were
minimized. When preemption was not allowed (without TEAM), the cascading effects
are obviously not present. The results show that when preemption is based on priority,
cascading is not critical, since the preempted LSPs will not be able to propagate preemption
much further. When bandwidth is considered, fewer LSPs are preempted in each link and
the wasted bandwidth is low.
Finally, the TEAM operational load is considered in this focused high traffic scenario.
35% of the requests led to the activation of the LSP setup/re-dimensioning procedure and
10% of the requests caused preemption of pre-existing LSPs. In this scenario, SPeCRA
chooses the Widest Path and Maximum Utility routing algorithms more often than the
Shortest Path algorithm to achieve the desired load balancing.
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These results demonstrate that TEAM is an efficient manager for DiffServ/MPLS net-
works. The goals of a manager are QoS provisioning, efficient resource usage, and reduced
risk of congestion in the network. These objectives should be achieved in variable and
unpredictable traffic conditions that are characteristics of the current Internet. TEAM per-
forms efficient resource and route management in the network for achieving the desired
objectives, by using on-line measurements of network state and reacting instantly to net-
work changes. TEAM improves network performance, at the expense of limited increases
in computational and control efforts.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Research Directions
In this thesis, new techniques were developed to support end-to-end Quality of Service
(QoS) in DiffServ-based MPLS networks. Research contributions have been made in the
following areas:
1. Automated network manager
2. LSP and setup and tear-down
3. Traffic routing
4. Link/LSP available bandwidth estimation
5. End-to-end available bandwidth measurement
6. Inter-domain management
9.1 Research Contributions
Chapter 2 presented the framework of the Traffic Engineering Automated Manager for
the MPLS/DiffServ network management. The architecture of TEAM was described.
Chapter 3 presented an optimal policy for LSP setup and tear-down that takes into ac-
count the bandwidth, switching and signaling costs. Whenever a new connection request
arrives, a decision is made whether to setup a new LSP, to re-dimension the pre-existing
LSP or to route the traffic request on a simple hop-by-hop IP route. Chapter 4 introduced
a QoS traffic routing algorithm that considers multiple metrics, is scalable and operates in
the presence of inaccurate information. Three algorithms were described in increasing or-
der of complexity, in their centralized and distributed versions. The paths are chosen based
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on their cost which considers various metrics important for the path selection such as link
available bandwidth, delay etc. Chapter 5 presented an algorithm to estimate the available
bandwidth on a network link. The algorithm estimates the available bandwidth and tells
the duration for which the estimate is valid with a high degree of confidence. Chapter 6
proposed a tool for measuring end-to-end available bandwidth over a path that can possibly
span across multiple domains. The tool is efficient, easy to implement, and a combina-
tion of active and passive approaches. The tool utilizes the interface information from the
MIBs in the routers along the path. Chapter 7 presented an on-line scheme to forecast the
bandwidth utilization of inter-domain links, in an effort to extend the operation of TEAM
for inter-domain management. The scheme is split into two steps for traffic estimation and
allocation forecast. Chapter 8 presented the implementation details and performance eval-
uation of TEAM. Finally, an extension to the optimal policy for LSP setup and tear-down
in MPLS networks for GMPLS networks is given in Appendix A. This policy decides how
to route the LSP and whether a direct  SP is needed at the optical network level.
9.1.1 Automated Network Manager
An automated manager for DiffServ/MPLS networks was presented. The Traffic Engineer-
ing Automated Manager (TEAM) is comprised of a central server, the Traffic Engineering
Tool (TET), that is supported by two tools: the Simulation Tool (ST) and the Measure-
ment/Performance Evaluation Tool (MPET). The MPET provides a measure of the various
parameters of the network and routers. This information is then input to the TET. Based
on this measured state of the network, the TET decides the course of action, such as to
vary the capacity allocated to a given LSP or to preempt a low priority LSP to accommo-
date a new one, or to establish the path for a traffic requiring a specified QoS. The TET
automatically implements the action, configuring the routers and switches in the domain
accordingly. Whenever required, the TET consolidates the decisions using the ST. The ST
simulates a network with the current state of the managed network and applies the decision
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taken by the TET to verify the achieved performance. The TET management tasks include
Bandwidth Management (LSP setup/dimensioning, LSP preemption, LSP capacity alloca-
tion) and Route Management (LSP routing). Details of the architecture and implementation
were described along with performance evaluation in varying traffic scenarios.
9.1.2 Optimal Policy for LSP Setup
A new optimal decision policy that provides an online design method for MPLS networks
was developed. The proposed policy is used to solve the following issue: a new request
for bandwidth reservation between two routers, that are not directly connected by an LSP,
arises. In this case, the decision concerning whether or not to set up a new direct LSP,
modifying the current MPLS network topology, should be taken. Adding a new direct
LSP requires high signaling effort, but improves the switching of packets between the two
routers. The policy then decides when to setup a new LSP, when to re-dimension an existing
one, or when to route the traffic on a simple hop-by-hop IP route. The optimality is derived
using the Markov Decision Process formulation. For scalability reasons, a sub-optimal
policy was also proposed that is easier to implement. This policy has a threshold structure
and the threshold calculation takes into account the bandwidth, switching and signaling
costs and depends on the network cost coefficients.
The policy was tested through simulation. Several examples were considered. Signif-
icant cases were analyzed. The results confirm that the proposed policy is effective and
improves network performance by reducing the cost incurred. Simulation results also in-
dicate that the total expected cost is similar for both the policies proving the accurateness
of the sub-optimal policy. Furthermore, since a given traffic load may just be a temporary
phenomenon, the policy also performs filtering in order to avoid oscillations that can be
typical in a variable traffic scenario.
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9.1.3 Traffic Routing
A QoS traffic routing algorithm that considers multiple metrics, is scalable and operates
in the presence of inaccurate information, was presented. Numerous path choices were
compared in terms of their operational costs. The cost considers all the metrics important
for the path selection. The factors pertaining to the different metrics are weighed by their
corresponding importance factor which can be varied from network to network. In essence,
the novelty of the proposed algorithm lies in the cost structure for the LSPs and the ability
to deal with the partial network state information.
The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with the shortest path rout-
ing algorithm and found to be superior. Shortest path is the current routing algorithm used
in the Internet. The proposed algorithm lowered the rejection ratio while increasing the
minimum available bandwidth in the network. Thus, the algorithm achieves efficient load
balancing in the network. Also, the proposed algorithm is scalable and operates under
inaccurate network information.
9.1.4 Available Bandwidth Estimation
An algorithm to estimate the available bandwidth on a link was presented. The algorithm
estimates the available bandwidth and tells the duration for which the estimate is valid with
a high degree of confidence. It is a linear regression algorithm to predict the utilization of a
link. The algorithm is adaptive because a varying number of past samples can be used in the
regression depending on the traffic profile and it predicts the utilization and the reliability
interval for the prediction.
The algorithm provides a balance between the processing load and accuracy by estimat-
ing the link available bandwidth less frequently than MRTG without a large compromise
in the reliability of the estimate. The utilization estimate obtained by the algorithm pro-
vides a conservative limit on the actual utilization of the link. When the parameters used
in the estimation algorithm are modified, the performance becomes worse in the sense that
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it does not follow the actual traffic closely but is still very conservative. Overestimation
can be used as a metric to quantify the performance of the proposed scheme. The mean
overestimation was observed to be 1.31 MB/s for a traffic profile with average 20 MB/s.
9.1.5 End-to-end Available Bandwidth Measurement
An accurate, scalable and flexible tool for measurement of available bandwidth along a path
was presented. The tool combines the advantages of both active and passive measurement
methodologies to obtain reliable measurements of the available bandwidth along a path.
The functionality of the tool is distributed between both the source and destination of the
path whose measurement is desired. The source sends measurement packets that collect
interface information from the Management Information Bases (MIBs) in the routers along
the path and are returned back by the destination to the source for analysis. The path can
be pre-specified or determined hop-by-hop.
The proposed tool is very accurate, reliable, scalable and non-intrusive. Various tests
were conducted to verify the efficiency of the tool. It was found that the computational
effort and the intrusiveness of the scheme is highly dependent on the parameters  æ  | §   Ò
and  æ  |  w   § which are application configurable and depend on the accurateness expecta-
tion of the application. If the application needs a high level of agreement before identifying
the tight link, multiple attempts may be necessary to achieve the same. It was also seen that
the number of attempts needed for the measurement is not very high, demonstrating that
the scheme is not highly intrusive (as each attempt transmits 10 packets in 1 sec).
9.1.6 Inter-domain Management
A new scheme for estimating the traffic on an inter-domain link and forecasting its capac-
ity requirement, based on a measurement of the current usage, was proposed. The scheme
allows an efficient resource utilization while keeping the number of reservation modifica-
tions to low values. The scheme for resource allocation is split into two steps. In the first
step, a noisy measure of the aggregate traffic is used to evaluate the number of flows and
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the second step is based on the forecast of the evolution of the traffic requests.
The performance of the proposed scheme was compared with three different schemes
for resource prediction. First is the cushion-based scheme, second is the prediction based
on Gaussian assumption from the central limit theorem and third is the Autobandwidth
Allocator for MPLS from Cisco. The proposed scheme outperformed all three. Switching
rate, bandwidth wastage and degraded QoS factor were used as metrics to evaluate the
performance of the proposed scheme. Also the robustness of the scheme was verified by
using an actual traffic pattern. The simulation results confirm the robustness of the scheme
and show reduced wasted bandwidth.
9.2 Future Research Directions Heterogeneous Large Network Management: The automated network manager de-
scribed in this thesis, TEAM, is a single domain manager. Further research would include to
extend the managing area to a large network, composed of several domains. This is needed
to achieve end-to-end QoS for applications. Heterogeneity and large size of networks are
two main challenges facing an automated multi-domain management system. The hetero-
geneity may come from the coexistence of different traffic classes (e.g., best-effort and
real-time), network capacity, and vendor equipments. The large network challenge results
from a large number of autonomous systems in the end-to-end path. MPLS and Wireless: MPLS concepts are being applied in new domains such as wireless
and voice networks. The new policies and algorithms described in this thesis were devel-
oped with a fixed wired network in mind, but can be extended to a wireless domain. New
LSP setup policies would need to be developed. Other issues such as hand-off detection
and decision also must be investigated. Network Tomography: TEAM is an automated manager for the DiffServ/MPLS net-
work. Accurate network measurement techniques are needed for adaptive network manage-
ment. Network tomography is a technique to infer network characteristics from end-to-end
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measurements. Parameters such as link loss rates, delay statistics and topology inference
are the commonly studied characteristics. However, the inference of link available band-
widths from the end-to-end measurements can be an interesting application.
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Appendix A
Optimal Policy for LSP and  SP Setup
The optical network underlying the DiffServ/MPLS network also should be efficiently man-
aged. In this chapter, a novel optimal policy is introduced to determine and adapt the Gen-
eralized MultiProtocol Label Switching (GMPLS) network topology based on the current
traffic load. The Integrated Traffic Engineering (ITE) paradigm provides mechanisms for
dynamic addition of physical capacity to optical networks. The objective of the proposed
policy is to minimize the costs involving bandwidth, switching and signaling. The policy is
derived by utilizing the Markov Decision Process theory. The new policy is split into two
levels: the MPLS network level and the optical network level. In addition to the optimal
policy, a sub-optimal policy and a threshold-based policy are also proposed which are less
computationally intensive but have comparable performance to the optimal policy. This
policy was introduced in [122].
This chapter is organized as follows: The motivation for the development of the op-
timal policy is given in Section A.1. In Section A.2, related work for the setup policy is
presented. Then, in Section A.3, the setup problem is formulated and various definitions
are explained. Next, in Section A.4, the new optimal policy is formulated and obtained.
A sub-optimal policy for LSP setup is then presented in Section A.5 because the optimal
policy is computationally expensive for large networks. Numerical results are analyzed in
Section A.6.
A.1 Motivation
GMPLS is the proposed control plane solution for next generation optical networking. It












Figure 53: Link Hierarchy.
lightpaths [22], to be automatically setup and torn down by means of a signaling protocol
[23]. GMPLS differs from traditional MPLS because of its added switching capabilities
for lambda, fiber etc. It is the first step towards the integration of data and optical network
architectures. It reduces network operational costs with easier network management and
operation. The traditional MPLS is defined for packet switching networks only. It provides
the advantage of Traffic Engineering (TE) when compared to other routing mechanisms,
added to the improved forwarding performance. In other words, MPLS mainly focuses on
the data plane as opposed to GMPLS’ focus on control plane. GMPLS extends the concept
of LSP setup beyond the Label Switched Routers (LSRs) to wavelength/fiber switching ca-
pable systems. Thus, GMPLS allows LSP hierarchy (one LSP inside another) at different
layers in the network architecture. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 53. In this hierarchy,
the packet switched link is nested inside a lambda switched link inside a fiber switched link.
GMPLS also performs connection management in optical networks. It provides end-to-end
service provisioning for different services belonging to different classes. Its management
functionalities include connection creation, connection provisioning, connection modifica-
tion, and connection deletion.
The motivation for the development of a combined method to control the topological
structure of both the optical network and the MPLS networks is based on the concept of
Integrated Traffic Engineering (ITE) proposed in [123]. It is a new holistic paradigm for
network performance improvement, which consists of viewing the network as an integrated
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and cohesive system rather then a collection of independent layers. ITE attempts to tie to-
gether the key technical activities associated with network performance improvement, by
taking a broad view of network performance optimization to encompass domain specific
traffic routing and control, resource and capacity management, and economic considera-
tions. The advantages of ITE include cost reduction, greater network adaptability and re-
sponsiveness to changing traffic demands, higher quality of service to end users of network
services, increased efficiency of network asset utilization, and increased competitiveness.
One of the objectives of ITE is to increase resource utilization, efficiency, and respon-
siveness by eliminating information gaps in the management of heterogeneous networks
such as an IP-MPLS-over-optical network. The coordinated control and management of
network resources is conducted to satisfy traffic performance requirements, improve net-
work efficiency and reduce long term average network capital and operational costs. In
particular, in the case of IP-MPLS-over-optical networks, costs can be further reduced and
traffic performance enhanced by establishing direct optical connections between IP routers
where substantial traffic demand exists to minimize multi-routing in the IP domain. In this
way, the problem of network dimensioning, which traditionally is viewed as a long term
planning problem, can be treated as a dynamical operational problem.
A.2 Related Work
Many virtual topology design algorithms [71, 72, 73] for wavelength routed optical net-
works have been proposed in literature. A survey of many such algorithms is given in [74].
A scheme for optical network design with lightpath protection is given in [124]. A wave-
length routing and assignment algorithm for optical networks with focus on maximizing
the wavelength utilization at the switches is given in [125]. However, all these algorithms
design the network off-line with a given traffic matrix for the network. An on-line virtual-
topology adaptation approach is suggested in [75]. This approach is concerned only with
the optical network and does not relate the optical topology to the MPLS network topology.
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A.3 Setup Problem Formulation
The following are defined:
 a*.-_ : (Physical) Topology of fibers
  a %,.- a  : (Virtual) Topology of  SPs
  d { f *.- d { f  : (Virtual) Topology of LSPs
Here,  is the set of nodes in the network and is common between the physical and virtual
topologies. - denotes the set of links ¾ ~ in the fiber network. Each -VT a ~ 6 - a is
a  SP between the nodes 2 and  (using wavelength  ), and each -/	aT» ~ 6 - d { f is an
LSP between the nodes 2 and  . No wavelength converters are present in the network. A
default  SP (LSP) is defined as the  SP (LSP) between two nodes when they are physically
connected with a fiber. Thus, the default  SPs and LSPs are mapped onto the fiber network.-/	aT D ~ denotes the default LSP routed on the default  SP between the node pair. Only
the non-default LSPs ( -/	aT Ò ~ ) and  SPs are considered since they are candidates for re-
dimensioning etc.
For each fiber/  SP/LSP, the following are defined:19  ~ 9 a ~ 9 d { f ~ : Capacity of fiber,  SP, LSP between nodes 2 and  , respectivelyNM  ~ ZM a ~ bM d { f ~ : Available capacity on fiber,  SP, LSP between nodes 2 and  , re-
spectively
There may exist multiple  SPs between a node pair. There capacities and available capac-
ities are distinguished by putting their wavelength specification in the superscript. S  ~ is
the total bandwidth reserved between routers 2 and  . Fractions of this reservation will be
occupying different paths in the topology, as explained later. The following path variables
are defined: T ~ : Minimum hop path between 2 and  on 
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 T a ~ : Minimum hop path between 2 and  on  a T d { f ~ : Concatenation of LSPs overlaying T a ~ .
The minimum hop path T ~ between any two nodes 2 and  stays constant during the anal-
ysis. This assumption is valid because addition/deletion of fibers is a part of network plan-
ning which is performed on a long-term basis. A suitable WDM technology is employed
and it provides ' distinct wavelengths for simultaneous use on a fiber. ' is assumed
constant throughout the network. The WDM technology assigns a capacity of ¨ capacity
units to each of these ' wavelengths.
There exists only a single direct LSP between any node pair. This direct LSP can be
routed either on a direct  SP or on the multi-  SP route. In the former case, it is denoted
by -/	aT   ~ , and in the latter by by -/	aT " ~ . The minimum hop path on the fiber network
between nodes 2 and  is a concatenation of the fiber links between the intermediate nodes
i.e. T ~ IGW ¾pe\[][\[]¦¾ ~ ` . Similarly, the minimum hop path between nodes 2 and  on  a
is T a ~ I§Wm-VT a  d \[\[\[Z.-VT a ÒÒ ~ ` , a concatenation of  SPs between the intermediate nodes, andT d { f ~ IµWm-/	aT D d \[\[\[b.-/	VT DÒ ~ ` . The default LSPs are used to route MPLS traffic between
two nodes when there is no direct LSP or not enough available bandwidth on the direct
LSP. Thus, in an MPLS network, the bandwidth requests between 2 and  are routed either
on a direct LSP -/	aT Ò ~ or on T d { f ~ , a concatenation of default LSPs overlaying T a ~ . T a ~
stays constant during the analysis. This implies that a  SP is used only to route LSPs with
the same end-points as the  SP and a new LSP can not utilize a previously established non-
default  SP for its routing. This assumption approximates a decentralized management
architecture. The decentralized approach is widely used in the current networks and has its
advantages of scalability and ease of operation. With this assumption, events in other parts
of the network do not affect the local network state.
When a new bandwidth request ' ~ arrives between routers 2 and  in the MPLS network,
the existence of a direct LSP between 2 and  is checked initially. For direct LSP between2 and  , the available capacity M d { f ~ is then compared with the request ' ~ . If M d { f ~  ~ ,
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then the requested bandwidth is allocated on that LSP and the available capacity is reduced
accordingly. Otherwise, 9 d { f ~ can be increased subject to bandwidth allocation constraints
in order to satisfy the bandwidth request. If there exists no direct LSP between 2 and  ,
then a decision is needed whether to setup a new LSP and its according 9 d { f ~ . Each time
a new LSP is setup, the previously granted bandwidth allocation requests between 2 and are re-routed on the new LSP. If the request can not be satisfied on the direct LSP, the
request will be routed on T d { f ~ , if there is enough available capacity on each default LSP
in T d { f ~ . If any of the default LSPs does not have the required available bandwidth, it is re-
dimensioned. For this re-dimensioning, capacity is borrowed from the corresponding  SP,-VT d Ò . Since the present day  SPs are normally allocated capacities in the order of OC-192c
(10Gbps), in most cases there will be enough available capacity and the bandwidth requests
can be satisfied by this part of the method. However, since Internet traffic is growing
exponentially and new applications are developed on a day-to-day basis, a scenario where
the OC-192c capacities will be fully occupied is foreseeable. While adding new physical
capacity to the traditional networks was part of the long-term network planning, with the
advancement in the optical technology and the integration of the MPLS and optical control
planes, the capacity addition has become a more dynamic and on-demand process. Thus, a
method for setting up and tearing down  SPs depending on the bandwidth need, network
performance and economic considerations is needed. This method is applied if the direct SP capacity exceeds a threshold and a decision whether or not to setup a new direct  SP
between 2 and  is needed.
At the time of the departure of a bandwidth request, the LSP where the request was
routed is a candidate for being torn down. If the request was routed on -/	aT " ~ , the LSP
can be torn-down. However, if the request is routed on -/	VT   ~ , the option of tearing down
the LSP as well as the  SP needs to be considered. The default LSPs and default  SPs
overlaying the fiber links in - are never torn down.
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The following definitions are provided for a node pair 2 ,  . The definitions can be
extended to other node pairs independently. This assumption is valid because the events
for each node pair are assumed to be independent. Thus, the subscript is dropped in the
definitions henceforth.
A.3.1 Definitions
The following definitions will be used in the setup problem formulation: Definition 1: Bandwidth requests
The bandwidth requests are denoted by  . A request specifies the amount of bandwidth
requested and the origin and destination end-points. Events are associated with the arrival
and departures of the requests, as explained next. Definition 2: Events and decision instants
The following events are defined for the MPLS network:
  Ã fd { IlJ : Arrival of a bandwidth request 
  Ã fd { IG : Departure of request from -/	VT  
  Ã fd { I : Departure of request from -/	VT "
  Ã fd { Il¸ : Departure of request from T d { f
and for the optical network:
  a IJ : Arrival of LSP setup or capacity increment
  a I§ : Departure of LSP or capacity decrement
The optical network events are generated by actions at the MPLS network. The occurrence
of each event is a decision instant. The decision rules are explained later. Definition 3: States
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The MPLS state vector  Ã fd { at a given time instant for a node pair in the MPLS
network is defined as ÜÃ fd { I M d { f  S d  S f  [ (55)
Here, S d is the part of S that is routed on the direct LSP -/	aT Ò '^6 W }' ` and S f is the
part that is routed on T d { f , the concatenation of the default LSPs.
The  SP state vector  a at a given time instant for a node pair in the optical network is
defined as  a IC M a  S a  S  '^   (56)
Here, ^ denotes the number of  SPs between the node pair. If the capacity of the direct
LSP increases beyond the  SP capacity, then another  SP is created to route the additional
LSP capacity. Thus, there may exist multiple  SPs between the node pair. The first fit
algorithm is used for  assignment to the  SP. M a is the total available bandwidth on all the SPs between the node pair, S a is the part of S that is routed on the direct  SPs between
the node pair, S  is the part of S that is routed on the  SPs in T a . Note that only the state
of the direct  SP between the node pair is considered and not other  SPs. This is because
of the assumption that the direct  SP is used only for LSPs with the same end-points.
The fiber state vector  at a given time instant for a node pair in the fiber network is
defined as   IC  [ (57)
where  denotes the set of wavelengths still available on the fiber and not being used by
any  SP.
Even though the system state is split into three separate levels, the state of the system is
expressed as a combination of state at all the levels. This division among the state variables
has been made because the decisions (as explained later) are made independently at each
level and require only the state information at that level. Note that the system state is
unchanged unless an event occurs. The occurrence of an event triggers the decision policy
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which provides a suitable action to handle the event. Execution of the action changes the
network state. Definition 4: Extended states
The MPLS and the optical state space can be extended by the coupling of the current
state and the event.
	[Ã fd { I ;ÜÃ fd { .ÜÃ fd { 	 a I ; a . a 
This extended state space
	 is the basis for determining the decisions. Definition 5: Actions
Assume that at time instant  , the event  occurs which has to be handled by the network.
The network decides its action at both the MPLS (  Ã fd { ) and the optical (  a ) levels. Ã fd { Iµ means that the direct LSP will be re-dimensioned and  Ã fd { IGJ means that
no action will be taken and the request is routed either on a existing direct LSP or on T d { f . a I  means that the  SP will be setup/torn-down and  a I J means that no new  SP
will be setup. The combined actions at the two levels is I_ Ã fd { . a  . Definition 6: Cost function
The cost is split into two levels for the MPLS network and the optical network. The cost
at each level is the sum of three components: the bandwidth cost ¨ b %	.5 , the switching
cost ¨ sw %	.5 , and the signaling cost ¨ sign _	.5 :
¨F_	aI¨ b %	.5piN¨ sw %	.5piN¨ sign _	 (58)
with appropriate superscripts for the two levels. The cost definitions for the MPLS network
are similar to the definition in Chapter 3.
At the optical level, the rate of bandwidth cost ¬ ab %	.5 incurred depends linearly on
the number of hops  in T and the capacity of the  SP.
¬ ab _	.5VIª cap ^¦¨    (59)
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where ª cap is the bandwidth cost coefficient per capacity unit (c.u.) for the optical network.
The cost is incurred for the whole capacity allocated to the ^, SPs because of the large
modularity in capacity allocation by the current WDM technologies.
The switching cost in the optical network depends on the number of switching opera-
tions in the optical and opto-electronic switches. The total number of switching operations
is always  , since the physical path is fixed. The type of these operations depends on the
path chosen in the optical network. Thus, the rate of switching cost is given as
¬ asw %	.5/I 22 22 í) S a i S  iNZ  a IXí S a iNª a    S  ib  a IJ (60)
where íGIC%R²O|3ª opt i+ª a , ª opt is the cost coefficient for the switching of the  SP in the
optical switches on the path and ª a is the cost coefficient for the opto-electronic switching
at the head-end of the  SP. Since the  SPs are assumed to be always formed over the
physical shortest path in T (which stays constant), the optical switching cost coefficient
is multiplied by _  ²E , the number of successive hops with optical switching.
The signaling cost of a  SP is made up of many components. As the MPLS network,
the signaling cost is incurred only when a new  SP is being created or an old one being
destroyed. The components of the signaling cost include ª Û  (the cost for signaling the
information to all the relevant nodes) among others. This cost component is fixed in nature
and does not depend on the network topology. The other two components of the signaling
cost are proportional to   , the number of hops on the physical path between the nodes.
They are ª ~ a (the cost for finding the common wavelength to be used on the fibers inT ) and ª  §Ð§ ò (the cost of allocating that wavelength to the  SP). The last componentª.  w   relates to the cost of moving the existing traffic from one  SP to another. Note that
the signaling cost is instantaneous and not time-dependent. Grouping terms together:
¨ asign _	.5VIl a «ª x iNª y    (61)
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A.4 Optimal Setup Policy
The optimization problem is formulated as a CTMDP as before. The expected infinite-
horizon discounted total cost is
q êì %	DZaIí ê{ À îïr»ð°D 
ñ ì\òôó õ ¨ sign _	c.5\i® ò ó°ö Æò ó 
ñ ì s ò ñ òôó x «¬ b %	ce.5\i¬ sw _	cn.5  } ÷ øù[
(62)
This definition can be applied to both the LSP and  SP levels. The optimal decision policy
can be found by solving the optimality equations for each initial state 	 . The bandwidth
requests arrive in the MPLS network according to a Poisson process with rate  and the
request durations are exponentially distributed with mean  . Only some of these requests
are relayed to the underlying optical network when  SP states need to be modified. Since
the sampling of a Poisson process leads to another Poisson process, the  SP requests in
the optical network arrive according to a Poisson process with rate  and are valid for
exponentially distributed durations with mean  .
Following an approach similar to Chapter 3, the optimal LSP setup decision policy is  IGWm  .    \[\[\[¡` and the decision rule is given by
  I
22222222222222 22222222222222
J 	RIO M  S d  S f uJ M  E M  S d  S f uJÂ	RIO M  S d  S f uJ M  E M  S d  S f EÂ	RIO M  S d  S f E E M  S d  S f }Â	RIO M  S d  S f }J 	RIO M  S d  S f u¸
(63)
where
   M  S d  S f J
I
222222 222222  ª Û 
a iª  Lq  à M  S d  S f i<
Eu¸ â²nq5Õà:J S d i S f i||u¸ â J !03f4e6#;7@ýg956
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For the optical network, the optimality equations are:
qc_	V}I<ýþ y º  Ü _	uÃi =i  i  ië r~'y { k«	.5q5 	  (64)
Since the set of possible actions is finite and
 _	.5 is bounded, it can be proved that
the optimal policy p is stationary and deterministic [91]. The solution of the optimality
equations gives the optimal values of the expected infinite-horizon discounted total costs.
The decision rule for the optimal policy at the optical level is given as
  I
222222222222222222 222222222222222222
  	gIO JuJ S  uJuJ_J 	gIO JuJ S  uJzJ 	gIO M a  S a  S  ^cuJ_»^´LJ M a  
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 â 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 â J !03f4&6y#;7@ýg956
The threshold structure of the optimal policy facilitates the solution of the optimality equa-
tions but still it is difficult to pre-calculate and store the solution because of the large num-
ber of possible system states. In a large network, the application of this optimal policy will
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no more be real-time since solving the infinite-horizon MDP problem is a time-intensive
process. So, a sub-optimal policy is proposed that is easy and fast to calculate and imple-
ment in large realistic scenarios.
A.5 Sub-optimal Setup Policy
The sub-optimal policy minimizes the cost incurred between two decision instants. The
sub-optimal policy for the MPLS network can be obtained as Chapter 3. For the optical
network, `hOIXWmih/.ih/.ih/\[\[\[¡` and the decision rule is given by
 h I
222222222222222222 222222222222222222
   	gIO J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J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i S  	gIO M a  S a  S  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uJ%»^P$J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 S a 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(66)
where
   I 22 22  S <ie s  û  dU x s ì û a ûb ¡x û  f¡£¢8¤ ds d  ñ   xzs ¥ ñ §¦ ¢¨ xJ !0354&6#87@ý:9;6} (67)
This sub-optimal policy is easy to implement in a real-time manner for a large network
since it is a simple threshold-based policy where the thresholds are dependent on the net-
work costs which are known and constant during the analysis. Thus, the thresholds can be
calculated and stored a-priori and and the application of the sub-optimal policy becomes a
simple comparison check for the network state. Though this sub-optimal policy is easy to
implement, it is still restricted in its physical application because of the assumption that a SP can only be used by LSPs with same end-points. An improvement to this policy can be
achieved with a centralized approach where information is available about the whole net-
work. Thus, another sub-optimal policy for  SP establishment is proposed. In this policy,
the assumption is removed and intermediate  SPs are used for longer LSPs. The algorithm
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for this threshold-based sub-optimal policy for LSP and  SP topology adaptation is given
in Figure 54. This policy achieves lower overall operational cost at the expense of increased
management effort for maintaining the global network state. In this policy, S Ã fd {¯Ud is equal
to the threshold in the MPLS network and S a¯ed is given as:S a¯Ud I %ª Å iNª|  ² ª Å ²&²Åª© Á  yª   ]*ë´i1  i  % a ²LEb%ª a ² ª  ¬ ò Ãiª   ¬ Á  y«  i ª   ¬ ¨F_¬æ² Á  yª ¬ % a ²Eb%ª a ²Åª  ¬ ò Ãiª   ¬ Á  y«   (68)
where ² is the total number of  SPs in T a that do not have enough available bandwidth
and  is the number of  SPs that do not need modification. Also,  denotes the number
of fibers corresponding to the  SP 2 among the ²´ SPs to be re-dimensioned. The relations²>iBI  a and Á  y~ªmv «   I   were used to derive the threshold. This threshold has
been calculated by a cost comparison among the options of creating a direct  SP and re-
dimensioning intermediate  SPs for LSP request.
A.6 Performance Evaluation
If the threshold-based policy is applied to a network where no additional  SPs have been
added yet, and a new LSP setup request arrives, if only one out of the  SPs needs
re-dimensioning, the threshold for creation of a direct  SP becomes Wmª~}*ëÅiX,iÃUiª   ¬ ¨C`  Wmª a ²Qª  ¬ ò iGª   ¬ ` . If two  SPs need re-dimensioning, the threshold becomesWmª}*ë>i)iB3ª   ¬ ¨ ²  d ñ " `  W d ñ  d ñ " %ª a ²Bª  ¬ ò aiª   ¬ ` . It is easy to see that the former
expression is larger than the latter. Thus, it is faster to create a new direct  SP if more SPs need re-dimensioning. This observation is very intuitive as re-dimensioning larger
number of  SPs implies larger signaling cost. If all the  SPs need to be re-dimensioned
to accommodate the LSP, i.e., ²ÅI a , the threshold for creation of a direct  SP becomes²ª Å  %ª a ²$ª  ¬ ò  . As this value is less than zero, it implies that the direct  SP will be created
even for a very small bandwidth request.
For the simulations, the physical topology of Figure 55 is used. Each node represents
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LSP & Lightpath Setup/Re-dimensioning Policy
At time ­ , ®8¯±°/²³ éOÈ ´ ²³©° Ê£µ ² Ê£µ ° Ð , ´Y¶
Ê£µ·¶
Ê£µ-¸Ê¹}Ð and event ºv¯»°/²³ occurs
Case 0: º ¯±°/²³ é Arrival of request ¼
If direct ½¾¿À ÊÁnÜ × ÝZÊ;Þ\Ù exists with enough available bandwidth
Request is accepted and routed on ½¾¿ÂÀ
Else
If all LSPs
Ü ¿ ÌBÃ]Í have enough available capacity
LSP Check: If total traffic between nodes exceeds
Ë·Ä Í ÌÅÃÆÇ
If direct ½¾¿ÂÈ exists
If ½¿ does not have enough available capacity, ½¿ is re-dimensioned½¾¿È is re-dimensioned and request is accepted and routed on ½¾¿-È
If direct ½¾¿É exists
If total traffic between nodes exceeds threshold in (67)½¿ and ½¾¿È are created and request is accepted and routed on ½¾¿·È
If no ½¾¿À exists, ½¾¿_É is created and request is accepted and routed on ½¾¿ÂÉ
Else request is accepted and routed on ¿ ÌBÃ]Í
Else
Identify all default ½¾¿_ÊÇ À Ü ¿ ÌBÃ]Í without enough available capacity.Let ¢ be the number of such LSPs
For each such ½¾¿_ÊÇ ÀIf the corresponding £ SP has enough available capacity ½¾¿ ÊÇ À is re-dimensionedElse identify £ SP ½¿ Ç À
Let Ë be the total number of £ SPs without enough available capacity
Let Ì be the number of £ SPs with enough available capacity ,i.e., Ë Ø Ì éÕ ¶
If total traffic on ½¾¿À exceeds Ë ¶ÆÇ
New direct ½Í¿ and ½¾¿ÂÈ are created. Request accepted and routed on ½¾¿-È
Topologies ¿ ¶ and ¿ ÌÅÃbÍ are modified
Else
Create Ë new £ SPs ½¿ Ç ÀË default ½¾¿*ÊÇ À are re-dimensionedJump to LSP Check





and Ò not exists½¾¿È and ½Í¿ are torn-down





and Ò not exists½¾¿ É is torn-down















Figure 55: Network Topology.
an LSR and each edge represents a fiber link connecting two LSRs. A capacity of 10Gbps
is assigned to each  SP. The cost coefficients are chosen as ª Û I ª©+I [¹.ª  IÂª Å I[¹.ª ° Iª   ¬ IG}.ª. ¬ Iª a IJ[u¸¹.ª. ¬ § Û Ilª  ¬ ò IlJ[}¹ . The values for  and  are chosen
such that the traffic in the network is increasing. The values of Í and  are obtained by
observing the statistics of the MPLS network under the optimal policy for LSP setup.
The initial topologies  ,  a and  d { f coincide. Homogeneously increasing amount
of traffic is offered to the node pairs 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 10-5, 10-6, 10-7, and 10-8 and
the network topology is observed over time. The LSP evolution profile shows that the
longer LSPs tend to be established first. From the  SP evolution, for a given  a the setup
threshold decreases with increasing ² . The second observation is that for a given ² , the
threshold increases with increasing  a .
If the capability to add physical capacity on demand was not available, then the rejec-
tion of bandwidth requests would be very high in current networks as the traffic continues
to grow. The performance of the proposed policies is compared with three well-known
heuristics. In all the heuristics, a fully connected  SP network is pre-established. Thus,
there is no need for  SP topology adaptation. Heuristic 1 establishes a fully connected
LSP network before the network is operational. In this way, all the virtual topologies are
fixed a-priori and can not be adjusted to the traffic demands. This heuristic leads to resource
wastage as the reserved resources are not necessarily utilized. Heuristic 2 re-dimensions the
LSPs every time there is a bandwidth request. The re-dimensioning is such that the the LSP
size exactly fits the bandwidth request. This heuristic leads to large number of topology
modifications. Heuristic 3 tries to reduce the number of modifications by re-dimensioning
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Figure 56: Total Expected Cost.
the LSPs such that there is over-dimensioning. Thus, the LSPs are re-dimensioned, when
necessary, to Ô Æ ( Ô §|J}J ) of their capacity. These three heuristics are simple to imple-
ment and are currently in use by network operators.
First, the total expected cost is compared in Figure 56. As expected, the cost for the
heuristics are much higher when compared to the proposed policies. Heuristic 1 has a lot
of wasted bandwidth whereas heuristic 2 has very high signaling costs. Heuristic 3 also
has a higher cost due to the combination of wasted bandwidth and frequent bandwidth
adjustments. On the other hand, the three proposed policies have comparatively lower
costs. Among the three policies, the sub-optimal policy has a higher cost than the optimal
policy as expected. However, the threshold-based policy has an even lower cost than the
optimal policy. This results from the removal of the limitation that an intermediate  SP can
be used only for LSP with the same end-points. By removing this limitation, the number
of  SPs to be created reduces and thus the total cost reduces. Note that this limitation can
only be removed in centralized network operation because information is required about the
state of the intermediate  SPs which is not available in the decentralized scenario. Thus,
the cost reduction has been obtained at the expense of the added management effort.
A metric that is reflective of the operations of the policies is the number of modifica-
tions to the LSPs and  SPs. In Figure 57, the number of modifications for LSPs is shown.
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Figure 57: Number of Modifications in the LSP Topology.
































































Figure 58: Maximum Bandwidth Wastage.
Another metric for comparison is the bandwidth wastage in the LSP and the  SP. The
average and maximum wastage can be compared. The average wastage considers all the
LSPs or  SPs whereas the max value gives a worst-case scenario picture of the bandwidth
wastage. In Figure 58(a) and (b), the max bandwidth wastage is shown for the LSPs and SPs, respectively. As is noticeable, the heuristics perform worse than the proposed poli-
cies. In Figure 58(a), the results for Heuristic 1 have been clipped at 800 to show the
results for other policies at a reasonable scale. The actual results for Heuristic 1 are very
large which show the inefficiency of the heuristic.
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